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Clinik';E,14.-111:iblic. service job program, was terminated. There
werp. 121g. cuts in.. medicare, fOod stamps, and° education benefits.
There:' were cuts. in Social Security. Changes in welfare aid took
.,:hUndreds Of thousands of-families with children off the rolls entire-
ly and reduced ben'efitA for Manx others. Many of these families
also lost eligibility for medicaid. ,

Analyzing poverty and the Minuet of poverty prOgrams on the
disadvantaged, ls-more than a theoretical exercise engaged in by
economists and others. It. goes to the heart of new policy decisions
that could emerge after this year's Presidential election.

ThoyredUcticin of poverty should be a national priority, aCCOM-
pl ishecNthrouvh sound policieS and programs which raise the stand-
ard of living fqr poor families. Modifying the definition of poverty
to include noncash benefits solely to statistically reduce the pover-
ty rate is reprehensible.' It diverts attention away from the real
issues to be addressed the factors which cause poverty ands the
dire needs of-poor-people.

We hope that this hearing will -help us review the broad policy
implications involved in defining. poverty and income and provide
informati on questions such as the relationship of the pove ty
definition and eliptiSijity for public assistance programs and other
programs such as revenue- sharing and a number of block grant
programs.

Wt' also hope that it Will deal with the process, methodology, and
goals of efforts to value noncash benefits in relation to the defini-
tjOn -of poverty and what role, if' any, should the Congress plpY in
Mining poverty and income.

Thank you Mr. Chairmaii.,
RANGE Thank you, Mr. Clay.

For those people who wonder why this hearing is being held
joint lx. it is because there is no question that many people have
entered the poverty category because of domestic program ;educ-
tions :thd tax policies;

The Ways and Means Committee as well as other- conunittees.of
the House have jurisdiction over certain means tested programs
that were reduced significantly as a result of budget reductions.

The Census Bureau traditionally has been held to the higheSt
professional standards and certainly has done a great job for the
country no matter what administration has been in power. Its data
is used by Congress to determine how we can assist the poorest of
the poor. ,

By having closed meetings or having the perception that the for-
mula is being politically manipulated, puts the Census Burev,in a
position of denying the poor the benefits of legislation which to
give assistance, by making it appear as though the poor are not
pair This is what happens when you have closed 'meetings. Cer-.

tainly.t hose of' us in the Congress have been subjected to a lot .of
criticism for doing the same thing.

So that is MIS, I appreciate the fae:.that this committee has al-
lowed those of us in the. Ways and Means Committee to share in
this hearing. We can hear from the interested witnesses how .to
obtain a .fair ;111d accurate description of the poor iii- this country,
so that ,collectively we tire in a better position to :do something
about. it.
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Congressman, Matsui, who is on active member of the. Ways and
Means Committee, had volunteered to sit with the Oversight Cone
mittee on these hearings because of his deep-seated concern about
how the formula is being changed and what input is being put in,
and of course 'why it appears as though the Congress is being ex-
cluded. And. again to demonstrate his deep interest, he is the first
witness.

I want, to congratulate him first on his interestikis perserver-
ence, and the contribution that he is making,- so that when we do
reach a criterion, it's not going to be liberal or conservative, Repub-
lican or Demodrat, but its going to be something that people will
think is fair and equitable.

>-Congressman, .you may proceed in the Manner that Win. make
you feel most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT mArrsui, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. MAmUI. T.hak you very much; Mr. Chairman.
appreciate the opportunity that 'both you and Mr. Clay and

Representative Hall have given me and other witnesses today to
testify before the respective subcoramittees.

Today's hearing serves an important purpose as the questions
concerning the definition of poverty too often are viewed as purely
technical and hest left to expert analysts.

Policymakers must respond to the need for a more compt:ehen-
sive framework for understanding what constitutes poverty and
how to mitigate its Members of Congress and other decisio
must acknowledge that these technical matters have prof oand
social, moral, and economic ramifications.

For a number of years, the method used by the. Census Bureau to
determine who is poor has been the subject of growing debate.
Many critics argue that the poverty thresholdS are based upon
outmoded data, which only estimate minimum food requirements
for a family's survival. Such needs as clothing, f$ h e tt er,'and medical
care are not directly assessed.

Others contend that. in-kind benefits, such as food stamps and
rrtedkcal benefits, should he counted as income available to the
pool) and many believe that the poverty threshhold should be
based on after-tax income.

Leaving aside what the right ingredjents are for calculating the
number of poor people, we must ask a per* of more fundamental
questions:

Do our current standards go far enough in portraying true need?
Should we'employ more relative measures, enabling us to appre-

ciate hettdr the differences in lifestyles among (a pines on the con-
tinuum of low and high income?

How can poverty and the statiAtics which describe it he better.
understood so that Government can target its resources more effec-

.,.!tively to coti.hat it?
These questions are not new. Nearly 20 years have passed since

President 'Johnson committed this Nation to eliminating want by
declaring a war on poverty. While we are still committed to this
goal, the fact that 15 percent of all Americans continue to live

8
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' .below that poverty line is a commentary that in fact we have not
won that war on poverty.

Rather than trying to solve this problem through vigorous efforts
to strengthen the social safety net, this administration has indicat-
ed its desire to devise new statistical measures to hide the undi-
minished needs of the poor.

David Stockman told the Ways and Means Committee, chaired
by Chairman Rangel last November, that "we are marching for-
ward as a society' to reduce the degree of poverty if we measure it
correctly.

This tendency was illustrated again during a recent Oversight
Subcommittee hearing. The Census Bureau announced that it had
chosen a panel of eight expert economists to review the Bureau's
work on poverty measurement and to make technical recommenda-
aions on how to calculate noncash benefits in determining the pov-
erty rate. This group, was selected at the request of the Office of
Management and Budget.

While, the Government must receive the benefit of expert advice,
the proposed operations of this panel provoked much concern and
skepticism.

Only one meeting of these eight experts was planned for the
group to complete its work. The Census Bureau asked this group to
review only, those types of measures, such as . in-kind benefits,
which statistically decreased the number of the poor. No thought
was given to evaluating alternative poverty measures, like using
after-tax income or increasing the poverty threshhold, which could
reveal an increase in the number of poor Americans.

More importantly, this session was closed to the' public, and no
outside input by Congress or interested parties was to be permitted\
This was in apparent violation of the Federal Advisory Committee\
Act( '

It was only after I wrote to the Census Burdau urging them to
open the meeting, arranged for nearly 60 of our colleagues to sign
subsequent letters, and joined in a lawsuit asking the court to
direct the Bureau to open the meeting, that this session was finally
scrubbed. The contracts of the economists were also canceled.

It is my view that the questions concerning poverty, income, and
how to measure it are too important to take place outside of the
public's view. Such discussions must occur in an open forum with
adequate opportunity for al interested parties to comment and
provide their perspectives o this issue.

To assure that the Cong ess possesses sufficient information to
conduct a searching and substantive debate on the best ways to
measure poverty, it seems Clear that an impartial assessment must
be compiled. It seems clear that an impartial asessment must be
compiled for the purpose of obtaining this information so that Con-
gress will 6e able to make the appropriate decision.

I believe it is time for Congress 'to establish a high-level, inde-
pendent committee for the purpose of defining what the poverty
rate should be. This panel should be composed of experts in and
outside the poverty field, whose views represent a wide philosophic
spectrum.
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The group should conduct. a series of in -depth public meetings
over the next year to. l8 months as a means to establish a cpmpre-
liensiVe btxly of evidence.

1. intend to introduce a resolution in the near futtne proposing
the creation of such apanel.

Until such time as rongress can receive this advice and study
more definitive data, I feel that neither tkie administration nor the
Census Bureau should make any changes in tie official way that
poverty is measured.

It also seems clear that.the Census Bureau, ,in its annual techni-
cal pa ers on valuing in-kind benefits, should' examine altthmative
appr( hes to defining poverty such as using after-tax income.

pite past problems from their government, many of the poor
hav slipped through the social safety net. We certainly cannot
allow more Americans to be injured by statistical holes in the net,
but, more importantly, we must resume our national crusade to
eliminate poverty through effective and humane measures and not
just by changing nunibm.s..

Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you and Mr. Clay and
Representative Hall for the leadership effort that, you have taken
in attempting to bring this matter to a head and bringing if for-
ward. t

I recall just/hist month when you chaired the Oversight Suboim-
mittee hearing and had representatives hum the Census Bureau
present, how you advised them that they should open the meeting
and, second, how they should consider income after taxes as part of
their study. Unfortunately, they disi egardedyour 'recommendation
and advice and were going to proceed with the meeting anyway.

They subsequently, as I indicated, did cancel that, meeting.
afraid,, however, that they may resume it. again, perhaps at a Vim
when we are in recess. That's why I think this hearing is so vitally
important to make sure that we in Congress know exactly what
limy intend to do, so thiyt we can protect the itIterest of the poor,
since ery few other people are concerned about them.

.

Mr. RANcEL. fir. Clay will inquire. Also, if your schedule pe
nnts; you ,are invited to join us, and perhaps we can get some-o the
answers to those questions you posed.

Mr. Mimi)]. Thank you.
-Mr. CLAN,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Matsui, you were the one who initially po(nted out

the shortcomings.el the Cetisus Bureau's approach in studying non-
cash benefits. Are you now pleased with the Bureau's plans to open
up ttte meeting at h later date, and, if not, what are' your concerns
about the new proposal for final. action'?

Mr. MATsta. Well, Mr. Clay, I'm pleased that they tanceled the
hearings, and I am also pleased that, they have indicated that any
subsequent meeting, they will at least open it up.

However, I really think that for the .Census Bureau to hold a
hearing at this time is somewhat prematureeven to hold a meet-
ing at this time is somewhat premature. The reason I feel this way
is that f'm afraid we may end up defining what poor people make
in one way and defining what wagtearners make in another way.

For exaniplesItot'S takeqt wage-earner with the United Autowork-
ers Union. Very few peotile, when they consider what that person

t
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makes, consider insurance premiums, pension benefits, and other
types of nowash fringe benefits that they receive in calculatirig
their full salary. Members of Congress are another. example.

Our salaries are publicwe make $72,000 a yearbut
w

the Gov-
ernment pays for part of our health insurance package, e have a
pensidn program, we have other benefits' as well, but when we
speak about what we make, we talk about $72,000 a year, not
$100,000, or whatever that figure would be if you count fringe or
noncash benefits. ,

But it app'ears,to me what the Census Bureau is doing is setting
the Stage so Dave Stockman in the Office of Management and
Budget could include noncash benefits in determining the poverty
rate. A poor' person then would have to include food stamps, a
value for their health insurance benefits, the shelter subsidies that
perhaps they 'are getting, and, all of a sudden, you can see them
making $15,000 to $18,000 a year. I think that would be unfortu-
natethat we would basa their income levels on one standard and
the levels of wage-earners on another, because I thipk there's a po-
litical problem, a misperception problem then.

When I go back to California, somebody can say, "Well, gee,
these poor people get $18,000 a year. How unfair that is. I only get
$18,000 a year. Why should we subsidize them?" But they. are not
including, when they make that statement, their noncash or fringe
benefits, which are not taxed.

.

Mr! RANGEL Sofneone told if the gentleman would yield
\ that it is possible for a medicaid patient that is terminally ill to

livb a life of poverty and die a rich person, if you just include the
hospital expenses.

Mr. CLAY. No further questions.
Mr. RANGEL. Would you join us, Mr. Matsui?
Mr. MATSUI. Yews I would like torhank you very mach.
Mr. RANGEL. The committee is indeed fortunate that we have

available Ms. Mollie OrshanSky, who has taken time out to share
her views with us: I ask her to come forward.

As most of us know,the country 113 indebted to her for the exper-
tise that slAe ha; given to this area: She has created the present
standard as to what criteria determine whether a person-is- poor.

On behalf of Chairwoman Katie Hall, we thank you for making
yourself available.

STATEMENT OF MOLIAI ORSIIANSKY
.

Ms. ORSHANSKY. Thank you. I'm not sure I can thattk you for
making me make myself available.

It is qovv 20 years since the development of the Social SeCu-
rity Administration Crude Index of Poverty, whith eventually
became the official U.S. statistical definktion of poverty we now
use.

It's hard to 1)elieve that it's 20 yeaCs ago. It's even harderwhen.
you do, as I did in the last few days, go back and read and review
some of the things that we said and did, and I must tell.youand
I'm going to illustrate itthat if you took away tho date, with only
a little tuck here, and there, you would think we were talking
today.

1 I
ye
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"Can poVerty be numsured?" I asked. How do we know? By what
standard do we determine just how many and .who are the poor
who tug at the nation's conscience.

The number who ife poor can be varied almost at will,ibecause
there's no agreement about the way to count them, eve:eh money
income alone. This is part of our success story.

By the levels of living prevailing elsewhere, some of the poor in
this country might be well to do, but no one here world settle for
mere subsistence, even for his neighbor. Even our poorest may
claim more than bread.

It is perhaps more difficultthis was Written in 1965to set a
standard fon poVerty us a public issue, because, in the final analy-
sis, such a procedure implies how much of our public funds and en-
eygies we wish to commit, and I .digress here from what I wrote
then becaus evermow and then since I have said to decide who
was poor was a r of prayer rather than evaluation, and so I

9 decided to see what theology might tell me..
-I'm not familiar with all the reliOns of the worldI'm. sure
they would agree ,butf-way back in. the ancient Hebrew, which
help dorm thv history of our Judeo-Christian creed, the word for
charity dergWd as "giving to the poor" means the same as the wo
for justice, and if you come farther alongnot -much--"Untt
Whomsoever much. hath been given,.. from him much shall beer
quired."

Neither the present circumstances nor the reasons for the we
said ia 1965, are alike For alrl our impoverished millions, an the
measures that can help reduce their number nfust likewise be
many and varied. No single program emphasizing needs cif one spe-

(cial group alone will succeed. Any conflicts of programs that does
not allow for the diversity of the many groups among.the poor will
to that degree leave the task undone.

The poor have been counted many times. It remains now to
count the ways by which to help them gain a new identity, and
tilen-/-1 feel very wistful I read this I said, "If' we can think
Aoki 'solutions and dreg big dreams, we `may be able to solve the
problem di poverty, ever if we cannot yet agree on how to measure
it." That's a sentence I on't think I would write-today.

So what did we do th n to measure poverty? Or, as I said, if' we
couldn't agree how muc was enough, could we at least say how
much was too little? And there is the rub.

- Its not only that there is difficulty in deciding what, for a socie-
ty like ours, should be a,social minimum above subsistence. If you
really are concerned about illustrating the plight,,the lack of well-
being, or the degree of well-being among various segments of' our
population, you have to have something to apply ,your measure to.

So, despite all the discussion as to why we didn t do this and did
do that, thee fact remixing that, Like good homemakers and I hope
good' economists, we tailored what we needed to what was avail-.
able.

The only element of family living for which there was anything
like consensus on levels of adequacy) American style was food, and
food costs, and I would tsay it iM still true today, acid acknowledging
that the only reliable regular series that could toll us abitut family
economic status was the census annual report, the CPS, distribut-

e
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ing for a sample of American families, by money income before
taxes, a whole array of information by characteristics of the family.

We .couldb, we did, develop a series of criteria from analysis of
family income and food expenditure studies for units of different
composition; we would say. family size and whether they were chil-
dren or adults.- -

Thus we could develop a'ffretkod Of classifying 'families, and by
their income and relevant charaateristics, the age, the number of
children, their work status, and relate that to their presumed
means or the 'poverty line.

Yoirprobably 'know nowwe: have all said that,that involved
. taking the economy food plan of the 'U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, determiningor, rather, estimatingit was not easyhow
many dollars' would be required on the average for farrirlies for
given size and composition,. and assessing, or guessing, if you' will,
or hoping, the total amount of income that one, might assume
would be required to make it possible for families to obtain that
food withouton the averagewithout having'to give.up another
necessty:

To be sure, the very process of counting the peerthatis, stating
the relative vulnerability of different population' groups=itsele re-
sulted in enlarging the data base. We developed larger samples,'
which made it possible to have more accurate representation of l.
some population groups, more detailed questions, and moresq,phis-v
ticated data. analysis.

The .uses stretched the data to their limits, And,,some would say,
.baYond.

A byproduct was that measuring poverty, counting the poor, or
7. discounting thorn sometimes, was now a major occupationand I

interpose here, because it will come lip, the:reason that income
money income before taxes is the base with' which our poV4ty
teria were applied is, because that was and remains the only regu-
far, reliable, large, government, statistical series that exists or ex-
isted. I don't know what we would have done if there were other
things, but there weren't, and there aren't.

By 1978, as we continued to debate, attention seemed to drift
from what we might do about the poor to how many there were to
do something about, including thearge issue of why money income
alone was counted.

had anything . really' changed? Listen.. I'm quoting from the
debate we had in 1978. "The same situation exists today." That
meant as had existed in 1964 and 1965. "We have not come even
close to consensus on the ambunt' of money needed-for items other
than. food. Therefore, we resort to the same surrogate procedure
the 196:3 costs of the U.S. Department of Agriculture econortAliked
plan originally developed with an eye to 195r family food choice--
and that remains the core of the official poverty'lines adjusted only
for year-to-year price changes as measured by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics Consumer Price Index."
a Since 1)69 these poverty counts, which have sort of grown., have
been designated by the Office of Management and .Budget as the
official statistics on poverty.

We could, by shifting to a modernized, betterto me that means
highei poverty Matrixwith the uneven income distribution

n.
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among U.S. households, raise, the nuniber called poor, but *Would
.

also change the CompOsition of the group by residence, age, race, or
sex. of the family ead, or delineate- an even greater number by

:moving to a tot relative income. measure, such ps .half the na-
tionaltional median in onne.

And again I write, "We could change the number of poor by ex-
panding the definition of income to include benefits such 'as foo
stamps, housing subsidies, healthcare services not now included i
census income --this was 978"but we are not even close to
agreement on how to put casT4Values on thepe things."

My problem is that counting people richer when they are ill but
. only if their care is financed from public funds and not 'from em-

ployer-funded insurance means we may be misled into thinking
problems of the poor need no further consideration.

For myself', I do not belieue it is enough that the poor shouftl die
. the richest in the cemetery. i .

I want to find this. I feel very prescient. "If it is any' consola-
tion"this is 1978-1 .might say, some 1'3 years' after the original
poVerty line was jie'veloped,,that all its inherent limitations were
acknowledged by us at the start. Unfortunately, we have as'yet no
solutions. Perhaps the greatest progress is in the urgency with
which the deficiencies are now addressed."

. Now I want to say explicitly what has been implicit in my discus-
sion, and that is my concern that we are overly'concerned about
numbers. We seem preoccupied with exits from poverty and com-
paratively unworried about the entrances intolt.

One of thegr(!mt debates in the land is whether we .do really still,
as so many Poor among us, with or without the dubious valuation
of noncash benefits, and whatever version, of the poverty census
statistics we .use the count suggests we have come a long way in

. the last 17 yearsMake it 20 or 25or so in decreasing poverty as
we measure it.

Then why, after transfers even .in money terms alone, especially
with add-ons for till the nonmoney goods and services, are we still
having sessions on poverty today?

I Definitional niceties aside, thlire remain many hurdles before we
- can sound the proud clarion of success. However we count them,

we have lifted a great number out of poverty, but is the index (II
success based solely on providing exits with no thoughts to blocking'

',the entrances'? Have we no care about who faljs into poverty in the
, first place. and why?

'Granted, a compassionate society will see that those with too
little-money of their own Ail not drop. below some level of decent
living, Ought no,t.an enlightened Society be worried, top, about less-
ening the need for such a system in the first place? .

Poverty wils never a random'affliction, and today it is even less
so, t should be a major concern that the burden of ppverty contin-
ues to weight herivily on women who; in growing numbers, bear

imajor "responsibility for raisins children alone face their old
. age alone as well. , .

The 'risk of poverty for a/ woman and her family today 'is over
four times as high as for a, man and his. Today was 1978, but it
could be right now: . ,\ .

.,'
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We sho ld not cVinue to look away while blacks, American In-
dians, Sp nish Americans, and other minority group know poverty
at a rate three or four times that afflicting other ethnic groups.

. It is sobering to find today, no less than when the war on poverty,
began, that many children are born to be poor and with a manifest
destiny predictable by where. they live, the race and occupation of
their parents, and even the numbers of brothers and sisters that
have arrived before them.

And so I don't know whether we are measuring poverty right,
and I don't know what the best way is to count the poor today, but
I wish we could concentrate more on causes and remedies than on

umbers,
And I feel congtrained to add foi today one thing. What bothers

me, what shouldlbothftr us,-about the work we have seen on includ-
ing noncash income:We can discussand I hope we willthe irrel-
evance, to me, the inaccuracies, statistically and conceptually, for
applying a money-plus-noncash-income concept on to a poverty"line
which was derived from money income alone.

. We should talk more about changing the .income distribution to
be more complete all through the line, not just.for the poor but for
those of us from whom much shall be required. But most important
of 'all, I think the tone, the interpretation of these figures, even if
we could accept thein as they are, is cruel.

I don't think, even if the numbers are right, they tell us that the
number- of people we counted poor are not poor. What they are tell-
ing us, that some programs, some of which we have control over on
the Federal basis and some notsome programs designed to help It
people with not enough money to get along have succeeded, are
succeeding, in alleviating the distress for the poverty gap for some
of those we call poor. That doesn't mean they weren't poor.

I think in our society, to have to depend upon public programs is
a form of poverty which we'don't want to perpetuate from genera-
tion to generation, but more important than this, if we really are
doing so well, why do we have any left? , .

What about the large number of poor householdsand it is
largewho get nothing at all? Food stamps. You can argue about
eounting themhow' to count them. Food stamps, a program specif
ically designed to help the poor, and yet 42 percent of the house-
holds we define as poor on a 'money income basis did not get food.
stamps at all,

The same kind of information can be shown for the other pro-
grams that are counted, .

Some of the difficulty is because the definitions we use on the
one hand to collect income and the definition's that are used for the
programI mean the noncash benefit programdiffer, but that
isn't the whole difference, and if we are to use these things, we
should not only use them. properly, but we-should really see what
they imply for what is still to be done.. - .

And if I may have my last word, one of the things that waiN *s-
turbing to me, and to ,many of us, was the assumption by people
other countries or even by people in this country that because /e
had poverty lines, automatically we had in place programs of as-
sistance for those who ft below those lines.

15
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It of course was never true, and one day in ex peration, when

one of m colleagues asked me, "But Mollie, what you get if you
are poor." I thought about it an Aaid, "You get counted." And
now I have to say bitterly, "You're, real lucky. In 1984, if you are
poor, there's probably a one in two chance you won't even make
the list."

11'

MI'. RANGEL. Well, we certainly bope that you continue to work
with us as we not only wrestle with the problem, but also in just
trying to define the problem.

Tell me, when you worked toward the definition of poverty, did
you us o income before taxesthe same criteria that is used today?

Ms. OIRSHANW(V. Yes, and think '1 ssheuld explain again. 'You
know, after the fact, people are always very wise, and they .know
all tile reasons we did things.

Tlfere was not, and there is not, an after-tax money 'income
series which you can use. It is true that at the time vieI have to
say "1;; when the poverty line is in question, nobody wants to join
me.

When I was working on this, for most families'with the level of
money income we were talking about, except the one-person fami-
lies and the very large ones, the poverty lines would be below the
amount of income at which ordinarily Federal income tax would
begin. That's sort of a rationalization.

The real fact was, I feel you have to tailor what you do 'to What
you have available that you can have confidence in, and the only
income series that I knew then and the only income series that I
know now that I feel is regular enough and large enough that you
can have confidence in because the census does, it, is the serieson
money income before taxes, and in. doing this, as in choosing .the
lowest 'food plan that the Agriculture Department had, it's not sub-
sistence but it's low, as in choosing the so-called multiplier that I
did and that I got approved, I thoughtand I'm not sure it was
rightI thought that the important thing to do was not to oversell,
that it was better to maybe understate the need; it was better to
come. out with fewer people in poverty than you might really think
were there, so that those who were looking at the figures.and figur-
ing out what to do could be !ertain that if there were some ouk
there that they had not been made aware of, at least the ones you
were asked to focus'on were what I called the undoubted poor.

It was a concerted effort to beI don't know whether to use the
word "conservative" or not, but to be as reasonable and correct as
possible, and so we had no other choice, and I don't think we have
one now, unless the Census Bureau or someone else adds questions
to the interviews SQ that you can determine family-by-family what
some other form of income is.

I'm afraid I don't always agree that some of the statistical ma-..

nipulations we make and the fancy things we get of of computers
necessarily give us usable answers to apply to indiviCial units.

Mr. RANGEL. Well, be patient with me becauseN am not being
' criticalAloam just really trying to find out what factors entered

your decision, and of course, we all want to find out how we' can
improve updfi your Work.

I tccept the rationalization and can understand it Apt there
were not that many poor people paying taxes and so it

tot
easter

I
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to use the census criteria,' but when you ended ups -and even prior
to that, you saidi that this wtks therbest data you hadpretax. Then
you' ended up shying that all eensus has to -do is rephrase the ques-.
tipn.

Would not post-tax income be a better criteria?-
Ms. ORSHANSKY. Yes, and I didn't mean to be impatient with,you,

Representative; I'm just impatient with some of the criticisms that
other people make. . .

I think that the best -Way for' many things and For income and ., .

expenditures in particular to find: out whatA family has or does is
to ask the family.

Now you sometimes ask a question directly: How much tes did
you pay? You may also say,. instead of asking that, because some-*
.body will be afraid they won't answeryou. could ask, have you. '
had any specially high medical expenses? 'Did you- -I, can't go.
through the list of deductions, but did you spend extra money for
your child's education or day careto give you some way of going
up or down from the average amount of tax you:might expect:a
l'amily of a particular size and composition to pay. ,"-

I think that wouldn't take as much effort and maybe even as
'much money as thesimulatien and matching projects that we have
to depend on now in. the absence of-such data.

Mr. RANGI41.. Wil6t1 you did yoUr work; you were with the Social
Security Administration. . 4 .

.

My question to you now ts, since Congeess has the responsibility
of trying to meet. the needs of the poor, do you think that the defi-
nition of the poor should be given to the executive branch or. the
CongreAs to respond to that; or, should the legislative branch have
the responsibility of analyzing the economic levels of Americans
and then attempting on their own to respond to their needs?
-,Ms. 'ORMAN:MY., I certainly think the -legislative branch should

and has exercisedit should do it moresome concern over what I
regard as one of the most pressing isstles. I don't know how to,

.shall I say, insulate the work that needs to be done again tit politi-
cal 'pressures or even.fashicans'in research. I just don't knovh.

We never have had:-.1. shouldn't say 'never"--,-certainly since
I've been working on this, since 1964, there has not really been an
agency. which had tis its assigned rolellie definition of the piwerty
line Or twee, the analysis of it. .

The 'Col s Bureau collects statistics, and they were designated,
.

as the repo ter of the statistics, based on the statistical definition
of poverty. file Social Security Administration, I'M proud to say,
let the work on poverty go on, not because it was going to be the
work on poverty but because they regarded-it, I learned, as part. of
their general flesearch mandate.

So t would net like to we the legislative branch not involvedI
really urn not wise enough to know what. the best. way is:

It may he thatwell, I sometimes thinkand I don't know
whether this mak s \sense-ithat maybe what you have to do' With
something like thi is not to be fussing with it 'every single year-
but 'iO keep n syste i in place for a while to giv4 you someopportu-
nity to see 'how ni are doing and. then, at some point, make
changes:

. \
... 'Mt .
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I .think the legisltitive process could be invoked 'to see to it that
th,e poverty. line, like the minimum wage, like the income tax, like
Social Sectirity benefits, gets a look every now and then, or the
Consumer Price Index, that at certain intervals some: evaluation. is
made.

I kind of wish but maybe this is because 'I was not around when
the Social Security law and the attendant things were passedI
sometimes wish we could have another coinmittee on economic se-
curity, like the one I heard about and beard Ms: Perkins talk .

about, which would review the status of our people. and what kinds
of things they might suggest need attention, but I'm afraid I don't
know enough about how the legislative process works to be able to
really give you an answer.

Mr. RANGEL.. Thank you, Ms, Orshansky.
Mr. Clay.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
IS there any evidence available on how onsumption patterns

,have thanked in the last 10 years?
Ms. ORSRANSKY. Yes.
Mr. CLAY. Can you tell its some of those?
Ms. ORSHANSKY. I won't say exactly. 10 years, but the Bureau of

Labor Statistics does incpme expenditure studies approximately
every .1 :0 years in .connection with the revision of the' price index.

The Department 'of ..Agricultureand it's not coordinated in
timehas been doing family food income and expenditure studies
roughly every .10 years.

The last food expenditure study that the Department of
tune did was in 1978. I think, if one looks at apse numbers, it is
clear that food consumption patterns have chanked since, the 1965
study, which didn't put into the poverty line, and the 1955 study.
.which we had.

As one example, the proportion' of money income dedicated to

mfeed
expendituresI mean moneyis now somewhat lower, which

eans, although it sounds contradictory, that you would get a
higher poverty line because you would need not ;R for every $1 in
order to be able to.' buy a dollar's worth of food, you'd need $3.4 or
$3,5.

The same 'kind of pattern shows up in the Bureau of Labor ,Sta-
tistics' study where the expenditure patterns have changed. As
families have more income, they spend a somewhat smaller frac- ,

tion of their incomethis is on the whole, n9t 'for every single
familyon food; housing may be different.

I think there have been changes, and it may well be thatwell,
there have certainly been changesexcuse me for interrupting
myselfin the spending for medical care, because health insur-
ancewhether. its medicare, or medicaid, if you went to' call it
thator epployment-related insurance, has grown.

So that it might well be that If one looked at the data now, I
don't think we'd ever leave out food as a component of a poverty
budget, but we might.. well want to add something else in. There
are more things that are available now,'and there are more things
that could be made' available if we decided we wapted to do them.

Mr. CLAY. The poverty line currently is derived' by multiplying
the economy food plan by three;,is that correct?
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Ms. ORSHANSKY. It was derived by m.ultiplyin or families of
three or moreit's different for one or twothe economy food plan
cost estimates as they were in the food plan that existed in 1.964,
which wag based on a 1955 survey.

So that for people to say now that the economy=--that the pover-
ty line expresses three times food. costs is no longer true. After all,
we took the dollars fdr food --say, $100; I don't know what, it was; it*.
never wits $190, but let's Say it was $100 a month for some family.
We said, "Sulie. They need $300 of income at least in order to, buy
that food."

0

We now have adjusted the $300 to conform to the change in the
Consumer Price Index, but nobody can say nowI can'twith the
relative 'changes, say, in food prices, housing costs, medical dare
costs, whether if you priced up the food component of.that index,
it would still be whatever the priceyou know, the total CPI is,
and if you were following more recent consumption patterns, yout.d
have to say' if it cost today. $100, I would have to say they needed
not $300 for thatto be able to buy 'that $300 comfortably,-the
might- need $350 or perhaps $400,

We are Ising a very old measure.,
Mr. CLAY.. So you don't really have a figure, but you .know. i

should be higher than the three; is that correct?
Ms. OSSFIANSKY. I did have, when the .1965 surveythe foo

survey which the Department of Agriculture carried out thenwas
out, and they had a new food plan, which they called the thrifty
food plan. I did back in 'about 1974, I think it was, in conne tien
with a committee that was reviewing, of all things, the mea ure-
ment of poverty and noncash income.

We did then devise an updated set, the Orshansky Update, based
, on the fact that it looked as though you would need to 'spend- -
you'd need to multiply the food cost not by 3 but "by 3.4 for the av- .

erage family, and the food plan itself was a little bit higher at 19711
,priceswhich I think was the base year I usedthan' the economy
plan, moved up to that dollars would be, and we did then come
forth with a whole series of figures showink what 'the' impact on
the poverty numbers. would be

. I don't want to take the time to look for them now, but we did
have a whole series of numbers, and the number of families and
individuals in poverty rose considerably, if you used; may'I call it a
mote, realistic version, and its not all that realistic, but it Was at
least 10 years better, you know, than the earlier one.

But there seems to be a long lagI don't know why, aside from
the poverty linein the analysis of family income studios. We are'
doing better than we did, but I want you to know that the Con-
sumer Price Index, which you now use and we use to adjust the
poverty line and everything else, which was issued in 1978, I be-

) .lieve the revision was made, and that was based on 197243 studies..
So that we are always, it seems to me, at least a decade behind,

and for the poor we seem to feel we.have to be two decades behind;
I don't kralw why. .

A

, Mr. Cwt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANOEV Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MAi'aul. Thank you, Mr. Chaff mart.



Ms. Orshansky, everybody that 11 have talked' to that's involved
in this issue says, "You have to talk to Mollie Orshansky;" I mean
you are the one. I appreciate your testimony here.

I'd like to follow up on a question posed by 'Chairman Rangel.
In your testimony, you indicated that one important ingredient

of all the statistical information is that there has to be certainty in
the processis this correct?in terms of income, in terms of these
kinds of things. Is that correct? You used ale word "certainty,"
believe.

One of the problems that I see now with the diifinition that yOu
have, and one 'of the areas that the Census Bureau just refuses to
look into, in spite .of the fact they are looking into all these'ther
noncash benefits, is the whole issue of taxes that Mr. Rangel
raised. . .

'OA! Nle

Whet) yo first devised your formulo; you did not deal with taxes

I

because incl. iduals at that level were paying virtually no taxes.
MS. ORSH NISICr. Yes.
Mr. MATSUI. In 1978, a family of four, at .the poverty level, would

end up paying 4 percent of their income in the form of payroll or
income taxes. ,

..

Since the Reagan administration has been in office, and after the
1981 tax bill that was supposed to help people so much, 'now that
same family of four at the poverty level Pays $1,076 in the for'm of
taxes or 10.1 percent of their 'income as taxes.

Now, 'I can assure everybody, including you, that that 10.1 per-
cent will remain, so there is an element of certpity in the fact , .

that that's goings to be deducted by the form of payroll taxes or
income taxes out of the approximately $10,000 or so that that
family of four earns in the form of income. .

Don't you think that in defining the poverty level we should take
into consideration that 10 percent that family's .income goes into
payroll taxes or' income taxes? I mean that's certain to happen.
Nothing is going to change that; certainly this administration is
not going to change that.

.

Ms. ORSHANSKY. I can't argue about the 10 percent, so Ill have
to takeirour word for it.

Mr. ATSWI. Yes.
. Ms. ORSHANSKY. Bit I think that the point you make is an excel-
lent one, and I'd like to go even farther than that. The poverty line
developed, like the income statistics from the census, did not come
from God, it came from'me, and one of the things that has seemed
ironic to me is what man hath wrought, or what: .woman, hath
wrought, even woman, can't tear asunder.

We had in the Social Security Administration an opportunity
we took itto try to change the poverty line back in 1969, not for
taxes; we wanted to raise it because the 1965 survey in the food ,/
plans looked like it ought to. be raised, and it's one of the few mis;
takes I think my head of the group I vas worIcing with, Mrs.
Mariop, made; maybe she had to do it; don't know.

Instead of us just. doing' it, we went to the Office of Management
and Bli.idget and the Council of Economic Advisers, and they.saici,
"You can't change it;- it's no longer yours." Thgt's ithekt they tell
me now when I say, "Don't add nonmoney income in; I didn't put,it

,



there." They say, "'You've got nothinf. to do with it noW." 'It's .a
thing in itself.

So the compromise was, we changed to'the Consumer Price Index
method of The index each year. .

That's what I Meant when I said I don't know why, hard enough.,
as it is to do these things, we then' have to assume that we are
stuck with them forever.

I think it would be wrong to change them everyto change the
concept every single year; that's what I don't like in a sense. about.
the relative measure; you never can tell where you are geing--an
absolutely relative.. measure,---but there isn't any reason that ,1
know of why something like this has to be stuck for 20 years in one
.place, and if I was changing things, I would Clo..\a lot of things; I'd

to add in t e taxes; .1
w
not just want
which I have stated in w at I've written but I didn't read it today,
which I really didn.'t think about at the time thatI was working on.
this. .

..
.

I was concernedthe 'first 'thing -I did on this was about families
with children, particularly those with 'no father in the home, be-°
cause all the pour children in the world belong to me, and what I

. was trying-toshovv was the difference, the negative difference, be-
tween what they could. look forward to and what more .fortunate
kids could, -. .

It Was really the differential in Opportunity 'because so many .

Women wile. are heads of families, particularly with children,
weren't working, and if they did, they weren't eariginK very much.
It didn't occur to me to struggle With a very-important differential.'
which really fits in with' the taxes too.

1 think one of the difficulties with the poverty. line is, you don't
have one poverty line per family size; you have several, depending
on how. many of the people are children under .18, but you don't
have any way of distinguishing what is assumed, as: a self-con;
erned and generous nation, we have to provide as justice for thoSe

who are either unable to work or limited in their workability, and
what we expect a family that is working to be able to have.

I don't believe in an egalitarian society. I think it's a goal, You
want to improve things, but you don't expect' everybody to have the
same, and if you work, you are supposed to get more than i1 you
don't work, and so our poverty like should be differentiated.

. What 'we have now really was on the theory, you know, the iged
women, who are my children too, and thelyoung familieawith chil.
Oren. They were basically, you know, and the :poverty
line. 1 thought, was serving them; . .

I think 'that we,bave to do something to maintain the differen-
tial, and it' really'js true that in the worst case a family of four
that was on aid to families with dependent children and got x dol-
lars, $ornpared with a family, of four headed by, let's say, a working
man, who got just about tipt same amount of money from his job,
would end up differently. "

The noncash income isn't what I'm , thinking about, but the
family, of four that gets its money from AFDC wouldn't pay taxes
on' it. The family of four where it was being earned would pay
income taxes and Social Seduri,ty taxes, which for low-paid workers
are a very big'share of their income.

. 0 i!
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I think that, to be fait, we should be thinli'ing aboutOose thinga."
And' the other thing, again, since I don't have the respopsibility fox
the income series,, which the census doesoiaturally I caff'tiell'thein .

what they ought to do. I think the income series vve tow have,
which goes back to 1947, has itself become serfeusly deficient; not
just because of the taxesthat we could coitectfrbut We hOW.
have reasonand it's one of the reaso that poverty aeclihed, not be.
cause we did something; it was because they the families, 'did
something. We now have more and more families wiiere there ,has
to be more than ohe person working. If it's a married cotiple, the
husband, and the yife are working. 1.

Those dollars don't, when you add them up for tee two people
don't really go as far, and shouldn't be expected to count' the
sameyou know what I mein -4o go as far as when one one

rson works, and I have'to say my poverty lines, likOn0; are.very
old fashioned. #

It says that if you are a woman' and you want to have children,
it's better you should get married, or at least you 'should have- a
meaningful relationship, and being very modern; they Say, "If you
really want to, stay out of poverty, yoti should go to work."

Well, I. think 'those adjustments in money income, which:. will
make it easier to take care of the different pmblems ofspeople are,
franklyI don't know whether they are easier to do, but .we are
much better able to do them at this point than to diddle around
with whether I. count medicare one way and medicaid another.

Mr. MATSUI. 1Vy I just ask one more question? ,

Mr. RANGEL. Sure.
Mr. MATSUI. Have you had a chance to read the testimony of

David Stockman, the Director of the Office of ManageMent and v,

Budget, about 1983 in which he talked about redefining the poverty
rate by includinglin-kind benefits?
*. Ms. OVHANSICV, I haven't read it recently, I'm sorry.:

Mr. Mkrstn. Perhaps the staff could send you 'a copy, and I'd like
Your thoughts on his report, or his testimony, if at all possible; Mr..
Chairman, would it be appropriate that Ms. Orshansky's cominents.
be place& in the record in berms of her' analysis of Mr. Otockinan's
testimony of last year?

Mr. RANGEL. If she is willing to do it, we will have it put-in the,
record.

Ms. ORSHANSKY. Yes, I am.
I'd just like to say in advance, I think one of the difficulties we

fall have, and I suppose I was just as guilty as anybody elseis
. think of the war on poverty as something you can win, atidby-whi!',
!ling Alm Wean no more poor. ,

don .t know that that an ever happen with the changes that .

are taking place in demography.aid work opportunity for our pops
ulfition, even under the present definition, but I know that if it'
ever did, in that Moment, if we had any senseand there are
always dome people around--,-we would extend the w,eir because we
would continue to be looking for ways to help those that are' at' the
lower end get closer to the middle.

We are not talking about subsistence, we are talking about what
you,ought to have in this wonderful country and feel that you have
a. right to because you are an American, and that has changed, and

6



.. if I may digress for a moment, in 1935-36, after the DepressiOn,
and when some or the ladies on whom we really depended so much
:carried out the first b income expenditure study, a lady named
Margaret Stecker cam up with a budget for a familyI think it
was supposed to be for a dependent familyand when I first stud-
ied that, I; was furious, because she said (a) they were not allowing

. for a 'radio because the electriccurrent
would not allow on the'charge, an he said she didn't allow for a
newspaper because. if' you wanted newspaper, you could walk. to
the library. and get it.. Today, how Would you look for a job?

OK. In 1948, when the Bureau of Labor Statistics, led by Dorothy
Brady, 'came out with 'their monumental modest. but adequate
.budget for a working family, not for a dependent family, they did
not. include a television set. Why? Because nobody knew how much.
it would cost to repair. .

Today--and I don't know whether' they liasl a telephonetoday
we worry that people won't have access to a telephone. We want
.them to have a radio and a television set, $j, if nothing else, we
can tellthem about a tornado or civil defense.

So, although the poor may be invisible to uS in' this country, we .

have the most informed poor in Atherica, and as the reseof us.get ..
betterOff, we have to,:whether it's out of magnanimity or social
justice or just plain self defense, see to it that some of this extra-----:
this improvement. in standard, of living is allocated to the poor also.

If you arogoing to do that, you know, I don't know when you can
claim tivt the war' has ended; maybe on Judgment Day; but it's a
process; it's.not something that you say, "When I get rid of the $36
.million"Ishopld live so long= 'then I have no more problem.

I think in that sense maybe the chairman, had a 'point. Maybe
the legislative 'branch is 'the one that 'would designate where and
when such assessments of what really should be or has become the
i.etevat social minimum' for the country- -you can call it the pov-
ertY line; yoti can call at something elseshould be at a given lime.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Martin'. .

Mr. MARTIN. No qiiestions, Mr..Chairman. .

.Mr. RANGEL. Ms. Orshansky, you are truly a remarkable person,
and we thank you, not only for the. .work that you have done but

.

' yd...,ur willingness to continue to work with us.
!

M. ORSHANSKy. Thank you. .. .
Me:. RANGE& Your testimony has not only been informative but a

,'Pleasure for tiS to listen to.Thank you very..much.
.0, The Deputy Directorof the Bureau offthe Census, Louis Kincan-
'''Phon. ..

,
Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, if I may be recognized while they

.axe coming to the, table, I want to submit for the) hearing record
1#tatetY)ent try our colleague, Jim Courter of New jersey, u mernbeffill
'Orthe Subcommittee on Census and Population. ,

,.tdr; RANGEL,. Without objection. ab
"::';'.1t2:11eqtatenient of Mr. Courter follov,is:.) .
., .; '';' ''i;;..,

' PRivAtteD STATRMENT (W. HON. JIM' COMER #.
Mr. Chairman: 1 Would like to take this opportunity.tocommend the gentleman

'faei,tiplding thia.heariig today on a topic of importance to us illl,
' ''r' t'i ''.'

`*1/';',',, 9, ';,,..,,.. il,' ,
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The question of Whether or not to include noncash benefits income In judging
whether an individunl is poor is not only controversial but complicated. .

Noncash benefits have grown dramatically in this country in the last 20 or 25
years. A major question we face today: -Are the noncash benefits meeting the needs
of the poor? In my opinieh the Census Bureau's attempt to value in-kind benefits
represent an important step .forward in analyzing techniques which would resolve
the controversy of non-cash benefits. We should also reilearct and consider the ap-
proach for valuing fringe benefits' received by middle and upper income households,
such as employers contributions for pensions and health plans. I feel the research
vow being conducted which was mandated by Congress in budget language in 1980
will enable us to truly focus on the issues and the deficiencies of our ctirrent estima-
tion techniques.

The current system and procedures used for measuritigopoverty in the United
States trises manyquestio and continues to come under.growingcriticism.

Our existing definition f the poverty threshold was developed in the 1960's.
'

ifMany analysts feel that th estimate of income distribution and poverty are distort-
ed because. of the failure to count noncash benefits.

I am of the, opinion that vie should continue to research tfre issue of noncash
income and al) practical techniques as we proceed in developing the most equitable
and responsible approach in valuing noAcash benefits.

Mr.. RANc-ai. Mr. Kincannon, you can read your statement, or
you can highlight it. . r
STATEMENT OF LOUIS KINCANNON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, BUREAU.

OF THE CENSUS, ACCOMPANIED BY GORDON GREEN, ASSIST-
ANT DIVISION CHIEF, POPULATION DIVISION

Mr. KINCANNON. Thank you, Chairman Rangel.
The statement is not- lengthy, so I will read it, if you please.
I'd. like to introduce Dr. Gordon Green, who is Assistant Division

Chi4 in our Population' Division and is in charge of our teelthical
work on income.

Mr. RANGEL. Welcome to the committee,
Dr: GREEN. Good morning. .

Mr. KINCANNON. In response to the committee's request, this tes-
timony covers work at the Census. Bureau on collecting and valuing
data on noncash benefits, underreporting of income, and after-tax
income. We will also discuss the role of the Bureau,'s new Survey of
Income and Program Participation on these topiCs.

The Census Bureau has been the. source of the official estimates
of income distribution since 1947, and of poverty' since 1969. .The
official estimates are based solely on money income ancdo not in-
clude noncash benefits of any kind.

In recent years, noncash benefits. have grown 'dramatically for
persons all along the income dittlibution. It has been .argued that
the Bureau's official estimates of income distribution give an in-
complete picture of economic well-being because. of the failure to
count noncash benefits.

The Bureau began the ,collection of data on noncash benefits in
the March 1980, 'Current Population Survey. We collected informa-
tion on the characterbitics of persons receiving various noncash
benefits,' including food stamps, free or -.reduced price Bch*
lunches, public housing, medicaid, medicare, and employer condi-
butions for pension and 'health programs.

The Census Bureau has continued to collect information on the
recipiency of these kinefits in the Mara CPS, and we have issued
annual reports on this subject, We'have not attempted to collect in.:

A. l-11....ibird.



formation from CPS respondents on the value of benefits; with the
exception of .the faceivalue of food stamps.

In September 1980, the U.S. Congress requested thffi Secretary of.
Commerce to expand efforts to collect data on noncash .benefits, to
develop procedures to value these benefits, and -to show their effect

. ..on povert estimates in published reports. . iii' ..
Pro imothy Smeedirig, a. professor of economics, was appointed ,

as a census- American Statistioal Association research felloW at:the
Census Bureau to develop the initial methodology to value noncash
benefits. -.. 1, *

.

Professor Smeeding worked full time at the Census Bureau from
September 1980, to September 1981; -and then continued Els, a part-

',time employee until March 1982. He worked elosely in conjunction
"with Census Bureau staff on ;this poroject, and their efforts resulted*
in Technical Paper No. 50, issued in March 1982. This paper exam-
ined several different methods of valuing noncash benefits *anc17
showed their effect.on poverty estimates for 1979.
\Following, the issuance of this. paper, Census Bureau statisticians

. worked on ways to refine the methodological procedures developed
by Professor Smee,ling and to place them in 4 operational frame-
work.

In February 1984, the Census Bureau issaed Technica) Paper No.
51, which updated estimates of the value of npncash benefits and
their effect on*poverty estimates forthe period 1979 to 1982.

The valuation procedureis used in Technical Paper NQ, 51 are es-
sentially the same as thosl developed by Professor Smeeding. Both
reports included

in the

three separate Ways.pf valuing noncash benefits

.Cerfsus reau will be conducting extensive work
for, three sejarat gropps of food, housing, 'and medical benefits.

The C k*

futbire.on the valuation of noncash benefits. In August 1984, the
Census Bureau will issue another 'technical paper showing the
value of noncash benefits and their effect on poverty estimates for
1983. Our plan is to issue this report at the same time.its our ad-
vance

%.

report shoWing the official. estimate of poverty for 1983 based
on money income alone. .

The Bureau has expanded. the collection of giata on recipiency of
'noncash benefits in its new survey of income and program partici-
pation, or SIPP, which started in October 1983..

The first report from SIPP, which will contain data for the third
quarter. of 1983, will be issued in early. September. The SIPP will, eventually provide much more detailed data on noncash .benefits

7 for all areas of the income distribution than .currently'available
from the current population purvey.. .

.We' have a number of exPrts on income at the Census Bureau,
Even so, collecting data on .noncash, benefits and assigning dollar
values to them is a considerable methodological and conceptual
challenge. We Wave sought advice and guidance ip a number of
was to augment our expertise.

.

We have also brought our 'Work forward in apprOpriate public
forums to- ensure critical review by independent peers, as isessen-
tial' in a scientific endeavor. This began in September 1980, with

. the hiring of Professor &heeding, and specific activities are
plannod through August 1985 When we anticipate a session of
papers at the American Statistical Association Meetings.

. k '
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As one of these steps, we had planned to hire eight expert con-
sultan* to review our work and make recommendations for future
work. The Consultants were to have met atca 1-day meeting on May.

a 18 to discuss various technical issues,. and their written report was
to be made public.

W.F hai/e cancelled This meeting. Individuals and organizations ..
... outside the Census Bureau had characterized the purpose of this

meeting as being to provide advice on changing the defivition of
poverty. This is not correct. The definition of poverty is the statuto-
ry responsibility of the Office of Managemcgt and Budget.

Rather, the Census Bureau was request* technical guidance on
issues regarding the measurement of income and the valuation 8f
noshcash benefits. I. .

The charge given to the consult!nts 'as to address the distinct
technical issues:

One, what types of cash receipts and noncash benefits should be
included in the Bureau's definition of income? It was not confined
simply to Government benefit prograins.

Two, what are the most preferable Methodologies for valuing var.
ious nonc4h benefits?

preferable
4

Three, is it appropriate to compare income including noncash
benefits against the official poverty/thresholds, which are based on
money income alone? I

13Cancellation of the meeting doe not eliminate the need for an
indepth technical review of.the is ues that have been raised. As a
result, we' are examining alternative'ways to. obtain this technical
advice. -,

,

We will continue to obtain advice from our census advisory corn- .

mittees, which meet in the spring and fall of each year. We hope to ,..
arrange a session on this topic t the American Economic °Associa-
tion meetings in Nember 1984

We also are conskieririg a sp cial session on noncash benefits.at
an upcoming Census Bureau nnual research conference, to be .

'held in March 1985. We may c mmission a series of papers on this
topic by independent experts.. i .

Another alternative under cionsideratfon is to hold ,a special. in-
: vited conference to 'discuss nethodQlogica1 and conceptual issues.
We will keep the committe informed and apprised of develop- .

Ments in this area as our pla s become More certain.
ConCerning,ytour question *bout the, underreporting of income, it

is well 'known that income dida collected in household surveys are
Often underreported.' Underreporting can arise either from, inten-
tional concealment, honest bversight, or lack of knowledge. Under-
reporting results in a false impression of the level of aggregate %

income and can lead to incorrect inferences about the relative well-
being of different groups."

'There is evidence thdcome underreporting problems-are most
serious in the 'upper arid lower portions of the income distribution., .

As a result, the proportion of the *rockpulation in, upper income
brackets is understated,and the number of people in lower brackets

. is overstated.
, Although the problem of income underreporting results in an un-
d6rstatement of inconie fo4 certain population groups, It may not
seriOuslys affect the analysis of year-to-year changes in income .



levels. As long as the bias from underreporting is fairly constant
from year to year; the survey data are likely to provide an acctirate
pictdre of the changes experienced by different gritips.

The most recent data available on the ektent bf underreported
income are from the March 1980 CPS. Comparisons- of the 1980
CPS estimates with estimates derived from independent adminis-
trative data reveal that overall income in the survey, after Imputa-
tion, is underreported by about 11 percent. However, wide vari-
ations are found in the amount of underreporting by source of
income.

Underreporting ranges from only about 3 percent for wage and
salary income to as much as 58 percent for interest income. Both
reported and imputed proportions of CPS aggregate incgmee are.
shown in attachment 2 to my testimony. 05

We, are optimistic that our new survey' of income and program
participation *ill substantially reduce the level of underreporting
from that experienced in the CPS. The SIPP is an income survey
that is specifically designed to reduce underreporting by asking d6-
tailed questions on money and nonnioney income received during
each month of a 4-month period. .

Data comparisons between the CPS and the 1979 Income Survey
Development Program, which was the precursor for SIPP, show
that underreporting is much less serious when questions tare asked

, in the manner used in SIPP. .

If underreporting of income is still a significant problem In SIPP,
the Bureau will explore alternative adjustment techniques, such as
linkage of survey and administrative data and the use of statistical
models. . .

In the meantime,. we will monitor the leil7el of underreporting of
income in all of our household surveys and publih the results in
recurring reports.

The Census Bureau testified before the Subcommittee on Over-
Sight of the Committee on Ways and Means on April 12 concerning
the payment of taxes by tow income persons. The Bureau very re-
cently began work . on estimating after-tax income for households.

Even though we dd not have information collected. directly from
our annual March income survey on taxes' paid, w have 'developed.
procedures to simulate the taxes paid by households using survey
and administrative data sources.

The types of faxes that *e have simulated include Federal indi-
vidual income taxes, State income taxes, Social Security taxes, and
property taxes on owned properties. .

We have published estimates of after-tax income for 1974, 1980,
and 1981 in recurring reports issued by the Bureau,and, inciden-
.tally,'tally, the results in those reportsfare also shown for persons below
. the poverty level, P

We plan to issue 1942' estimates in July.. These ,1982 estimates
will reflect bhe 10 percent reduction in tameates for,1982.anti other
changes in the tax Inv{ as of that time

Recent,data show an increase in the percent of poor households
paying Federal individual income taxes and a sligbt decrease in the
averagt.! amotmt paid. The percent of households below the poverty
kwe.1 paying Federal income taxes.increased from 4' percent in 1980

,

'' to. 6:5 percent in 11)81.
'

81.
'
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Changes In the 'relationship between the income tax thresholds
and 'the poverty thresholds appear to have playefl a niajor*role in.
the increase. In 1981, the poverty threshold for a family of four ex-
ceeded the minimum' taxable income for the first time since 1974.

Also contributing to this increase was the recession occurring in

!..
1981, a situation that caused an increase in t working poor, a
group more likely to pay these types.of taxes. The average amount

. 111

df Federal income taxes paid by households below the poverty level
declined slightly from $195 in 1980 to $180 in.1981.

,,. A more significant tax for the poverty population is the Social
Security payroll tax. We also found that the proportion Of house-
holds below the poverty level paying this tax increased' slightly

% from 41 to 42 percent between 1980 and 1981. In addition, the aver-
age amount of Social Security payroll taxes paid by poor house-
holds increased from $250 in 1980 to $290 in 1981.

The official estimates of poverty are based on before-tax money
income rather than after-tax income. Rased on the official before-
tax concept, 13.3 percent of all households were below the poverty
level in 1980. Using income after the .payment of Federal and State
income taxes, we have estimated the poverty rate to have been'
only 0.2 percent higher.

If §ocial Security payroll taxes are also deducted, the, poverty ,.. rate for households in 1980 rises to 14.1 perient. However, this tax
carries with it entitlements in the form dr future income, which
historically have disproportionately benefited low.income recipi-
ents.

It also should be noted that the official poverty definition is
based on the percent of income spent on food after the payment of
Federal and State individual income taxes, not on Social Security
payrolTtaxes. .

I would like to mention that the new survey of income and pro-
gram participatiOn will collect information on taxe% paid and will
provide our first estimates of data in this area based directly on

0
survey questions.

The first collection of tax information,en this new survey will
cover tax year 1984. I would like to no ver, that our House
Appropriations Subcommittee last .wee PP funding fbr 1985
by $1 million. We are still assessing ho. affect the timing

. and quality of this survey. ,

In cloSing, I would like to observe, in. response to several remarks
that, so far' as we know, no protagonist on any side of the question
of valuing noncash income has suggested that health benefits be. counted in a way so that the sicker one is, the richer one is.

The general approach is to use an insurance premium-based ap-.
proach. There are still plenty of problems remaining in valuing
that and ,other kinds, of,noncash 'income without going down that
false trail.

This concludes our preseritation today, and we would be happy to
provide the committees with any. additional Informatiop they may
require. . II

6Thank you, Mr. Chairman. / , , . -

[The attachments to the prepared statement follow:]

28. 114
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Appropriations kinmge

H.R. MCI 96th Congress, Second Session, September 1980

19 BUREAU OP THE CENSUS

20 SALARIES AND EXPENSES

21 For expenses necessary for collecting, compiling, ana-

22 lyzing, "preparing, and publishing statistics, provided for by

28 law, 654760%000 $55,600,000; Provided,' That the Secre-

24 tary of Commerce is directed to ete the program of col-
Alma

25 lecting through appropriate surveys, data on benefits received

1 and data on participation in Federally funded, inkind benefit Al?

2 programs. Programs on which data are to be reported in-

8 elude, but are not necessarily limited to food stamps, medic-

4 aid, medicare, and lubsidies in areas such as housing, nutri-

5 .tior, child %are and tramsportation., The Secretary 'bf Com-

6 merce is further directed to continue research and testing of

I techniques fv. assigning monetary values to inkind benefits,

8 and for calculativg the impact of such benefits on income and

9 poverty estimates. The Secretary of Commerce ii also direct-

10 ed to include, in survey reports beginning no later than Pea-
,

11 ber 1, 1981, appropriate summaries of data on in-kind bene-

12 fits and estimates of the effect, f in-kind benefits on the

18 number of families and individuals below the poverty level.

0
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Table 1. oEhumpOISTRIOUTION OF POVERTY HOUSEHOLDS, AND PERCENT OF POVERTY HOUSEHOLDS PAYING

FEDERAL INCOME AND SOCIAL sEquiniv PAYROLLTAXES: 1974 AND 1981

1

Characteristic

.

A

, 1.974

.

.

1981

.

Percent
of

total

:

Percent
paying

'Federal
taxes

Percent

paying
Social_

Security
taxes

Percent
of

total

Percent
paying

Federal

taxes

..........

Percent

Wing
Social

!Security'

.taxes,

otal 1

Race'and anish Origin of

Househol ers'.
White
Black

`.. Spanish origin
.

Type of Households

Family households '.

Married,doupla families:
With no related children
under 18,

100.0

.

- 72.9
25.8
7.7'

59.5

11.4

'5,8

.k

6.0
5.1

9.4

.7.1

5.8

40.9

'39.9

42.7

51.1

B4.,4

(----,-

39.9

100.0
.

.
.

.11.7

25.8
8,4

.

60,3
.

10.7

.-

6.5
*

6.9
5.2

9.8'

.7.3

.5,7

42.Q

, 42.9
39.1

. 50,6

. 55.5-

37.9



With related childr,en
under 18

Female householder, no
husband present, with
related children under 18

Nonfamily houseboidi

Age of Householder:
15 to 24 yeari
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 611 years

.65; yea and oven

Number of Earners:
No earners

1 earner
2 earners
3 earners or morift ******

Size of Households:
One' person

.Two pettons
Three persons
Four persons

Five persons or more

19.4
1

25.3
40,5'

13.4
17.2
13.7
12.4

14.3
31.0

62,0

34.8
10.3
2,9

39.7

19.6
11,6u
9,9

19.3

12.0

3.6

3.8

8.4
8.2
9.9

. 8.0
' 6.8
ALS

0.3
10.7
15.2

.12.9.

-. 3.7

6.0
6.0
6,81

10.7

77.6

44.7

21.1.

63.4
55,7
64.6
54.4
37.8

10.0

81.0
9b.7.

100,0

20.4

38.2
66,3
57.2
69,1

19.8

24.8

'397

.

'10.6

21.6
15.0.

11.3
13.4
28;2

(

53.1

33.7
10.5
.2.7

38.2
20.8
13.2

11.7
10a,

°.

I

,

12.5

3,3

8.4

8.2
-10,0
10,2
.7.9
0.4

0.6

11.1
16.2
.19.5.

5.1

. '43
2.7.
8.2

Ace'

.

.

01

77.9

46.3
21,5

82:0.
69.7

64.3

55.8
34.5

7.3

86.8

r.0

20.0,

.J41.3

63:5
63.0

70,4

I ,
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Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Kincannon.
Your statement, on page 4, says that the definition of poverty is

the statutory responsibility- of the Office of Management and
Budget.

Mr. KINCANNON. Yes, sir.
Mr. RANGEL, But they reached this definition based on the data

that you collect; is that not correct?
Mr. KINCANNON. Yes, I think that's correct.
Mr. RANGEL. .So to a large, extent, whatever final definition they

make in terms of who is poor and who -needs assistance, the credi-
bility of your data-'-or to put it another way, their decision is only
based on how good the information is that you are able to furnish
them; is that correct?

Mr. KINCANNON. We hope that their decision firmly based on
high quality data, and I should observe that it is not based alone
onI. mean it would not necessarily be based alone on our data;
'there are other sources of data that could be brought to bear oh
that question.

Mr. RANGEL. But do they, the OMB, tell you the criterion which
they want you to go .out with to collect the information?

Mr. KINCANNON. We collect income data, and they have declared
that what we have collected is used as the poverty threshold.

Mr, RANGEL. But do they give you direction on how you should
. be doing your job as it relates to collecting data for them to make

the deCision as to what the definition is of poverty?
Mr. KINCANNON. They givte to the Census Bureau and other sta-

tiatical agencies of Government guidance generally on the kind of
data needed to be collected for a whole range of Federal programs,
and policies; and analysis needs, and,,*it would include poverty.

Mr. RANGEL. To what extent arelk:*.kiii willing to assume the re-:,
sponsibility of determining who is. poor in America froth the
Bureau. of the Census point of view?

Mr. KINCANNON. don't think the job of determining who Is poor
in America is a..job that is suitable for. the Census Bureau. I do not

'think is primarily; or certainly not solely, a technical question. It
involv7s many aspects beyond the technical.,skills that statisticians
and economists can bring to it.

Mr. RAismill. Well, could not- the political guidelines be given to
yott to do al- effective professional job, and yet the conclusions
would be a politibal conclusion rather, than one that would be
based on sound coil ction of data?

Mr. KINCANNON. not sure I understand your question.
Mr, RANGEL. Well, 0 hires these economists that you, will.'be".

working with? s

Mr. KINCANNON. We hire the economists for the Census Bureau
that We work'. with. I'm really not trying to dodge your question,
sir. 6

M1. RANGEL. No, no. I don't have any problem with the Office of
Management, and Budget making political decisions;, they are politi-
cal appointees. do have a problem with dedicated public servants,

, such as yourself, being charged with Making decisions that exclude
a large number of people who are really poor and making it appeay
that they are not poor. You are saying, if I understand your tpsti=

3.9
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mony correctly, that you don't make that decision, you just go out 1
and collect data, and OMB makes that decision; is that correct?

Mr ... KINCANNON. No. It's a little more complicated than that.. In
the particular instance about collecting and valuing noncash
income, we are operating, in our view, under the instruction pro -
vided in law by the Congress in September"1980, rather than any
direction from OMB.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Matsui.
Mr. MATSUI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kincannon, you had eight economists that were selected' by

your office for a May 18 hearing that was going to be closed to the
public. It was a task force discussion session. What role did OMB
play in the selection of those eight economists?

Mr. KINCANNON.- At a technical level in he Census Bureau, weit
consulted with OMB about an appropriat list of expects, qualified
experts, in the topics, who could be in t t group. ,.

Mr. MATSUI. Did OMB make any independent i,ecommendations,
or did you submityour office submit to them the list and they
signed off on the list? What was the process through which the ul- .

timate eight were selected?
.

Mr. KINCANNON. To my knowledge, they did not make independ- .
ent suggestions, but I was not -directly involved in those negotia-
tions, so the process, as far as I understand it, was submitting a
list.

Dr. Green; you may want,to comment on that.
Mr. GREEN. Yes, we did put together a list of economists who we

felt were experts in the particular areas that we needed to look at,
for the problem of valuing noncash benefits, and then we conferred
with the Office of Management and Budget on the selection.

But it was really a Census Bureau selection, a Census Bureau
group of what we felt were the leading experts in the country that
could give Us a serious technical review. of the three issues that we
wanted them to lOok at.

Mr. MATSUI. Did you submit 8 names to 'them, or 16 names to
them, and then they signed off on them, or what was' what actual-

. iy happened?
Mr. GREEN. Well, as the discussions were going on, there were

more than eight originally, as we talked about people who would
be good selections, but we came up with alist of eight who we felt
were preeminent.

Mr. MATSUI. 1 understand that was your final conelusion; you got
eight; but hovV was that list derived? I mean, how many did you
have, and then did you submit 1( names to OMB and then OMB
what haPpened?

Mr. GREEN. I also was not involved in all the deliberations, Con-
gressman.

Mr. MATsul. Was theme anything in writingin other words, did
you submit a letter of transmittal along with the names.

Mr. GREEIC We did put together a list of the eight people and
their affiliations and discussed why we thought they would be good

. choices.
Mr. MATsui. Why was.a list submitted to the OMB office, in the

first place?

40
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Mr. GREEN. Well, the Office of Statistical Poltcy At OMB oversees
statistical work, so it seemed entirely appropriate, but I will note
that we were dealing with career people there, not political people.

1441KINCANNON. Let me say that it's not at all unprecedented
fors tlt the Census ver a period of many year p, to have
consulted with the Statistical Policy Office, whatever its Bartle has
been, in OMB, or when it has been lodged elsewhere, abodt particu-
lar experts to hire on particular' projects having to do Oith im-
provement of statistical series. That's simply not unprecedented.

Mr. MATSUI. You were aware orMr. Stockman's testimony of last
year, however, when you did submit the list of the eight economists
to OMBis this correctthe testimony in which he discussed non-
cash benefits as being part of income?

Mr. ,KINCANNON. I was not particularly aware of that' separate
piece of testimony. I'm not surprised at that theme in his testimo-

,ny, and that 'same themesame point may have been made in
other testimony as well. . .

Mr. GREEN. I can also say, to,my knowledge, that the contents of
his testimony were never brought up in selecting tbe individuals.

Mr. MATSUI. Do you plan to reconvene a group of ecomists any
time this year to disctiss this issue to any degree at is time, or
tub you 'still formulating your--

Mr, KINCANNON, Well, we are still deciding the best way to get
advice. We want to have advice from economists of that stature,

/0 the people who have worked in appropriate fields, to give us their
technical views on what we are doing. We think that would be val-,

ivable to us.
I think we have shown by our cancellation of this meeting that

we do not think we can afford to have that action misunderstood,
and we have to find a way that we can do that and not milload

l people about something going on in that meeting that shoul not
go on. .

Mr. MATSUI. If the Congress should ask the Census Bureau to do
something ky wily of legislative language or report language that
you people feel s inappropriate, you would advise the Congress of
thatis this correct-so that they could, rethink the situation.

Mr. KINCANNON. Yes, sir.
Mr: MATSUI. You heard Mrs. Orshansky's testimony before yours

where, when she devised the definition of poVerty in the 1960's, she
indicated that she did not take into consideration and would not
expect aoybody to take into consideraVon in that definition non-
cash benefits; is this correct? You heard that testimony?

Mr. KINCANNON. Yes, I did hear that testimony,
Mr. MATSULtut, nevertheless, in your dealings with the issue of

poverty, you are now seeking to at least ewe ifp with a definition
of these noncash benefits in terms of how it would affect the pover-
ty rate; is this correct?

N

Mr. KINCANNON. Well, yes, we ar4 doing that as directed by the
Congress.

Mr. MATstm. Exactly,
Mr. KINCANNON. In fairness, we are interested in measuring non;

cash income' of all kinds, whatever we' are technically able to.cici,
and are moving to do so.
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, Mr. MAmstil. Itut you did hear her testimony where she indicated
that it certainly would be inappropriate, and she was the author lbf
this language; I mean, she was the author of this formula; so she is
saying, basically, you shouldn't even be includitig these noncash
benefits as part of the 'income level for the definition of poVerty.

Mr. KINCANNON. Well I'm not sure that that point of view can
be accepted without c.fievfful examination. a.

Let's just sort. of tprn,.it another way. If, for example, the Con-
gre s terminated the Food Stamp Program and we continual meas-
uri if income the way the Census Bureau measures it in the, CPS
no , it would not show that anyone was werse off. .

ow, if you look at' it from that point of view, I'don't think we
want to fail to examine other ways of measuring income.

Mr.. MArsut. Well, there was a reduction in food stamps; :there
haS. been a reduction in some housing programs, section 8, 202;
there has been a reduction in medicare benefits; but I haven't
heard the Census Bureau come out and say, "Well, gee, chat Owens
tp ' poverty rate has gone up." . .

ertliPiave come up with anrreport--
r. KINCANNON. Well, I think, as a matter of fact, in our testi-

mqny, either in April or before Chairman Rangel last cteber, that 4.
we did say that changes i.9 soMe programs may have een al cause
in the increase in poverty in 1980-82. 4 , ,

The reason we can't be very certain about that is th t again, we
are relying on the current population survey, which conducted
one a year and deals with a calendar year income, and most of
these programs have eligibility periods that are. shorter than a
year, so it is very difficult to really tell what' components of th§t
sort, go into causing a change.

That weakness on the part of the CPS is' one of the reasons for
beginning the new survey of income and program 'participation. It
ge s monthly data with a 4 -month recall peripd, interviews! every
lie son in the household ra
in mber of the household` anti it is designed to obtain infdrrnation

ther than just , one representative

Aleut participation in Federal programs like food stamps, and so
.on'.

Mr. MATSUI. Well, you know, it's my hopeand you have indicat-
ed' to me, personallythat you certainly want to work "with the
Congress to make sure that there is no' misunderstanding of what
you are doing and wbat your Bureau is doing. '' i

At the same time, you know, I reiterate my, caution to you that I
hope you can understiind why a number of groups on the outside
and why a number of Members of Congress 'are concerned about,

,..../ what you are doing .110w. .

Mr. Stockman, late last year, comes up with that he considers a
revolutionary, scholarly report on redefining poverty to reduce it
from 16 to 11 percent. Some months .later, you come up with a.
panel of eight that is selected in conjunction with the Office of
Management'and Budget.. You then call a closed, secret hearing on ,

Mav 18, and one day you are supposed to Ohio up with a valuation
'of four different categories of inkind benefits. 1

I hope you understand that by all of those actions, indepet4ent-
ly, you' have created a credibility probled for yots. Bureau, which I
censidet, along with Mr. Rangel, to have been In the Kist a very
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professional Bureau that business, labor, and~eyerybody else has to
depend upon for statistical information. I certainly hope that

* before you reconvene this meeting, that you consult with the ap-
propriate Members of Congress' llitt are involved, because we are
three branches; we 'are the third, and I think it's extremely impor-

, tant that you, in fact, ,work closely with us on this. particular
matter.

With Oat, I'd like to thank you;And I understand you are a pro-
fessional in the Census. Bureau, and you certainly do not want to
get involved in political matters, but I'm just afraid that, because
of some actions that have been taken, you have put yourself in the
middle of a political situation: It's regrettable, but, at the same
time, I hope that this lesson will not go unnoticed so that in the
future this will 'not. happen.

Mr. KINCANNON. I'm pleased to,be able to say, although, some oc-
casional pain bacurs as a consequence, that we are not terribly po-
litically sophisticated at the Census Bureau.---c q) , .0.

I can certainly understandhow information on the part of some
people about given events seen in a certain relationship could be
misunderstood and how we would' have sheen better off had we
placed ,any actions we were taking in the context of all' the actions
we were taking.

Mr. MATSUI. An let me say, Mr. Kincymon, that this isn't en-
tirely your fault' or the' fault of the outside groups. This administra-
tion has a tendencyand you don't have to acknowledge thisbut
has a tendency to redefine things in order to come up with the

wrong conclusions, and I think that's why there is an additional
'' suspicion that many of us, have had. The unemployment rate has

been redefined, and a number of things have been redefined.
I know you don't have to respond to that; I certainly don't want

you to; but that's part of the problem that we have faced as a
,re pit of the situation.

, .

r. KINCANNON. Thank you, sir. ._ '' i
,

r. RANGEL. Mr. Kincannon, you had the opportunity to listen to
Mrs. Orshansky, who thought that these standards that we are
using could be updated; do you agree? ...

Mr. KINCANNON. I don't think that I would come necessar4 to
the conclusion than because something is 20 years old, it should,
per se, be updated. ..

Mr. HANGF.I.. I did not think her testimony was because it was 20
years old. She said because things have changed and that we

,,Mould take another look at it, She thoug t .that we could find
more effective Criteria; not just because it is d. It .

Or, to put it another 'way, do you think t e data that you are
. now using the standards that your are using td' ddermine the

poor, are the best? .

Mr. KINCANNON. Do I think the current thresjold for poverty is
the best? I simply cannot answer that. ,

Mr, RANGEL. OK. Well, maybe the Congress can help you answer
by requrng some type of an update, so that we can feel more,

secure that we are using the best available data to determine the
economic status of Americans out there,

Maybe Mr. Matsui and I' can get together and Ilk about a com-
mission, I'd like to see what our Bureau of °emus can ddinsa non-
t A
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political way to evaluatdstandards and report to the Congress, and
that way we all will have an opportunity to participate in this
process. ,

Thank You very much for your testimony.
Mr. KINCANNON. Thank you, Mr, Chairman..
Mr. GREEN. Thank you, sir,.
Mr. RAN EL. Our last witness is Eric Hanushek,.Deputy Director

of the Co sessional Budget Office.
Mr. Hanushek, your 'full statement will be 'entered into the

record, without objection, and you may highlight your testimony or
proceed as you feel most comfortable. Thai& you for appearing
before us today.'

STATEMENT OF. ERIC A. HANUSHEK, DEPUTY. DIRECTOR, CON-
(tESSIONAI, BUDGET OFP ICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JA NICE,
P ,SKIN

b

MI'. HANUSHEK. Thank' you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to introduce Janice Peskin from the CBO staff, who has

joined me today also.
Mr..RANCIEL. Welcome to the committee.
Ms. PESKIN. Thank you.
Mr, HANUSHEK. Mr. Chairman; the measurement of poverty is

inherently subjective, and any estimate of the number of poor per-
sons will be 'imprecise. Nonetheless, the attempt is worthwhile. It
'enables the Nation to assess how well it is doing in alleviating
need, and it, can also help in directing limited aGovernment re-
sources to assist those people who are most lackinkl.

The current method for Measuring poverty has a number of
shortcomings, however. One concern is that an important part of
Federal assistance to low-income peopleprograms that provide
benefits in kind rather than hi cash-,--is not counted when consider
ing how well off they are.

As a result, some of those who are counted as poor may, in fact,
be better off than other.s who have more cash income but benefit
from fewer inkind pogrins. Other shortcomings have the opposite

. effect, however understating the' needs among the low-income .

population. *e

My remarkS today will cover three topics: First, how poverty is
measured, second, criticisms of the current measure and options for
altering it and third, possible effects of changing the poverty meas-
'ure.

Since we have spent a lot of time'this morning already discussing
the nature of the current poverty index, I'll skip over that section
of my tegtimony and go to page 3, which starts with criticisms of
the currdht measure.

. A number of difficulties exist with the current method of meas-
uring poverty, including how the minimun34,hresholds are set, the
treatment of taxes and the exclusion of inkind benefits from
income.

While most recent atteniion has focused on the treatment of
inkind benefits, the other problems, may be equally important, 4
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ESTABLISHMENT OF tOVERTY THRESHOLDS

The poverty thresholds themselves have been criticized because.,
they are based on a 'direct estimate only of food requirements. Min-
itnum needs for shelter, clothing,' medical care, and other goods
and services are not, assessed directly.

A related problem is that the current poverty thresholds are out
of date. For one thing, the proportion of income spent on food by, .
the average family has changed since 1955.

If the 1977-78 food consuniption survey was to set the poverty
thresholds in the same way as the earlier one was, the poverty
lines would be fixed at 3.7 times the minimum food costsabout 23
'percent above the current levels.

Other updates might have the opposite effect, however. For ex-
ample, if the present version of the Consumer Price-Indexwhich
measures housing costs more accurately than . earlier oneshad
been used since the late 1960's to update 'the poverty thresholds,
the poverty line for a family of four would be about 9 percent lower
than it is now.

Another concern is that the poverty thresholds do not recognize
cost-of-living differences among different parts of the country. Geo-
graphically' specific poverty thresholds might provide ti more rep
-fined picture of need, but, unfortunately, adequate data are not
now available to estimate those with any. precision,

Cost-of-living differentials could, however, be 'great. For example,
in 1982, the recently discontinued Bureau of Labor Statistics
"lower living standard" budget for a four-person familya concept
that differs significantly from the market basket used for poverty
standardsranged between about $13,700 and $17,100 within, the
continental United States.

TREATMENT OF TAXES

Jhe current treatment of taxes presents another probleni; be- '.
cause it iii inconsistent-. While the poverty thresholds ere based on ( ..

an' estimate of minimally adequate after-tax income, the determi- .
nation of whether. a particular person or family' is poor is made in
terms of pretax. incomeignoring the fact that money paid in taxes
is not, available for private spending.

Althotigh persons with incomes near the poverty line generally
pay little in Federal income. taxes, 6.7 percent of their earnings go
for ta roll taxes, .

; ,
.

'I' treatment of taxes. could be made consistent either by con-
g a person's or family's after-tax income in judging poverty

status; or by raising the poverty thresholds to make them measures
of minimally adequate levels of before-tax income, Either approach
would increase the count of poor, persons.

EXCLUSION OP IN-KIND BENEFITS

A final issue concerns the exclusion of the value of in-kind bene-
, fits from income in measuring poverty. While.such benefits were

probably a relatively small part of income when the poverty
thresholds were first established, they hiwe been a major comp

e 4w))
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nent of our efforts to alleviate poverty and have groWn appreciably
in recent years.

For example, in 'constant 1982 dollars, spending on the imE\jor
means-tested noncash benefit. programs increased from $5.3 billion
in 1966 to $46.9 billion in .1982.

In a pair of recent. reports, the Censu's Bureau used three differ-
ent techniques to estimate the value of federally provided in-kind
benefits, - . -

. . ..

The first techniquethe market-value approachestimates what
it would take to purchase the in-kind benefits in the private
market.

.
AValuing noncash benefits at their, market_ priCee tends to over-

state their contribution.to reducing poverty, since the Government
may be providing, amounts of one good or service wells in excess of
what the individual would have purchased privatelY, while leaving

_other needs unsatisfied.
The sebond valuation method attempts to measure the cash

equiAlent value 'to the recipient of inkind benefitsthat is, the
amo t of cash that a recipient would be wilting to give up to
obtain them.

C sus researchers epproximate this concept by eetimatink 1:6
norffnl expenditure on the item by consumers with incomes and
other characteristics. similar to the program beneficiaries but, who
did not recjive the inkind benefits.

The third approach--;the so"cal'led poverty-budget-Share valueis
like the cash equivalent value, except that the

poverty - budget - Share
expendi-

ture is what unassisted consumers with cash incfflnes at the pover-
ty line pay for the good or service.

Analysts tend to prefer the cash equivalent concept as being the
best approximation of 'the value of the benefit to the recipient,
though estimates may be 'difficult to develop. . .

Estimation problems are least severe when the good is provided
at a level that is not likely to exceed ,greatly what a low-income
person would otherwise\ purchas ', as in the, case of food. stamps. Es- , ,

tirnation problenis are great st hen the apposite is.tru, as' with
medical benefits.

. ? f' , i

s

FO D STAMPS

Food stamps are the easiest of the noncash benefits to value,
with the three valuation tephn ques ielding similar results. Since
the stamps are directly redeemable or, food, their market value is
equal to their face value. ,

Also, since the amount of stamps a person' receives generally
does not exceed the amount that \a low-income person would other-
wise .spend for food; the stamps' cash equivalent and poverty-
budget-share values are both 'close \to their., market value. .

MUSING ASOSTANCE

Valuing I housing subsidies presets a, greater problem. Under
most housing assistance programs, the .1dvernment pays a share of
the housing costs for many low-income renters living in publicly or
privately owmid projects. ',*
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Estimating the market value of the subsidy thus requireS esti-
mating what eaoh subsidized dwelling would have rented for ill the
private market. This is a difficult task, particularly in the case of
publicly owned projects and in the cases where few equivalent un-
subsidized units exist in the same market. Estimating the cash
equivalent or poverty budget share compounds this problem by alp
requiring estimates of typical housing expenditures for unsuai-
dized tenants. Applying these techniques, the Census Bureau esti-
mates that the average, value of housing assistance in ,1982 was
about $1,530 per .household under the market-value technique,
$1,140 under the cash equivalent approach, and $1,060 under the .

poverty-value method.

HEALTH CARE

.MeAlicare and medicaid are 'perhaps the most 4ifficu.lt in-kind
benefits to value, and the results are especially sensitive to the
technique used. In all cases, these benefits are valued as an insur-
ance policy rather than as the actual claims paid on behalf. of a
particular individual. This avoids counting as better off those per-

':sons Who are ill in a given year 'and thus have 'large' medical bills.
paid by the Government.

Valuing benefits at their market value could, nonetheless'''
produce misleading estimates of poverty, because the market va14e'
far exceeds what low-income. persons would othentise spend on
medical care.

For 'a single person aged 65 or over with cash income below the
poVerty line, for example, the market value of medicare and medic-
aid together averaged more thin $2,500 in 1982, Because the cur-
ren poverty threshhold for such ti person was about $4,600 in that
year, using the market value approach would go far toward defin.
ing away poverty for this' group.

By contrast, the Census Bureau estimates cif the cash equivajent
and overty-budget-share values of medicare, and medicaid *ere
much lowerabout $460 and $500, respectively.

'However, for technical reasons, these themselves may be too low.
For Oample, the household eXpenditure surveys used to develop
these. estimates are quite old,. from a time when the proportion of
expenditures going for medical care w much' lower. .

Thes difficulties in valuation mak r. health benefits the 'feast at-
tractive `candidate for inclusion in measures of income'

IMPLICATIONS, FOR THE pOVERTY THRESH*9
,

However they are valued, including noncash benefits other than
food stamp, as income would necessitate a reconsideration of the
poverty threahholds in order to maintain consistency.

The consu er expenditure survey that established the poverty
level at three times the cost of the minimum adequAte diet com-
pared food ex enditures to cash income only. Thus, consistency
suggests that a ew, larger multiplier would have to be developed
to reflect the in lusioll of all in-kind 4enefitsincluding private
ones such as employer s po health, benefit plans and
charity health care in the expo d definition of income,
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EFFECTS OF CHANGING THE POVERTY MEASURE

;f' the Census Bureau altered its, procedures for measuring pover-
ty, the count of poor persons would necessarily change, but the
impact on Federal programs would depend 'upon the specific alter-
ation..
Poverty counts .

Any change in the pr It / measuring poverty would alter
estimates of the number of poor, but the magnitudt) and even the
direction of change would depend on the specific revision's made.

The Census Bureau estimates that if the value of all major in-
kind benefits was included in inCome, but the poverty threshholds
were left unclud, the povery rate for 1982, wold dro from 15
.percent to somethwhgeere between

t
0 and 13 percent,

u
depen mg upon

the valuation technique used. .

If the poverty threshholds we e also changedor if other aspects'
,of he present procedUres suc as the ,treatment of taxes were
,ch gedpoverty estimates w uld decline by a smaller amount' or
might even increase. t

sProgram effects
. ,

Changing how poverty is Measured could affect the operation of
. 'both entitleMent programs and grants to States and localities,,but
'' the impacts would be greateat if the programs' enabling legislation

were- alSo changed to make Use of the amended measure to target
aid."or Pet,benefit levels. 1

i .

Entitlement assisiatice. progriams
Of. the 'major Federal entitlement programs, only the Food Stamp

Program and certain Of MI .child nutrition programs include etatu-.
tory references to, the..poi7 rty guidelines. In both 'cases, eligibility
is limited to persons from ouseholds with cash incomes no greater
than the specific multiples .of the Office of Management and
Budget poverty' gtildelinesl. , ;

Thus, even in ,these pro rains, including the value of in -kind ben-
incomeefits as ihcoe for the pu pose of estimating the size of the poverty .

'population would' not au orhatically change the number bf persons
qualifying for assistance. N .1(

.. if, however;. the poverty threshholds were also changed, or other
modifications were made,(the numbert'of persons, and thus the total O...
program costs, Would be effected. . ,

If .authorizing statutes for thp benefit programs also amend-
ed to reflect changes in the:definition of poverty, the fects on as-
sistance to the poor could 'be widespread. K. for examp e, the value
of one in -kind. benefit were counted mg-income in determining eligi-
bility for pther assistance, few,* 'persons would be eligible and .

those quahfying would 'receive leas..
Any such move,'however, Would require, careful specification of a

hierarchy' of noncash benefits so that, for ex ple, food stamps
were not.counted as income in setting housing a istafice payments,

..at the same time 'that housing sUbsidies were co nted in determin
.ing food stamp benefits. . .' 'A
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Grants to States and localitiet4
Federal poverty guidelines are also used to target assistance in

programs that provide grants to States and localities to finance
specific public services. Here, altering the definition of poverty ?
would tuft affect program costs,' which th'e controlled through
annual appropriations,. but thpy might affect who benefits from
these programs.

In some casessuch as Head Start and the Maternal and Child .

Health .Care Services Program-States and localities are required
to target the use of Fq,dez.al funds on poor persons or on persops
with incomes bel w some multiple of the poverty threshhold. In
these instances, change in the procedures for judging whether
persons are poor ould affect eligibility if itwere carried over to .

. program operati tiles.
'lit other ins cessuch as Community Development Block

Grants and Ltitban Development Action Grantsthe number of
poor persons in a city or State is used as one factor in 'determining
whether a jurisdiction is eligible for assistance or in setting each
jurisdiction's share of available funds. .

In these cases, changing census poverty estimates could affect
the allocation .of Federal aid, but only to the extent that the distri-
bution of poor persons under, the new definition differed from the
distribution of the poverty population under the present definition,

Furthermore in some cases, reliable State- and city-level esti-
mates of the poverty population under an amended definition
would take some tines and expense to develop.

For example, if the value of in-kind benefits were counted as
income, poverty coups for cities would not be available until the
.next decennial census and then only if the census were greatly ex-
panded to include qu stions on the: ecipiency of in-kind benefits.
Conclusion

conclusion, numerous .questions have been raised regarding
current procedures for measuring the extent of poverty. In some
cases, such as the exclusion from income of those Federal benefits
that are closest to cashand here I really am talking about the
Food Stamp Prograilik-immediete changes could be made.

In other( casessuch as where to set poverty threshholds,ihow
correct for the current inconsistent treatment of. taxes, and how to
treat more difficult-to-value in-kind benefits, such as medical pay
ments --additional research may be called for.'

In any event, because of the importance of poverty measures,. the
Government may wish to delay any immediate shift in current
practices and, instead, consider the entire range of possible changes
together as part of a broad reassessment of how to define need.

(The Statement of Mr. Hanushek follows:1

TESTIMONY OF EItte A. IIANLISIIEK, DEPU'llr DIRECTOR, CONCIRESSIONAL BUDCIET OFFICE

The measurement of poverty is inherently subjective, and any estimate of the
number of poor persons will be imprecise. Nonetheless, the attempt is worthwhile.
It enables the nation to assess how well it is doing in Alleviating need, and it can
also help in dir r g limi ed government resources to'agsist thetie persons who are
most Inciting. r
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The current 'not hod (1w mensuring poverty has a number of shortcomings, howev-
er, One concern is that an importtint;part'of federal assistance to low-income per-
sons-aprogranis 'that nroVide benefits in kind, rather than in easbis not counted
'when considering how well off they are. As a result, some of those who are counted
as poor may, in fact, be better off thdn others who haye more cash income but who

..L 'benefit from fewer in-kind programs. Other shortcomings may have, the 'opposite
effect, howeverunderstating neetaamong..the low-income population.

: i I'Vy "remarks today will cover tftee topics: he' w poverty is now measured; eriti-
,' : cistrns of the current measure and options for altering it; and possible effects of .

changing the poverty measure. . .
. ' . ..

. THE.tAliASUREMENT OF DOVERTY
....

The current federal poverty measure was developed in the 1960s as a standard or
what is needed to got by, rather than as ameasure of how well off any .person is
compared to the average. It is based on the cost of the Department of Agriculture's
1961 economy food plan, designed to meet recommended dietary allowances at the
'time. Since comparnble 'standards for the cost of minimally adequate amounts of
housing, clothing, or medical care were not available, the poverty line was deter-
mined' by multiplying the cost of the food plan by three. This factor was derived
from a 1955 'household food consumption survey which showed that the typical
family of three or more spent one-third of its after-tax income on food." The poverty

. threhold varies with the age of the household head and with family lirze: Initially,
the thresholds were updated using estimates of the increase in food coke. Since
1969, however,. they .tiave been updated annually by the Consumer Price Index
(CPR ' In 1982the latest year for which income data are availablethe poverty

) ' , line.for family of feu; was $9,862. . . . .

Each year, the Consuls Bureau publishes estimates of the number of poor persons
in the nation as n whole, using income data taken frinn the Current Population
Survey.' This pro dare measures total cash income, before taxes, for families 'and
unrelated individu Is. Cash assistance payments from government programs, such
as Social Security lid Aid to Families with Dependent Children, are included, but
noncash benefits such as food stamps, housing assistance, Medicare, and Medicaid
are not considered income when judging an individuars.or Family's poverty status.
Using this method, the Census Bureau estimates that .15, percent of tne population
was poor in 1982. . .

,
,

CRI11018M8 OF THE CUR1 'NT MEASURE

A number of difficulties exist with the curt it method of measuring poverty, in-
cluding hew the minimum thresholds are set, e treatment °Nimes, and the exclu-
slot of in-kind benefits from income.? While oat recent attention heal focused on
the treatment of in-kind benefits, the other prdblems may be equally mportent..
Establishment of poverty thresholds

poverty thri!mholds thentselVt7ilave. been erIticitedbecause they are`bused un
direct estimate only of food requirements. Minimum needs for, shelter, clothing,

niedical care, and other goods and services are not assessed directly. A related prob-
lem is that the current proverty thresholds are out of date. Vor one thing, the pro-
portion of income spent onfoed by the average family has changed since 1955. If the
1977.-1978 food' consumption survey was used to set the poverty thresholds in the.
Same y the earlier one was. the poverty lines would be fixed at 3.7 times mini-
Mum costs about 2:1 percent above present levels. Other updates might have
the op effect, however. For example, if the present version of the CPIwhich
mensu r sing costs more accurately' than earlier onestbad been used since the

!At [irking, the federal governqtrent uses two slightly 'different definitions of poverty. The
Census Bureau_ de finition. also referred to rid the statistical definition, is used to count the
number of.pmiP persons and is employed in formulae that allocate federal 'dollars among states
and localities. The Office of Management and Budget definition, often referred to as the admin-
istrative definition, is used.to judge income eligibility in programs. The OMB poverty thresholds
must be forecast forward from the Census levels to obtain values for the ourrent program year.

2 The decennial Census is used to estimate poverty rates for states and cities.
" No considered here is the problem of underreporting of Income in the Current Population

.Strrve particularly from such nonwage sources an interest, dividends, ninth collected, and some
trans er payments, such as Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Whil this underreporting,,
mny cause the poverty rate to be overestimated, it has to do with inaccurac 0 in-the data and is
not n conceptual issue regarding the measurement of 'poverty. which is tl e focus of my state
ment. . A

s + *
i



lute 19110s to upaate the poverty threilholds,' the poverty line for a. family of four
would be abOut 9 percent lower than it is now.4

Another concern is that the poverty thresholds do not recognize cost-of-living dif-
ferences among different parts of the country.6 Geographically specific poverty
thresholds might provide. a more refined picture of need, but, unfortunately, ade-
tivate data are not now available to estimate those with any precision. Cost-of-living
differentials.could, however, be great. For °Stemple, in 1982 the recently discontin-
ued Bureau of Labor Statistics ."lower living standard ". budget for a '4- person
familya concept that differs significantly from the market basket used in poverty
standards ranged between about $13,790 and $17,100 within the continental
United States,

Treatment of taxes

'the current treatment of taxes presents another problem, because it is inconsist-.
ent. While the poverty thresholds are based on an estimate of minimally adequate.
after-tax income, the determination of whether a particular person or family is poor
is made in terms of pre-tax incoraeignoring the fact that money paid in taxes is
not available for private spending. Although persons with "incomes.near'the poverty
line generally pa little in federal income taxes, 6.7 percent of their earnings go.for ,
payroll taxes.

The treatment f taxes could be made consistent either by considering a person's
or family's after- income in judging poverty status, or by raising the poverty
thresholds to make them measures of minimally adequate levelS of before -tax
income. Either approach would increase the count of poor persons. The latter
change might be more difficult to implement, however, because it would require Set-
ting numerous different thresholds, .depending on what share of income was from
taxable sources. .

Exclusion of inikind benefits
1

A final issue concerns the exclusion of the value of in-kind benefits from income
in measuring poverty. While such benefits were probably a relatively small part of
income when the poverty thresholds were first established, they' have been a major
component of our efforts to alleviate poverty, and have grown appreciably in recent
years.. For example, in constant 1982' dollars, spending oil. the major means-tested
noncash benefit programs increased from $6.3 billion in 1965 to $26.9 billion. in
1982.6

In a pair of recent reports, the Census Bureau used three differs t echitques to .

estimate the 'value of federally provided in.-kind benefits.? The fir techni4uethe
market - .value (*roachestimates what it" uld talc to purchase t e in-kind bene-
fits in the private markerValuing nonce benefits a heir market prices tends to
overstate their contribution to reducing poverty, how er, since the governmen0
may be providing amounts of one good o service well in ebse of what the individ-
ual would have purchased privately, While leaving other heeds unsatisfied. The
second valuation method attempts to measure the cash-equivalent valtie to the re--
cipient of in:Itind benefitsthat is, the amount of cash that a recipient would be
willing to give up to obtain them. Census researchers approximate this concept by
estimating...the "normal" expenditure on the item by 'consumers with incomes and
other characteristics similar to the program beneficiaries'but who do not receive the
in-kind benefits. The third approachthe so-called poverty-budget-share valueis
like the cash-equivalent value, except that the "normal" expenditure is what unas-
sisted consumers with cash incomes at the poverty line pay for the good or service.0

See: Background Material on Poverty, a bommIttee print of the,Subcommittee on Oversight
and the Subcommittee.on Public Assistance and Unemployment CsImpeneation of the Commit-
tee on. Ways and Means U.S. Muse of Representatives (WMCP:914-15, October 17, 1983).

Until 1981, lower thresholds were used for farm families reflect household production of
food. "

"These figures include spendingThr food stamps, sojvxil lunches, housing assistance, and Med-
. icaid. Other federal insind benefits not counted in "these figures include Medicare, votening7

health care, and educational assistance for postsecondary students, Iwkind benefits provided by
state and local governmentsother than state spending for Medicaidare also excluded.

7 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau pf, the C,ensus, "Alternative Methods for Valuing Se-
lected InKind Transfer Benefits and 0/teaseling Their Effect on Poverty," Technical Paper BO,
March 1982: and' Estimates of Poverty Including the Value of Noneash Bengfitir A979 to 1082,"
'rocklike! Paper 51, February 1984.

For programs' that serve, on average, persons with incomes above the poverty line, such as
Medicare, the average cash-equivalent value will exceed the average poverty-budget-share value.'
Where beneficiaries incomes, on average, fall below the poverty line, the opposite will be true.

^0,
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-Analysts tend to prefer the cash-equivalent concept as being the best acpproxima- '',
.tion of the value of the benefit to the recipient, though estimates may be difficult to
develop. ,'Estimation problems Are least severe when the good is ors:Added at a level ...
that is net likely to greatly exceed what a low-income person would otherwise pUrApot. ,..
chnse,..ei.in-the-ease-of food stamps. Estimation problems are greatest when the oViM'4,--"'"'
posite is true, as withmedical benefits.

Food Stamps. Food stamps are the easiest of the nOncash benefits to value, With
the three valuation technique yielding similar results. Since the, stamps are. directb
ly redeemable for food, their market value is equal to their face value. Also since
the amount of stamps a.person receives generally does not exceed the amount that a
low-income person would otherwise spend for food, the stamps' cash-equivalent and
poverty-budget-share values are both clostl to .their market value.

Housing Assistance. Valuing housing subsidies presents greater problems, Under
most housing assistance programs, the government pays a share of the housing costs
for many lower-income renters living in publicly or privately owned 'projects. Esti-
mating the market value of the subsidy thus requires estimating what each subsi-
dized dwelling would have rented for in the private market. This is a difficult task,
particularly in the case of publicly owned projects and in cases where few equiva-
lent unsubsidized housing units exist in the same type of market. Estitnating the
cash-equivalent or poverty-budget-share value.counpounds.this problem by also re- ,

quiring estimates of typical housing expenditures for unsubsidized tenants. Apply-
ing these techniques, the Census Bureau esti tes that the average value of hous-
ing assistance in 1912 was.about $1,630 per behold under the market-value tech-
nique, $1,140 under the cash-equivalent app oach, and $1,060 under the poverty-
value method.9 .. .

Health Care. Medicare and Medicaid -are perhaps the most difficult in-kind bene-
fits to value, and the results are especially sensitive to the technique used. In all
cases, thse benefits are valued as an insurance policy rather. than as the actual
claims paid on behalf of a' partictklait individual. This avoids counting as better off
those persons who are ill in a given ear and thus have large .medical bills paid by

1the government.
Valuing benefits at their market value could; nonetheless, produce misleading es-

timates of poverty, beeause (the market value far exceeds what low-income persons
Would otherwise spend on medical care. For a single person aged 65 or over with
cash income below the poverty line,. for example, the market value of Medicare and .
Medicaid together averaged more than $2,500 in 1982. Iieca se the poverty thresh-
old for such a person was about $4,600 in that year, usin the market-value ap-
proach would go far towards defining away poverty fortis group. By contrast,
Census Bureau estimates of, the cash-equivalent and poverty-budget-shares values of
Medicare and Medicaid WeAe much lowerabout $460. and $500, refractively. How-
ever, for technical reaso 6 'these may be too low. For example, the household ex-
penditure surveys used t develop these estimates, are quite oldfre,m. a time when
the, proportion of expend tures going for medical care was much loter. These diffi-
culties in valuation make\health.benefits the least attractive candidates for tnclu-
sion in measure of income. '

* Implications for the .Poverty Thresholds. However they were valued, including

t ncy. The consumer ex-
penditure

benefits other than food stamps as income would ecersitate a reconsider-
ation of the poverty thresholds in order to maintain consisl

survey that established the poverty. level, at three times the. cost of the
minimum adequate diet competed food expenditures to cash income only. Thus, con-
sistency suggests that a.new, larger multiplier would have to be developed to reflect

! \ the inclusion of all inkind benefitsincluding private ones such as employer contri-\bUtions to health benefit plans and charity health care:---in the expanded-definition
f income.. .

, EFFECTS OF CHANOINO THE POVERTY MEASURE

I he Census Bureau Altered its procedures for measuring poverty, the count of
11 poor rsons would necessarily changeAut the impact on federal programs would

'clopen on the specific alteration.

0
Thew these estimates are developed means that the value attributed to housing subiidiet

will vary as ong regions and types of markets. This results in housing assistance recipients who
live in more costly markets being Judged better off than their counterparts Who -reside in places
with less.exponsivehousingand, perhaps,. with fewer prices for Other goods andservices as

t
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Poverty counts .
. .

Any change in the procedures for measuring poverty would alter estimates of the
number 'of poor, but the magnitudeand even the direction--of change would
depend on the specific revisions made. The Census Bureau estimates that. if the
value of all major in-kind benefits was inclucledas income, but the poverty thresh-
olds were left unchanged, the poverty rate for 1982 would drop from. 15 percent to
between .10 percent and about 13 percent, .depending on the valuation technique
used. If the poverty thresholds were also changedor if other aspects of present
procedures such as the treatment of taxes were also changedpoverty estimates
would decline by a smaller amount, and might even increase.
Program effects

Changing how poverty is measured could affect the operation of both entitlement
programs and grants to states and localieies, but impacts wbuldbe greatest if the
programs' enabling. legislation were also changed to make use of the amended meek
are to target aid or set beritfit levels.
'"Entitlement Assistance Programs. Of the major federal entilement,programs, only
the Food Stamp program and certain of the child nutrition programs include statti,
tory references to the poverty guidelines. In both *es, eligibility is limited to per-
sons from households with cash incomes no greater than specific multiples of the
Oflica.0 Management and Budget poverty...guidelines. Thus, even in these programs,
including the value of inkind benefits as income for the purpose of estimating the
size of the poverty population would not automatically change the number of'per -.
sons qualifying for assistance, If, however, the poverty thresholds were also
changed, or other modifications were made; the number of personsand thus total
program costswould be affected.

If authorizing statutes for the. benefit Programs were .4po amended to reflect
changes in the definition of povertY, the effects on assistants to the poor could be
widespread. If, for,example, the value of one in-kind benefit was counted us income
in determining eligibility for other assistance, Fewer persons would Ix eligible and
those qualifying would receive less. Any such move, hqwever, would require careful
specification of a hierarchy of noncash benefits so thttt, for example, food stamps
were not counted as income in setting housing assistance payments at the same
time that housing subsidies were counted in determining food stamp benefits.")

.

arants to States and Localities. Federal poverty guidelines are also used to target
assistance in. prograins that provide grants to states and localities to finance specific
public services. Here, altering the definition of poverty would not affect program
costs, which are controlled through annual appropriations, .bilt might affect who
benefits from these programs.

In some cases such as Head Start and the Maternal .and Child Health Care Serv-
ices prograrhstates and localities are required to target the use!of federal fundsan
poor persons, or on .persons with incomes below some multiple of the poverty thresh-
old. In these instances, tt change in the procedures for judging whether persons are
poor would affect eligibility if it were carried over to program operating rules.

In other instances -such as Community Development Block Grants and Urban
Development Action Grantstbe number of poor persons in a eity.or state is used
as one factor in determining whether a jurisdiction is (Iligible for assistance, or in
setting each jurisdiction's share of available funds. In these cases, changing Census
poverty estinuttes could affect the allocation of federal aid but only to the digtent
that the distribution of poor persons under the new 'definition differed from the dis-
tribution of the poVerty population under the patient definition, Furthermore, in
some cases, reliable state- or city-level estimates of the poverty population under an
amended definition 'would take some time and expense to develop, For. example, if
the value of-in-kind benefits were counted as income, poverty counts for cities would,
not be available. until the next decennial Cktsus, and then only if the Census were
greatly exvinded to inchide questiOns on therecipieney of in-kind benefits.' .

f'
)

1 " EVIM Atiih a hierarchy wo ld 'not eliminate all problems. While in-kind IgKelits have Ir
t'amhequivnlent value, they eni of be used to, purchase other types of goods and services. For
example, if the face value of Cot stamps was considered as income for tenants tit federally sub.
indized housing, their rent pnyment,Nwould be set at 30,percent of the total of cash income plus '
food stamps, rather than cash alone, as Is now the case. -However, because tenants mid not be
allowed to partheir rent wit food stamps, a household'vlth very little cash income and, thus, a

. large food stamp. entitlemen , might have to apply virtually all of its cash income toward rent.
leaving it unable to purchas paything other than shelter nut food.:

.

.,___



CONCLUSION

In conclusion; numerous questions have been raised regarding current procedures
for measuring the extent of- poverty, In some cases -such as the exclusion from
income of those federal benefits that are closest to cashimmediate changes.could
be made. In other casessuch as where to set povertythresholdst how to correct the
current inconsistent treatment of taxes, and how to treat more difficult-to-value in-
kind benefitsadditional research may be called for. In any *Went, because of .the
iMportance of poverty measures, the goVernment may wish to delay an3y1Mmediate
shift in current practices and, imitead, consider the entire range of pwAble changes
together as part of a broad reassessment of how to define need.

Mr. PICKLE [presiding]. We thank you, Mr. Hanushek. I appreci-
ate your lengthy statement and the questions you have, raised.

In behalf of the committee, I want to ask two or three questions,
and you can either respond to them now or you can submit addi-
tional data.

Should any effort being made to .redefine income also include an
examination of the definition of ptiverty? Did you express yourself
whether We should specificallY---

'Mr. HANUSHEK. Yes, I think it's clear that at the same time that
we redefine income, we should also consider how we define the
thresholds and the correct: methodology.

Mr. 'PICKLE. All right. Now, who has the authority °to make
changes lin the definition of income when measuring poierty?

Mr. HANUSHEK. *It is our understanding that the Office o -Man-
agement and Budget has the'authority.

Mr. PICKLE. Now, who has the authority to make chap s in
the whole broad definition of poverty?

Mr. HANUSHEK. I believe that OMB currently his the. authority.
Mr. PICKLE. Then I take it from your statement that you are

saying, in effect, that we ought not to redefine the definition, or we
ought not to get into this question at this point, except perhaps in
limited instances such as something that is clearly measurable,
such as food stamps; otherwise, deray the consideration. Is that
generally OMB's statement?

Mr. HANUSHEK. I'm not Ore if that's OMB's statement. I would
be hesitant to speak for theM. f .

Mr. PICKLE. Who are you speaking for?
Mr. HANUSHEK, I'm speaking for the Congressional 'Budget

Office.
Mr., PICKLE, Oh, I see. But you are speaking for the CBO and not

OMB, of course.
Mr, HANUSHEK. Yes. And in our view, there are a number of seri-

(RIEI questions to resolve. There are some things that we can do im-
mediately, but otherswhich are probably just as important to
consider changing-=will take time. ,I think that those should all be
considered as a package most likely to avoid annually changing .the
definitions. -

Mt. PICKLE. Let me Sisk you then,' since you are CBO, if in-kind
benefits ate included in defining income, is it then true that those
States that make the greatest effort to provide nonoash assistance,
such as liberalittid medicaid programswould that count as fewer
of their citizens in poverty? Would that result in fewer of their citi-
.tens being in poverty?,

Mr. HANUOHEK: Yes, as it's 'currently done now.' And if I might
add, it's important to distinguish two factors, One is, if States ro-
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vide a better, package of benefits, that in fact makes' their citizens,
better off; in some way, that should be takep ipto consideration.
The second factor is: to the extent that States pay more juse-
cause providing some services is incite expensive in certain parts-of
t'he country than elsewhere; I think we ought not count that as lift-
ing people out of poverty.

Mr. PICKLE. I want to depart a bit from the focus of this hearing.
I-save you got any particular position with respect to the capthe
medicaid cap that's pending before the Congress at this pointthe
proposal te put a cap an medicaid reimbursements for a State?

Mr. HANUSHEK. No, we don't have a position on that.
Mr. PICKLE.All right. Mr. Matsui,' d you have any comments or

questions?
Mt. %mut. Yes, thank you, Mr. Cha r
First of all, Mr. Hanushek, I want to tell you that I think \yotir

testimony was excellent, and I appreCiate it very much". I think it
was very helpful to this dialog that we are having at this particu-
lar time.

Looking at yotir conclusion, it seems to me that you are suggest-
ing that perhaps we look at a new way toI don't want to use the
word defining poverty, but I think the way you have put it is to
define need, because obviously the formula by which we define pov-
erty really is for the decisionmakers, the politicians, one so that we
can try to come up and provide benefits to those people that are
'beldw a certain threshold; and, Second, to maintain a standard

'Land this is where your aspect of consistency, and I believe some
other people that testifie4--consistency is very important, because
then it provides a standard by which people can judge, those people
that have to make those decisions.

So, if you have a 15-percent pov'brty rate in 1983, if it goes down
in 1984 to 11 percent, if you use ,a constant formula, then you can
show improvement and that we are making progress, but if you
*ch'ange formulas left and tight or every year; then you really can't
hold ,people accountable,

I have suggested in my testimony that perhaps we set up a nog-
partisan or independent commission to-look at the whole 'area 5f
poverty and its definitioh and the level of needithat might be very ,
ambitious.

Would CBO be in a position to lend assistance, perhaps set up a
methodoloicy for the Congress to follow, so that eventually we could
conies up with a criteria? '1 *

Mr, HAraisnEK. We certainly can lend assistance, though twr
overall redefinitiOn may be beyond our current staff. But we would
certainly be willing tlYwork with, you and your staff on developing
,Procetfures to improve our measures of fwd.

Mr. MATSUI. I think one of the statements you made in your tes-
timony is that in 1965, I guess, we based the definition on one-third
foodsone-third of a pereon's income goes to food purchase. Of
course. now. it's 3,7 'percent, which you said was over 20 Percent
rnore.

That alone should create a situation today that means the defini-
tion is really out of whack, along with the in-kind benefits perhaps,
and along with the fact that they are paying out 10 percent of their
income in the' Corm of taxes and payroll taxes,
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SO I certainly would like to work with you, and ,I know Mr.
Rangel and others on.this subcommittee have expressed interest, so
I thank you very much.

Mr. PICKLE. Any other questions that members wish to ask?
.. I thank you, Mr. Hanushek, for your testimony, I think the com-

mittee will be it touch with yoii if you have additional recommen-
4 . &Pons. I also thinlyou had a good statement here.

This question obviously is going to be an ongoiw and/ very Etri-
ous question for the Congress to consider..

If there is no other statement, then the committee will stand ad-
journed.

. i Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the subcommittees were adjourned.]
[The following information was receiyed for the record,]
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.Tune 11, 1984

Ms. Katie Hall
Chairwoman
Subcommittee on Census and Population
Committee on Poet Office and Civil Service
U.S. House of kepreeentatiVes
803 House Office Sul iding, Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515

e

Net14
00vIeneelf1=

kepe***IC. fib/pp/eh
Lveemeet Motel

Dear Chairwoman Ha 11$.,

I approolate the ciwortuniti to provide the Subcommittee on Census and Population
with aItatement In reference to your hearing on "Poverty and Income".

As you and other memberi of the Suboommittee know, the issues associated with
including non -Dash benefits in measuring Income are oompiex. Careful analysis must be
undertaken bet:: any changes are made in the definition of per capita income and/or
poverty that is d to determine federal funding allocations program 011101111Y.

As Indicated 14 niy.statement,Ithe data on poverty publIsiod earlier this yearby to
Bureau of the. Census, which Included the value of food stamps housing and medical
eerviees, provides only the beginning of a complete set of data on Ineom* and poverty: .1
recommend that data series be developect that refloofthe value of other public)
benefits, private In-kind benefits, and tax expenditures. Furthermore, poverty statistics
bosod on after tax Income should also be considered.

In much the same way as the U.S. bepartmekt of Labor publishes multiple data
series on unemployment, *additional data on inoome Ind poverty should be published as

they become available. Until more complete Information on the value of In -kind benefits
has been' developed., I strongly urge your Subcommittee to resist any change in theofficial
definition of poverty and/or per capita income used In federal allocation formula and
eligibility criteria, .

HALL 011111 MAILS 144 Noll* Ce*VISeeei AY/Ow WOn o.0 /0001 f101144100
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etetereent of illytaond C. lloheppiefi

Executive Director of the

National Oovernots, Association

Those of us who have been able. to travel to different regions of this country
know that the Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature scales only give us part of the weather
picture. Differences in the amont of humidity in the air and the velocity of the wind, for
example, can make for entirely different weather. conditions in states, even among those
who are experiencing identical temperatures. Still, we look to the thermomotor'to giveus
An Initial understanding of current weather conditions.

Similarly, the measure of poverty that has been provided over the last 15 years
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census has given us a consistent way of examining the living
conditions of the lout fortunate members of our soolety. It has beOn one measure used by
governors to examine tho result!, of their education, training and general economic
development Pollelas.

Of course, d count of how many people fall below a speolfied income level
cannot tell the full story of soonomio well-being. The official estimates of poverty.,
which are based on cash or money income alone, do not indicate the value of nbn-cash
benefits supplied by public (and private) sources nor the net income of Individuals and
families after taxes.

A more complete picture of our natioletTaeonomio wellbeing would be yielded
by knowing the number of people remaining in poverty after in -kind benefits and taxes
were taken into account. Further, poverty data, to be most useful, should be presented in
both absolute and relative terms in order. for the most informed policy choices to be
mado. In order to make meaningful comparisontaoroes income groups, all in-kind benefits
shoOld be ineludOd, many of which aeons to the non-pbor as well as the poor. Some of
the bettor known examples ofopublio in-kind benefits that are primarily targeted on the
non-poor Includes higher education subsidies, loan programs for, veterans and
corporations, farm price supports, and varloue tax expenditures (e.g. Interest on home
mortgages and Investment credits). Private in-kind benefits include employer subsidized
health oare benefits, life Insurance benefit*, parking, eto. Developing comprehensive
income data will not be easy but that does not mean that wo should not on partial
litformetion, aa it becomes available on an ad boo basis.

Ad hoc changes in the definition of poverty or par capita 'income Could have
any number of intended and unintended caiweouenees. For example, changing the
definition of poverty by 'Including some in-kind benefits could af foot the distribution of
6)&01 anti-poverty funds norms states. The table provided below compares the
incidence of poverty agrees regions under the ourrent definition and under, alternative
definitions.

can be seen, changing the definition of poverty by (holuding food stamps,
housing and modloal benefits, could cause a shift In funds Ow anti poverty programi such
as compensatory..eduoation away from the Northeast toward one or more tagions of the
country. sqlp the other hand, a revised definition of per capita income thkt Included food
Stamps would reduce federal matching funds for Medicaid and Ald to Families with
Dependent Children to states In the South.

'58
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0001r80116
DbtrIbutlon of Poverty

Geographic Current Poverty Market Value Recipient Value Poverty Budget
Let giej) Deplit ion conOePt Con90Dt Share ColX1014

North Bast 18.5% 15.6% 17.6% 17.3%

North Central 22.6 22.7 23.1 23.0

South 40.6 41.9 .40.7
1

41.3

West 18.9 19.9 18.6 18.4

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Source, U.B. Bureau of the Census, valuing food, housing and all medical benefits.
(February, 19,84)

In muoh the same way that the U.S. Weather Service still provides temperature
readings, as wall as other measures such as the wind /chill factor, the humidity level, and the air
quality index, I recommend the U.S. Census Bureau continuo to publish the current poverty
estimates, along with other income data as they bottoms. available.

well
other data should be

developed to enhance our understandings of the relative 000nomie well being of our citizens, RI&
important to use the moat basic inforniatiou on povertythe Cash or money Income available 11U
Americans at the lowest levelboth in establishing the ellgkility of citizens for public programs
and in the allocation of fed ral funds aimed at reducing poverty across status.

I
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30ouie of lepreienlatibes
COMMITUI ON POST 01 11C0 AND OND.110AVICI
strecommaniON mita mu Po PWATIQN ,

003 HOS ANN1X I

0011110010Na WC. MI5

TIUMMI (2O) 3110-7123

June 15,' 1984

Mr. David Stockman
Director
Office of Management and BudgOt
Old Executive Office Building
17th end Pennstivania Avo., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20503

Door Mr. Stockman: ,

The Subcommittee on Commie and Population of the Roues
Comm tics on Post Office and Civil Service and the Subcommittop
on 0 erstght_of tho Houma Committee on Ways and Moans held a
dot hearing on May 15, 1984, concornifig 40enoue and the.
Dos gnatiort of Poverty and IncoMen.

The Subcommittees had hopod that you would testify at that
hearing, but received a letter from your office stating that you
violee unable to fulfill our request, because. OMB has no ohangee or
plane to make ohnngoa.to Official meaeu000 of poverty under
consideration. -

Su6nequent to the hearing on May 15th Subcommittee members
have expressed a oontinuing interest in ascertaining the position
of OMB on varione issues pertaining to the definition of poverty.
Encloned are quentions that we could like answered for the
hearing record. We request that you subMit your rooponne to
these queatione by July 16, 1994.

,Sin.c

41.4-

I.

)e E HALL, 1 IA' B. BANCEL,
Cheri omen, Warman,
Subcommittee bn Comma ubcOMPittee on Overnight,
and PopulatiOn . ommitteo on iinyd and Menne
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE Or-THE PRESIOENT
OFFICE OF MANAOIEMENT AND MIDGET

. WA011INOTON70,c 26063

JUL 1 6 1984

Honorable Katie Hail

Chairwoman,Aubcommittee on'Cobsut
and.Populdtion

Cbmmittee on Post Orrice and Civil Service
U.S. Houte of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Chairwomen!

4

David Stockman has asked me to respond to your letter of June 15, 1984, I.

requesting OMB's position on issues pertaining to the definition of
poverty. Accohdingly, attached please find our responsts to the questitil
contained in your letter..

Sincerely,
-)

Attachment ';

rederick S. Upton
Deputy Assistant Director for
Legitiativo Affairs

.
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..Attichment

questions 1, 2' and.3 .

Some witnesses at the May 15th hearing on poverty and income testified that
the original definition of poverty'should be retained, because that allows
for continuity in assessing the extent to which progress is being made in
the elimination of poverty. However, these witnesses proposed
mod Itations.in the way poverty 'thresholds are determined. In particular,
they alt that instead ofmultiplying the Department of. agriculture's
eco food plan by three, that the latest' household consumption survey
sugg is a multiplier of 3.7 for a family of four. Thus, duplicating the
original poverty measurement methodology would imply substantialltlerger
thresholds. Please state.yoUr petition hegarding the retention,of the t

original definition of poverty.and-modificationt,.if that yoU,WOuld
propose in. that methoplogy. '

. ,

In your testimony last fall before the SubcOmmittee'on Oversight...end the
Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation
Committee'on Ways and Means, you stated that "the.original poverty cednt
based on money income substantiallyOverStateS the rate of pOverty because
it ignores $107 billion in in-kind medical, liousing,' food and other Aid
Oat tangibly raises the living standard of many low income familles:."
Please,comment on whether you feel the definition of poverty should take
into account noncash benefits received by poor people. If you endorse,such
a change, kindly elaborate_On mOdifleationt this would require'in the
methodology for calculating poverty thresholds. J:

. .

If noncash benefits received by poor people are taken into account in
defining poverty, woulDh't this require.that noncash benefits receivedlv, .

middle and upper income households also be factored into the eqUation'in'
ordet.to:measuro the relative well-being of poor people vis -a -vis other
income groups? What data is available to OMB on noncash benefits relived
by the noir-poor, for example, employer contributions to .emiToyee health
plans?

Answer

Your first three questions all deal with postible modifications to the
. officlal definition of poverty. Whether or not the'definition should be
changed and, if so, how are queltions involving complex conceptual'and
technical .itsuos, Moreover, consideration of these issues frequently is an

'Iterative protest. Far example, implementation of a conceptually .

.1. attractive notion may. not NI technically feasible; conversely, solutions to
long-standing technical problems may breaden conceptual horizons.

.

As'indlcated to the SubcOmmittees earlier, OMB has 'no plans to Change the.:
.x..: poverty definition, and so has not been considering the relevant technical'

oand conceptual issues within the framework of making such a Change. Thus,
it.is not.pOstible to respond to the questions you raise becaeseme'cannot
do to,as thoughtfully as the seriousness of 'their, subject mattordemands,

A.011'.,310



Question 4
1

How does 0MB perceive its role in designating the methddology used in
defining poverty?

Answer
r.

By virtue of both our budget,and statistical policy responsibilities, 0MB
strives to ensure the validity, reliability, utility and accessibility of
statistics generated by the, Executive Branch. These statistics, of course,
include those related to income and other ipdicators of individuals'
well-being, of which the poverty level is one. The Administration
currently.has a number of activities underway which will provide the basis
for improving income and other` statistics in the future. Among these
activities are the development and implementation of the Survey of Income
and Program Participation. This survey is intended not only to be a rich,
source of information per se but.to provide data that will be Useful in
evaluating, upgrading and Trilerpreting a wide variety of information
collected from other sources:

fl
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".111 I N.Mex k 111.6. Jliouot of ilteprtientribtir
COMMITTEE ON POST mice AND CIVIL SERVICE
IIUSCOMMITTEE ON CENSUS AND POPULATION

SOS NOS ANNEX I

1111E1110011. lb.4. 20815

TEUINtoRs(202) 221-7523

June 7, 1984

Mr. C. Louis Kinoannon
Deputy Dirotor
Bureau of the Census
Suitland, Maryland 20233

Dear Mr.Kincannon;

On behalf of the Subcommittee on Census and Popula4on of
the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service and the
Subcommittee on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways and
Means, we thank you for your informative testimony at the joint
hearing on "Census and the DesignatiOn of Ppverty and Income".

In reviewing testimony for that hearing, Subcommittee
members have expressed interest in getting statistical data on
what the measure of poverty would be if reVislona were made in
the poverty thresholde. Specifically, Various witnesses
testified that establishing the poverty threshold by multiplying
the cost of food, using 'the Department of Agriculture's 1961
economy food plan, by three does no accurately reflect changes
in the proportion of income now spent on food by.the avvage
family.

We understand that the latest household consumption survey
etiggeste a multiplier of 3.7 for a family of four. Thus,
duplicating the original poverty measurement methodology would
imply substantially larger thresholds.

The Subcommittees request that you submit for the hearing.
record a determination of what the poverty threaholde would be
using the latest available consumption data for the years 1979 to
1982. With these new thresholds, pledee provide the number of

-individuals below poverty and, the poverty rate,for each of the
years 1979 to 1982. This information should be provided for the
same population subgroups as shown in the table on' page 2 of the
Census report P-60, No. 144. In addition, any data which you may
have on changing consumption patterns for families And the
percentage of income which now is expended on Shelter, clothing,
medical care and other goods and services, would assist
Subcommittee Members In aceeaaing the extent of poVerty in this
country.

64
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Again, we thank you fot your testimony on May 15th, and ask
that you submit reaponaea to the quest oontained her' y
July 16, 1984.

Since

KATIE HALL
Chhirwoman,
Subcommittee on Cane Sdbo tte, on Oversight,
and Population Committee on Ways and Means

EL
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Honorable Katie Hall

Cliairwdman, SubcOmmittee on
Census and Population

Committee on Post Office and
Civil Service

House of Representatives

Washing/on,'D.C, 20515

Dear Mrs. Hai,

Thank you for your cosigned lettqe requesting a special tabulation of thi
number of persons below the poverty level using thresholds based on more

recent food plans and expenditure data.

Wo will not be able to produce this tabulation for you because of a shortage

of resources. During the coming months, we are committed to produce several

reports on income, povePty, the Value of noncash benefits, after-tax income,
and our' nevi Survey of Income and Program Participation. Our specialists in

the income/and poverty area are fully occupied in the preparation of these
reports.

We have a suggestion that will enable you to obtain data similar to those

you have requested. Ms. Carol Fendler and qs. Mollie Orshansky have written
a paper that shows the effect on the estimated number of poor when using
poverty thresholds based on 1965 food expenditure data and the 1975 Thrifty
Food.Plan (a copy of the paper is enclosed). Their research shows that u$e

of more recent data increased the poverty thresholds by about 20 percent for
a family of'four; the increase was slightly higher for'families of other

sizes. Therefore, you may want to use data based on 125 percent of the pov-

erty line as a proxy.for using updated poverty thresholds. These data are

contained in regular reports issued by the Bureau.. For example, in the

report you referenced (Current copulation Reports, Series P-60, No. 144),
data on the numberObelmilWpercentorehe poverty line are shown for
persons in Table 2, for families in Table 39, and for unrelated individuals

in Table 40.

61

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF commence'
Sumo of tho Consuls
WsshIngton, D.0 E0233

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

You also may wish to contact other organizations about the possibility of
haling a special tabulation prepared. For example, the Congressional Budget

Office and Congressional Research Service have copies of public use tapes
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from the Mardi Current Population Survey. These tapes contain the infor-
mation on income and poverty needed for the tabulation you requested.

The Bureau of Labor Statics (BLS) is responsible for the publication
of data on consumer expenditves. The BLS has published reports, rom the
diary portion of their 1980-131 Consumer Expenditure Survey showing expendi-
ture patterns by urban U.S. consumers on frequently purchased items such

as food at home, food away from home, personal care products, and so forth.
Data also are available from surveys taken in 1960-61 and 1972-73 that can.
be used to assess changes In expenditure patterns over time. The data can
be obtained by contacting Mrs. Eva Jacobs, Chief, Division of Consumer
Expenditure Survey, Bureau of Labor Statistics, on 272-5156.

If you have any, questions, please have you)N staff contact Mr. Gordon Green,
Population Division, on 763-7444.

Sincerely,

JO N . KE NE.

Director
Bureau of the Census .

Enclosure

ti
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INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH ON POVERTY

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

26241360 AREA CODE 600

SOCIAL. SCIENCE SIJIL,OING
I ISO ONISEEIVATONY ORIVE
MAOISON, WISCONSIN 5E/00

April 30, 1984-

Mr. Steve.Pruitt
c/a Katie Hall, Chairwoman.

Subcommittee on Census and
Population

603 HOB Annex 1
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Pruitt:

I have attached a paper by Maurice 'MacDonald that focuses on
households that receive multiple-income transfers. I hove it is
of use for your May 15 hearing.

Sincerely,

///
ldon Danziger

SD; jd

Attachment

0
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Multiple Benefit* and the Safety Not
in Distributional Impaults of Public Policies
edited by Sheldon Dnnziger and Kent Portney

for the'Policy Studies Organiztition
. Kennikat Preen, 1984

e

'

Maurice MacDonald
Institute for Research on Poverty.

1180 Observatory Drive '

Madison,Wieconsin 53706
608-262-6358

e
.

AcknowledgeMents: Tlie data for this atilt wag prepared under contract
with the Find and Nutrition Service, USDA. The interpretationo here
tepresent onlytthe author's views. Food and Nutrition Service members
who contributed substantially to. the development of the data include ,

Christine Schmidt, Abigail Nichols, June Kresge, and Judi Reitman.

December 1983

N

10,

Julie Kresge prepared the graph summarizing the main results. The author
1 , 4, f' 1.1 would,nlso like t'b thank Elizabeth Uhr, Sheldon Dnnziger, TO an-anony-

Af ' 'N;;. !;moue re6ree for helpful suggestions.1
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Multiple Benefit', and the Safety Net

I. INTRODUOITION

The Reagan Administration has defended. its tuts in social welfare

expenditures es an attempt to target benefit° on the truly needy by main

taining a safety net to guarantee a minimum income for all households,.

phile stmultnneouoly reducing the income limits for transfer program ell
.

gibility. In Addition to the generic argument that the federal budget

must be controlled, this policy was Also motivated as a first stop toward

refor.ming the welfare oyetem. The particulate of this step are based on '4.,

the idea that the current eyerem Allows pyramiding of meltiple benefits

by some households such that they receive more transfer income than is

either necessary to meet true need or efficient in terms of aesociated

dieincentiven for wotklb'eaving,,and maintaining stable families.

Historically, the U.S. approach to social welfare policy has been to

develop many transfer proltame, each tAitoredto meet specific needs.

Because the me.mhare Of any given household may qualify for more than one

,program it hen long been understood that there are many multiple benefit

households. Thus one of the common themes of all previous major welfare

reform propoenls has been to reduce nintrative costs by somehow

combining programs*

However, the extent. to which the exietence of multiple be %trite

actually generated transfer payments beyond hat which is'necenearqr to

meet whatever standard of need might he poeited.wns not klown At the time
l

of the Reagan budget cuts. The evidence than was based on selective

oot
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somplos(e.g., Joint Economic Committee, 19744 or on hypothetical -

examples about which the population frequencies were unknown. Still the

availahlo data was persuasive in thatit suggested there were substantial

disparities in totalincomes between demographically similar households

with different combinations of benefits. For ale and whatever other

reasons, In 1981 COngreve endorsed subniantiml reductions in income

limits for the AFDC.arni fold stamp programs, as well as the elimination

of federal grants supporting many smaller sociaA sei.vicb programs.

While the Reagan Administrat, n was enacting these changesthe Bureau

of the C nous was busy processing the responses to the 1979 Income

Survey Development Program Rssearch'Panel Survey (1SDP). The ISDP was

the prototype for the New Survey of Income and Program Participation

(Una and Lininger, 1981), which provides) extensive data on household
.0

incomes and program participation for a representative national sample.

This paper uses 'the ISDP into to evaluate what the safety net was like

before the Reagan budget cute and 4.huo to offer some insights about the

timpacts of those cute, And the ilidity $r thefl allele.

Most of the analysis of t b 1979 I8DP data 'presented here was

originalliCcondutted for USDA. to help improve that agency's understanding
ye

,of the food stamp program (MacDonald, 1983). Specifically, it was

0%
organized to provide compariaone between food stamp, reVipiente and food

etadp engine honreciptents. Whether or not the goal is to learn more

shout the food.atampWpromm, the focus on households ellgible for the

stamps has n number of advantages for investigating multiple benefit

issues:

4

)0,
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1. The food stamp program its the only income maintenance

program available to ell household types.

2. Thus.ito regulations provide a concrete coneeneue about

what the safety net le, and about who the truly noddy

3. Because all eligible houneholdo do not ,eagelve food

stamps, the participation rate in the food stamp

program serves se,.en important indicator of the
s.

extent to which the government rencheo the4truly

needy.

Dospdte these facto an attractive alternative to focusing on eligibility

for any single program is to compare how various demographic groUpe fare

with respect to the iaeuee of interiiic here. Therefore,Meinberg (1983)

reciafellitd-the ISHP to compere_female-heeded houieholde to the nged,
4 '

and to two-parent household,' and tangle persons. However as shown below

"the benefit com inntiono received by fowl, stamp eligible hounellolde

effectively ac mplieh these nnme comparlsone because of the categorical

reetriction o anti b the otheiimportaRt benefits 'to apecific

demographic subgroups.
0

The next section provide° further bnckgrounct about how multiple

benefits were analyzed tad nbout the ISM' survey dates edvantageo and

problemn; it oleo characterizel 1979 houeeholde with renpect to their

food ntemp eliglbility recipPorey, end official poverty otatue. Section
*'

,

.111 nummnrtr.ee results for the frequency and Media of multiple benefits

received by allothoueeholda and then focusers on those among food atnmp

eligibles.

V
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The fourth part studies the impacts of program benefits on the lnci-

dence of poverty. Because many recipient houeeholds remain poor, the.

fifth evaluates the extant to whiCh recipient houaeholde obtained incomes

aiv

below one-helf, the poverty line. For contrast and to examine thedrtaim

that some recipients werti.not truly needy, asotionyt'10oks at households .

receiving transfer payments who had incomes substantially above the '1

poverty line. A brief, conclusion comments on the relevance of the main

findinge for the continuing welfare policy debate.

II. STUDY BACKGROUND ,3/4-

The analysis centered around combinations of six major transfer

111 programsl
P8od Itamps (FS); Public Aestetance (PA), including Aid to

namilies'with Dependent Children and other welfare programs; Unemployment

CompensWon (UI); Old Age Smrvivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI);

and Medicaid (MED). Medicare was not enalyxed separately because all

recipients of OASDI are Automatically, ,coveVed by that program. However

Medicaid coverage policies do vary from state to state. , Appendix Table 1

describes the six programs in terms of their Fiscal 1979 federal coot, ;.,

the numbers of households receiving them in 1979, and the percentage of

households in each program with multiple benefits. OASDI Wan 1*OP/it the .

'argent Of Mule. programa, costing nearly $103 billion and carving dvel.

21 million households. However only about ne-sixth of OASDI households

received honlifits from any of the other five program. Tho fodotel coOto

of Ut and PA were' 11 and'12 billion dollarm, while $841/E4 NED Odeil coot

about $7 billion. For each of the welfare progromo'(PA, Sat, FS, and

S
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BED) at least 85 percent Of reajpient Itoutoteholds also received one of the '

other five bonefiA. And goo-third of U households %fere multiple hone-

Ilk rectp400a.
.

i .\
s.

IFor the analysie Of poverty reductionl'ald income adequncy the ncome ..

o
4

levels of households were tiret examined without counting any government

'.

transfers and then that pratranefer income wan iici'ddbed by sequentially
...-

adding transfer payments in the following categorise[

Social Insurance: mainly OASDI and UI but alsencluding

Veteran's Benefits, Workmen's Compensation, etc.;

Cash Welfare: PA and SST;

In-kind Asslatnnce: food Stamp, counted as the dollar amount

of their face value.

Although these cnts8oriea exhaust nil cash income sources and food

stnmpa, they exclude the vnlun of other Important in'itind benefit.a, such

as Medicnid, Medicare, nutrition erogrnma other than food atemps (e.g.,

School Lunch subsidies), and housing nnalet.nnce. Therefore the renultS

overestimnte the extent to which households have inadequnte renourcden.

however ,is yet there is no cannon:me about. law to vnlue medical

noniatance, and there was no rendily availnble data on the value of the

nutrition nod housing programa. Work in progress include; a more

MP
complete nceounting for these in-kind programs.

Only the second (Spring 1979) wnve of the six wnve BOP reneareh

panel wen analyzed, ouch that the informntion pertainn'to the Uiree-

MOothtletOr to the time That, the sample households were Interviewed for

the necond time. These refereneep period months center Around April.

Alt pur4ons aged'..16 and 4vOr were eligible respondents and parents were

A

4,

es,

f ,

yr

u.

V

4.

,

,
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le In the event of a change in household Composition or residence all house,

hold mpmbere were followed to adniinister later interviews. By the end of

OA,

asked quest iens About the incqme, and assetsbof children' below ag? 16.

70
Is.

4.

*

the second wave,7200 householde had provided data for this paper.

Like most surveyshe limitations of the ISDPlinclude underreporting

of income and assets._Howeverv.the eeverity of this was restricted with

in imputation procedure.hiCh corrected forenderreporting Where the

4.'

respondent reported an. income source oeesse t but either did not indicate

the amount or else repor&WWAmount. for only one or two of the thebe-

months. The restriction to a thria*Molth peribd omens that more houee

holdearw counted belocilhe.'04Arly line than on an annual bogie, because
-

,overe yea; some househoAda' inco4er.ise sufficiently to.offeet,part-
,

year periods in poverty. ainollyi;'While the Spring 1.979 interviews were

going on the Pood Stamp, program wae'ln.ArAneition ..to a now get of rules.

The Purchase requirement had been0aiiminated and eligibility regulations

concerning allowable Aeductionlrom!grbee income were being tightened.
1.4

.
These limitations 41r/61am:than offset by ildventegen of the ISDP for

esseseing the iseugee for this study. More and better income and program'i
participation reporting was.mede.poseiblilAy the extensive nature of the

t .0.

survey.' In eddition,th0 IttiDP anked-detelle6Weetions about' all nesete.

:and about epecific expenditure* that ,perMl(ecareful 'determination of

1 'N

*which households were eligible.for.food.letaMpeeneelor the first time

-it was possible re obtain accerate iliformatibn abqui,thereletionehip

between food stamp eligibility and TerVcivatimond thm.bumber of house-.

i
.

Weld° at 'various incombe Vis-e.vie.the offielellrevetty 100.
,
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The food stamp regulations 14/1979 allowed households tb deduct 20

percent of all earnings, a $65 etandifdideduction, and up to $80 in ,'

. 4110
. .

.

countable shelter cost and dependent cake expenses from gross Income to

determine a net income figure that was compared to the official OMB

poverty lines by household size forincomeleligibtlity. (If a four per-

son household's Income calioeptirely from earnings and they had the
. ,

maximum ehelter'deductIon the annual groes'income limit for eligibility

Nall $10,300, aubatantially above the appropriate 1979 poverty line of

$7450.) Uouaehblde whose 'liquid owlets exceeded $1750 (or $3000,for an

elderly household) were not eligible in 1979.

Figure 1 categorizes 011 Spring 1979 households by food stamp 0141'7

bility and rOlpiency as well As their official poverty statue. Of the

12:4 Million houneholdelound to be oligi O for food-atamps, 4.8 million

actually received them durin4the three-month reference period. One and

a half million food stamp recipient households had cash incomes above the

-official poverty line., This is the result of the alloWable deductions

fromgrone income.. The aseete.teet also had an important impact. Among

'households that were ineligible for the program, 3.8 million had incomes

`below.the poverty, line and thus were income eligible but had peseta

exceeding Ni,he program limits.

III. MULTIPLE BENEFIT RECIPIENCY PATTERNS

.

For the genekal population,-multiple bjiefita ar4 relatijilly rare.

Nearly three-quottern,of np U.S. householdnithat reported at leant one

of the nix benefits reperted only one, and about two- thirds Willy/my of
oft

the nix received only OABDC,(nee Appendix Table 2). Figure 2 Owe that
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Figure 1

Categories of Households (in millione)
for Multiple Benefits Analyeio

Spring, 1979

All Households
(80.6)

4

Food Stamp Eligible
(12.4),

Food Stamp Food Stamp

Recipients Nonrecipiento

(4.8) (71&

/ \ . \
Not ///1 Not

Poor Poor " Poor Poor

(3.3) (1.5) ,(5,5) (2.1)

0

Food Stamp Ineligible
(68.2)

Poor ):(1t)or

(3.8) (64.4)
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Percentages of Households Receiving One, Two, or Three or"More
of:Six Major Programs InSpring, 1979

Food Stamp Recipients
(4.8 million)

Two or-MoreOne

15.6%

All Households Receiving Any. of 06 Six
million):-

Three- .

One Two or More

19..9%

. .

Food Stamp Eligible

(3.5 milll
Nonreciple4s. 'Food ,Stamp Ideligibre

(195 million),

Thee
or'Morp.

, . .
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large majoritiea of both food °tamp ineligibles. (90 percent) and 'food

stamp eligibles who did not receive food Stamps (12 percent) received

r only one ,of the qix program benefite. However nearly 85 percent of food

stamp recipient households deceived more than one and 64 percent of them

received three or mote benefits.

Table 1 preseets the 15 most frequent benefit types for ail food

,tamp eliqible households who receives any of the six benefits. The two

most prevalent types' are OASDI only, and then a combination of three

programs (FS/PA/NED) received by female headed families. The most fee
.

quent combination of more than three programs was FS/SSI/MED/OASD1;

alone, each of these serees lowincome elderly hguseholds.

Food stamp recipients were further classified on the basis of the

largest benefit they received (among OASD, SSI, PA, UI, and FS) in order

to get a coherent picture of the types of people who receive multiple

benefits. They tend to fall in one of the followin categories:

1. Aged, disabled, and survivors. .These households reported

their largest benefit was either OASDI or SSI. They

were 41 percent of all Food stamp recipients. The

most impoltent tingle benefit combination for this

Of
group was 'Food Stamps/OASDI/SSI/Medicaid:

2. Public Assistance households. Neatly 30 percent

of foodstamp recipients reported PA was their largest

benefit. These are chiefly femaleheaded households

on AFDC who also receive Medicaid and Food Stamps.

1

3. Food Stamps. This roilp conalsts of the 24 percent
0

of food stamp hauseholds in which the stamps

grovlde the largeat'benefit.

7)
4

9r.
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Table 1

Rank Ordering of the 15 Largest Benefit Types
for Food Stamp Eligible Ilouseholde

Households
(in 000's)

Percent of Eligible
Households Reporting

Any Beneftt

OASDI Only 2,299 27.3

FS /PA /MED 1,347 16.0

FS Only 763

FS/SSI/MED/OASElt 586 6.9

FS /OASDI. 42$ 5.1

FS /SSI /MED 396 4.7

SSI/MED/OASDI 172 4.4,

SSI/MED 218 2.6

FS/PA 169 2.0

FS/PA/MED/UI 138 1.6

PS/MED/OASDI 138 1.6

FS/SSI 131 1.5

FS/MED 127

FS/UI 117 1.4

FS/PA/MED/OASDI 109 1.3

All 15 7,338 87.0

8
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4. Households of the unemployed.receiving Unemployment

.1.0surance and Food Stamps.

These four tYPgP run the gamut among those we cilia/iffy aciiieedy. They

. include those expected to work and those not expected Work; indeed,
401

-theylop-10.0nme:who are employed 011-time as well as those temporarily

...

put-.0,WgrkAinktykime:with ipe moat tenuous attachment to the Labor

force. .&OratOlt _into .distinct demographic categories, the aged for

7044.pqrhaps be served by fqwer programa. Since the 'are

..:Itik-:Jiiiii4$0-15'Ofkii.Food Stamps could be cashed out and addded to

-,thillrASI*Ofit.s_Withcakt, any adverse behavioral consequences. Or they

riiA4164.4,1. the Social Security sycitem.1 Others defy

-

'..:4VIMUtittP4. BENEFITS AND POVERTY REDUCTION-
- .

tnin:trof,,h0naehalda below the official poverty line were obtained

tra0466009useh'olds in Spring 1979.

The impactor'social insurance (mostly OASDI and UI) c pre- transfer

l'iiiiite'i41,./6040,01 insurance, cash welfare, and food stamps were

',.i1edeati:tyeAy'fiddWto pre-transfer income. There were 22.3 million pre-

Income Overty was quite dramatic - -8.8 Milton households, or 40 percent

'411 pyre- transfer poor, were ivmoved from poverty. Cashwelfare (PA

riaC8U,,remilved another 875,00Q households, or '6 percent of those who

tem0,8 ..;,panY\safter social insurance was added. Food stamps brought

C:\.
',14VAPABN4641oldff opt of poverty, which was 2 percent of those remaining

tit-.7iifteicOuni.ing all money income, including, cash welfare. However,

citype-'51Y.014p0t%of the pre-tranafer poor remained poor.

.

ok, .

.4. ,..
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Because poverty is'concentrated among food stomp eligibles, further

assessment of income adequacy was conducted for these households. Over

three-quarters of food stamplorecipiente and 85 percent of food stamp ell-

,
gible nonrecipiente remained poor after adding all of their cash and food

stamp benefits to pre - transfer income.

The fact that such a large percentage of food atamp recipients

;

remained po1or despite multiple benefits raises an important issue about
a.

the safety net. If,there is one, it is strung below the official poverty

line. Indeed, even together the income nsaistance programs are not suf-

ficient,4to end poverty. The majoilisocial insurance programs are funded

by contributions from insured workers at all income levels and pay mont

of their benefits to households whose income') would be above the poverty

line without these benefits. Food stamps are intended to provide only

the cost of a minimally adequate diet, and neither the public assiatance

nor SSI payments available in most states are sufficient in combination

with food stomps and social insurance to eliminate poverty.

A clearer picture of the impacts of multiple benefits on po'verty

emerged from examining the amount these benefits reduced the poverty gap.

This gap reveals, not just whether a household falls below an arbitrary"

line, but the percentage by which the households income falls short of

it. Although after nil benefits were added, one-third of the original

aggregate gap for all households remained, the effect offood atamps was

found to b's greater aiq reducing that gap than in reducing poverty, counts.

Social insurance closed over one-half of the,pretranefer poverty gap,

while cash welfare reduced it by another 11 percent, and the addition of,

food stamps reduced it by another 4 percent.

4
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A

V. iENCHING THE VERY POOR

V

Figure 3 compares 'effects of multiple henkita pn income as a percen--

Cage of the'poverty line for food atamp fecipienta and food starlit) cll..'

gible nonrecipientsa It shows how the distribution of income zplative'to.

the poverty line changes as cash benefits, and then food atampn, are

added to pre-transfer income. Here we concentrate op the rcentages

with incomes below one-half the poverty line.,

Sixty-four percent of food stamp recipients and sixty-seven percent

4

of eligible nonrecipiente had pro - transfer income that low in Spring,
4

19791 After counting cash benefits from welfare and Modal insurance

these percentag4s dropped to 14 percent for food stamp recipients and 27,

percent for eligible noarecipients. For those eligibles who did get food

stamps only 4 percent remained below one-half the povqyty line after the

stamps were added.

Because extreme poverty is almost entirely eliminated for those

households woo obtained lood stamps it can be said that the.snfety net

rests at approximately one-half the official poverty line, with two

'important caveats. First, for those who did not get food stamps, aearly

IO percent were belowone-half the poverty linp.2 Second, the data here.

41k.

. are only foatr a three-month period. When we observe them, some of the

food stamp eligible nonrecipients may be in transition to becoming food

Istamp participnota. Similarly over a longer period many of the house-

-holds counted below poverty here would experience income increases or

reductions In household size that weeld make them non-poor for that

Longer accounting period. Nevertheletta, extreme paVer6fAhat pprsiats.

V

.

Igo

It

. 4

S

d

t, .

4
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for three'montha may be judged exceasivo. Yet thu three-month data aloe

411°

ohow that households with Food Stamps and other benefits there .is a

4
1

., ,

.. fairly Impermeable net for preventing extreme poverty.

.

VI. MULTIPLE BENEFITS AND MOVE ABOVE Tne POVERTY LIV

.
..."

.

The thruot of the Reagan welfare policy has heoi to maintain the

benefits of the .very Poor while cutting those available to others.
r

Examining.the top part of Figure 3 reveala the nktent to whfch there were
,.., .

households ruceiving. government assistance who had incomes ouhataeall)r---

above the poverty line, i.e., those for whom the Cuts were intended.

v
Here we focus on the percentage of food stamp eligibles who had income°

greater than 130 percent of the poverty line, for two reasons. First, the

Omnibus Reconciliation,Act of 1981 tightened food stamp eligibility regu-

lations to eliminate households whose groan incomejoexceeded 130 percent

of the poverty line. Second, we have seen that food stamp reciplente

moat often have the multlple benefits that trouble fincalconservatives.

On a pre-transfer income basis, 9 percent of food stamp recipient

houneholds in 1979 had incomes above 130 percent of the poverty line.

That.figure.rose to 8 percent of er adding eash benefits, implying 9

percent m 1ke had relatively high .ncomea because of welfare and social

insurance. *nod lira added andther 1 percent of recipient households

to the group above 130 percent of poverty. Menem roughly onw"fifth of

the food stamp households would have lost their food stamp benefits if

the new grotto incorie limit had been implemented in Spring 1979.
t

Table 2 presents more detail about the sources of the Incomes of I.

those recipient households with incomes above 130 percent of poverty. 14,

1

4
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Table 2

Household Incomes Relative to the Poverty Line for
Food Stamp Recipient and Food Stamp Eligible

Nonrecipient Households
(figures are percentages)

.

Income Relative to
the Poverty Line Pretransfer Prewalfare Money Income Plus Stal

Food Stamp Recipients (4,873 thousand households)

0-1.30 ,91:0 87.0 81.5 ; . 86.9

1.30.4.449 3.2 , 3.2 8.4 '9.1

1.50 or more 5.8 .6.8 10.1 10.0

Food Stamp Migible Nonrecipien s
(7,570 thousand households

96..4 95.2 95.1 95.0

1.30-1.499 1.8 3.0 3.0 3.0

1.50'or more 1.8 1.8 1.0* 1.9

41)

4
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82S,,,,
.k saws Income/poverty lina distributions for food stump recipients and

eligible nonrecipienta. Cash welfare, 1:e., PA And S8I, wan primerityi

respLeible for the large increase in the percentage of food stamp rec' -

pientn with incomes above 130 percent of poverty.

at
Further tabulations available In ACDonald (1983) demonstrate that

public assistance wan more imporrant than SSI. The generonityNoU state

public anal tence benefitli*In 1979 depended on payment standnrdn and the

rate at 'whic the ntnte reduced the payments as PA recipient° received

other income, particularly earnings. In addition to paying more henefitn

to households without any income the more generous ntaten permitted

larger deductions for work-related expennen. Although the Reagan AFDC

cuts have not affehred the Staten' pnymentn atnndnrdn very: much, they

4id cap deductions for work-related expenses, and, after four months

on the prilgram AFDC in not provided to hourleholda with nubotantinl

earningn. Therefore many of the 30 percent of food stamp reciplentn who

reporled public annistnnce an their largest benefit also lost the-oppor-

tunity to combine enrningn with their food ataMpl and AFDC. The effect

of thin and the groan income eligibility limit for food staMps 'Ilan been

to reduce the pereentngen of recipient households with incomon in excess

of the poverty line.

VII. CONCLUSION

1

.4

'f

° In addition to estAblIshing that multiple/benefits aro widespread 4

only amoilp, fond st41441,,reelplentn and that they are by no mans nefficient

to end income poverty, two min findings Ifem-the_19791810 data are per

tinentto an assessment of the Reagan adminilaration's welfare policy

Agenda!
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First, 'the President walk correct When ha oaid.there
o

attlety not

and that bin politico wadld not diemantle'kt. 'However the finding that

thio now reata..at'ono -half the poverty llne.is more likoiy to be token as

cause for'ireCting more federal dollars to inCome annOtance 'th.qpi leas.

Second, in 1979 phereWas a non-trivial percentage ttf%Feelpidnts wfth

incomes substantially above the,povecty lineti primarily.because tor. rila-

tivoly generous public anoistance payments in nomo °totes. .Thdre oy

aloo he disagreement about the Significance of. Alp finding,- Aniien-
.

tioned before, thrermontho' data 'reveals. little about the duration of

recipiency:. Thuu a,highpriority forurther research will be to tine the:

1SDP longitudinally to learn about bronsitiono into And out of reeipeneY.:

and poverty. For yearn, the policy debate about public assistance has

n. been About thane tranoitions, in terms.of how to and welfate.dependenay,:

as quickly an ponnible. The new AFDC policy is intended.t.o noes4. the.oCby

forcing n choice between work and welfare.. The pre-Reagan pollcy.WanO.

permit longer Ixannition period° with greater work expellee deductiona..and9

A nubstantinllylower benefit reduction rate on countable earnings. 'Thee

trom the peropec4ive of the old policy it, In not ourprIeingthat there

were,reciplent with relatively high incomen. The1979 ISDP'Survey.hen;

shown how many there were, and much about why.-

Ongoing renenrch Danziger, 1082,and MacDonald,: forthcoming),

will provide nnswern to keyuentions about how the houttp10.* Wet

food otnmp eligkbility and /or the oppertUnity to combi4e...APOCWlthearn-
,

ingn renponded. Did they leave welfnre,Altniether Or.:get caughe:the

safety ne0

4



NOTES

11See Alicia H. MunneWnnd Laura Stiglin, "Women and a Two - 'Ter

Soctal Sorority: System," in RieJta41 V. Ourkhanser and Karen C. Holden,.

eda.:; A Cheillenae to Sec inl .Securitt (New York; Academic -Preto, 1982),

4 for,a discunntun. dF n propialed nystem in which (metal security benefits

would 1)e the Men of benefits from two so-called -tiers. The first tier

would tens:int Of a means-teated benefit. The second ,tier would be .a

benefie strictly peopvt tonal to covered earnings.' Such a system would

WIth.SSI and other lenefits: for the aged.

2The answii'rte why matt food stamp eligibles do not obtain the stamps

44i,4ait clonr Mit thqre -11s:AuIdente that information problems (Qoe, 1979)

and Atfitten cRacDonnid, 1977) may be important. Using the Spring 1979

Czajka. (1981. 5 hon. Attbstnntited that :thete'- was 41 group effrela-;

ctively needy, households' 'who failed .to obtain sizeable' food "sump 6uno-

fits. HoWever, the f odd atnmp catielond Otto grew of ter the purchasa

kequirement was eliminated in Sprang, 1979.

4
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Table A-1

Description of Six Major Trnnsfer Programs
for.Fiscal Ygar 1979

r.

A

B.

s;...." Cost FY '79
(billions)

(1)

Household s

(thousands)
(2)

Percentage
with Multiple

Benefitsa*
(3)

:13ocial'Insurance

' OASDI!!

111.

Cash Welfare

Public Assistance
(PA)b

Food Stamps (PS) ,

Medicaid
Coverage (MED)c

s
$1Q2.6 21,343 16:9%

11.2

ti

2,239 33.9

12.0 41,233 r 85.8

.1;622 .94.3

6.p 401173

# .

84.4-

6.8 5,508 97'.4

8

dPercentage,of households In this program reporting benefits from one or
more of cue other five programs.-

bAll coat figures are fromiNfludget of the United States. The PA cost
figure includes federal AFW41q.:General Assistance costs, but not

' Emergency Assistance.

eMedlcsld household vomits are for reported Medicaid coverage. Those
reports are larger than the number of persons who actionlly received

Medicaid benefits, but. smaller than .the total number of persons insured by
Medicaid. The post figure is the federal coat of actual services provided
to Medicaid recipients..

I

1-
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Table A-2

Multiple Benefits gross Slx Major Programs, Wave II,
by Food fitemp Reclpiency-EllgIbIllty Status

88

ALL
0( 0

Food
Peqpients

Households
lAn_poiv

e

4,876

761

,,

763

4,112

972'

428

169

131

127

117

Stamp
,

HonrecIplent
Eligibles

Food Steep
Ineligibles

Households

(ln 000's) Percent

19,495

17 4046

15,441 79.2
1,409 7.2

, 389 2.0
173 0.9
94 ak 0.5

11

. 1,909 10.2

:. -ri338' 6.9

40 ..'. :, .. R.1
13b 1.2

,' 250... 1.3
,illl ,40:, 0.8

, 154 :'''' 0.8

) 83 0.4
111 0.1
.ts 0.1

liaaSlWas
(ln 000e) Percent

100.0

74.5

61.6
5.3

2.7

1.6

0.7
.. 0.5

22..5

10.18.8'

1.7

1.5
'1,0

0.9

0.9

0.6

0,5
0.5

0.4
0.4

0,1

0.1

Households
Percent Ain 000's) ' Percent,

100.0 3,530

a

1000

A5.6 2,527 71.5

2,299 65.1

72 2.0
15.6 v Q

71 2.0
35 1.0

' 50 1.4

84.1 1,003 28.5

19.9\ 567 16.1

78 2.2
218 6.2

60 1.7

99 2.8

93 2.6
3.5
2.7
2.6 ,

2.4

,..,

'19 0.5

Houerbolds treeelvfne
nne or more of the

ale types of
osslata0e

Just one lytin

OASOI only
HI 'only

PS .nly
PA only
SS! only
mil) only

Two or more types

Only two
7i5/000I

910/0611DI

0.001 /01
p4/mrn
FS/PA
FS /551

rs/mro
S/O1 --

PA/OASS1
PA/UI

01 /Men

17,901

20,796

17,740
1,481

761

460

208

144

6,351

2,877

495
454

310

264

. Al
169

131

127

117

,1o2
IA

is

(table continued)
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Table A-2 (cont.)

Three oi more types

Only three
PS/PA/HHO
581/M20/06861
PS/HSI/HIM
FRAWOASD1
PA/SSI/mEn
11/861/0ASUI

f5/0A501/1.11

881 /MID /U1

PS/PA/551
PS/HED/U1
Pd/HED/0A801

mr0/0A9nI/U1
PA/HXD/U1
f9/Pd/OASD1
PA/SHI/OASD1

Pour or more typos

Only four
18/821/MHD/06801
PS/PA/MOM
F9 /PA/1E0/0A8D1

FS /PA /S91 /HID

pA/331/1060/0A9DI

vs/P6/931/01
F9/1,4/331/0001

Flee or more types

Only five '

15/PA/681/HH0/0A8D1
F9/PA/M6/0A5Dt/U1
Pi/PA/WU/MD/Of,

All
Households
(in 000'e) Percent

3,474 '12.4

3,049 8.2
1,347 4.8
838 3.0
396 1.4

138 0.5
76 0.3
55 0.2

53 0..24=
43 0.2

2e 0.1

24 0.1

23 0.1

II 0.1
12 0.1

1 0.0
2 0.0

1,179 4.2

1,061 3.8
586 2.1
138 o.s
109 0.4

96 .0.3
82 0.3
49 0.1

1 0.0

110 0.4

118

106
0.4
0.4

,8 0.0
.4 , 0.0

food Stamp Honreciplent food Si.*
Recipients- , Rljlblis Ineligibles

Households Households Households
(in 000's) Percent (in 000's) Percent (in 000's) Percent

3,140

2,044

1,347

396

138

55

55

28

24.

1

1,097

979

see
114

109

96

49

1

118

64.4 436 11.4 651 3.3

41.9 38t 11.0/ 618 3.2
27.6

372 10.5 466 2.4
8.1
2.8

76 0.4
1.1

1.1
,..

43 0.2
0.5,

0:5
13 0.4 10 0.1

11 0.1
12 0.1

0.0

2 0.0

22.4 49 1.4 .33 0.2

20.1 49 1.4 33 0.2.
12.0
2.8
2.2
2.0

49 33 0.2
1.0
0.0

2.4

118 .4

106 .2

8 0.2

4 0.1
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Poverty' in the United States: Wheie do we stand now?

Two years ago a special issue of Focus titled "Poverty in the United States: Where Do We Stand?" (5:2, Winter 1981-82)
recounted trends in poverty and the growth of income support programs since 1965. In October 1983 the rising number of poor in
Arnerica prompted the Subcommittee on Oversight and the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensa-
tion of the Ways and'Aleans Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives to hold hearings on. the trasonsforsteady increases
in poverty raid since 1978. Among the questions they invited witnesses to address were the relative importance of recession,
demographic change, budget reductions, and a ten-year decline in the real level of public assistance benefits in causing increased
poverty. This issue of Focus summarizes parts of the testimony presented to Congress to assess where we stand now, twenty years
after the nation declared its intent to launch a fultscale effort on behalf of the poor.

The problem of poverty

Before one can discuss probable causes and possible cures,
it is first necessary to add ess the basic questions concerning
poverty: How much
Flow Ivor are they
poverty?

is there? Who arc the poor?
sriktng do they remain in

110w much poverty?

Poverty has been on the increase in recent years. The
Bureau of the Census reports that 15 percent of the popula-
tion were below the poverty line in 1982, compared to 11.7
percent in 1979, which means that the number of poor per-
sons had increased by more than eight 'million. The official
poverty rate was as high in 1982 as it was in 1966. Do as

9

Mr r"
great a percentage of all personsIive in poverty now as when
the War on Poverty started? Or art he official numbers
misleading?

Atcording to David Stockman, Director of the Office. of
Manageme and Budget, and others who testified before
Congr , the Census Bureau's measurement procedares do
not provide a complete picture: "Thetot exclusion of any
value of noncash assistance when measurin the incidence
of poverty is a key 4cason why measured poverty has not
'declined during the last decade."' He states that in-kind
means-tested benefits (such as Medicaid, Food Stamps,
school lunches, and housing subsidies), which were rela-
tively insignificant in 1959, by 1973 were providing over half
(if all means- tested assistance, and by 1982 more than 70 out

of every 100 dollars of such assistance was noncash.2 The

p
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census numbers have other drawbacks, noted by others who
testified, such as Timothy Smeeding, of the University of
Utah. The official statistics do not suffered taxes from
income, though taxes affect a household'S level of consump-
tion. Further, they fail to distinguish between the private
economy's antipoverty performance and the government's
contribution, both in the form of social insurance and in
welfare.

A better understanding of what has been happening to pov-
erty in the United State is provided by Table I, presented to
the Congressional subcommittees by Sheldon Danzigtr,
Director of the Institute for Research on Poverty.' This
table gives poverty rates over the period 1965-82, compar-
ing the census measure with other measures that adjust for
its deficiencies: pretransfer income, prewelfare income, and
adjusted income. (For definitions of these terms and others
used to define and clarify the complex concept of poverty,
see box.) In every year there is a much higher poverty level'
under the census income measure than under the adjusted
income measure. Nonetheless, all four measures reflect the
same pattern over the past fifteen years. Poverty declined
sharply from 1965 io the early 1910s, remained fairly stable
in the mid-197fis, then in 1918 began to climb rapidly. This
pattern is depicted in Figure L The difference between

Table 1

The 'trend In the lekideore of Poverty ewes Persons,
Selected Ware 1966

,

40
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0
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Posteransfer (census or official) income

1980 11105

Philtre 1, /hods In the Inekleoce of Poverty arson AU Persons Actor*
NI to Three Measures of Ikons.
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Year

Pretransfer
Income
(I

.._ _

Prewelfare
Income

(2)

Poittrarufer
Income

(Census Income)
(3)

41,

Adjusted
Income

(4)

1965 21.3% 16.3% 1 s 15.68'e 12.1%

1968 18.2 11.6 12.8 9.9

1972 19.2 13.1 11.9 6.2
1974 20.3 13.1 11.6 7.2

1976 21.0 11.1 11.8 6.7

1978 20.2 12.6 11.4 n.a.

1977 20.5 12.9 I I 7 6.1

1980 21.9 14,2 13.0 11.11.

1981 ' 21,1 MI 14.0 n.a.,,

1982 24.0 15.9 15.0 8.8"`-'

% Change
1965 19711. 5.2 22.7 26.9 49.6

1978-1982' + 18.8 + 26.2 + 31.6 + 44.3

.
Sotirec Sheldon Denriger in Dargiger, yeter Gottschalk, Robert J.
Rubin, and Timothy M. Smeeding, "Recent Increases in Poverty: Testi.

/ monv before the House Ways and Means Committee," IRP Discussion
Paper no. 740-81, pi&
'Adjusted income diia are from Timothy Smeeding, "The Antipoverty.
Effect, of In-Kind Transfers,"1," Policy Studies Journal, 10(1982), 499-521.
,tvrhil is an estimate from Peter Gottschalk and 1)anziger, "Changes in
Povert , 1967 1982: Methodological Issues and Evidence," IRP DIKUi-

. lion P r no. 717 R3. . . v.

'Percent e changes 'Mr adjusted Income data are from 196579 and
1979 -82

n,a. "not *liable

0

Source: For pretransfer poverty, computations by Sheldon Daruiger and
Robert Plot nick from the Survey of Economic Opportunity for 1965 and
March Current Population Surveys for other years. For posttransfer pov-
erty, U.S. Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census), Currant
Population Reports, Series P-60, "Consumer Income." For adjusted
poverty, Timothy Smeeding, "The Antipoverty Effects ofln.Kind Trans-
fers," Policy Studies Journal, 10 (1982), 499-.521.

so

pretransfer and posttransfer (census) income shows how
important are government cash transfers for the well-being
of the population. In 1982 one-quarter of the population
,,had incomes below the official poverty threshold on the
basis of their market incomes alone. But after the receipt of
cash and in-kind transfers, fewer than 10 percent reinained
poor. t1D

Poverty as measured in relative terms (defined in box; not
shown on table or figure) remained 10 to IS percept above
the absolute measures shown in Figure I. Datuiger calcu-
lated that pretransfer poverty for all perions, iJ measured
relatively, declined from 21.3 to 19.7 percent between 1965
and 1968, but rose steadily from 1968 until )982, when it
reached 26.5 percent. Relative poierty after receipt Qi cash
transfers declined very slightly from 1,965 to 1978 from,
15.6 to 15.5 percent and then rose to 17.8 percent in4i982.

Who are the poor?

Aggregate figures provide onlya rough picture of the inci-
dence and extent of poverty, A more detailed examination t



Terms Used in Measuring Poverty

I . Census income. Used to draw the official pov-
erty line, census (or posttransfer) income includes
money wages and sAlafies, net income from self.
employment, social security inconie, public assis-
lance ikome, and other cash government trans-
fers, property income (interest, rents, dividends,
etc.), and private transfers, such as pensions and
alimony, It does nor subtract taxes paid.

2. Pretrunsfer income. Also termed market income
or pre-government-transfer income, this concept is
census income excluding government transfers but
including private transfers such as gifts, alimony,
child Suprort, and,private pensions.

Prewellure income, Newel fare income is census
income minus only cash public assistance. pro-
grams (means-tested), such as Supplementid Secu-
rity Income andidd to Families With Dependent
Children, It ins odes social insurance benefits,
such as social security, unemployment iriArance,
railroad reqrement, veteran service-relafta pen-
sions, and black lung benefits, which are not means
tested.

5. Absolute poverty threshold (line). The official
census income level below which households are
classified as Poor, Based on the assumption that
the poor spend approximately a third of their
incomes for food, the poverty line originally con-
sisted of three times what the Department of Agri-
culture in 1955 ascertained to be the minimum
food.consumpticm requirement for a family of
four, Adjustments are made for differeni.sized
families, and the poverty line is adjusted each year
for Minion, as measured ffy the percentage
change in the Consumer Price Index. In 1982 Ole
official poYerty line ranged front $4901 for a single
person, to $9862 for a family of four, to $19,698
for a family of nine or more,

6, Relative poverty threshold. This poverty thresh-
old varies directly %kith changes in the national me-
dian income, adjusted for family size. Those
whose incomes are below 44 percent of the media
are classified as poor, This figure was chosen
that the count of absolute and relative poor
sons for 1965 was equal, It incorporates the s
adjustments for family size that are included in th
of la! measure. In 1982 the relative povirty lin

co
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families headed by a woman with no husband present has
increased more than 15 percent since 1978, compared to a 6
percent growth in the overall populatiari. One of the imme-
diate and alarming effects in the growth of this group is the
large increase in poverty among all children, which in-
creased from 16.0 percent in 1979 to 21.3 percent in 1982
(see Table 2).6

If single-parent families are growing fast, black single-
parent families are growing even faster. And if ftbverty is
prevalent among the white single-parent households, it is
much more so among black. -The number of poor black
families headed by women doubled between 1969 and 1982.
These families accounted for 71 percent of ill poor black
families in 1982, compared with 54 percent in 1969: In 1982
the pov,erty rate was 35.6 percent for all black persons and
57.4 percent for those living in female-headed families.

The major cashWvelfamprogram directed at single parents
and their children is Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren. It was created by the 1935 Social Security Act, Ond
conceived of as a small program to aid widows not coveted
by social security. Though i'has been amended and broad-
ened over the years, it has in comparison with the rest of
our social welfare system-- remained small. AFDC in fiscal
year 1981 accounted for only 17 perectit of total welfare
expenditures and only 4 percent of total expenditures on
income support.' The percentage cut in the AFDC budget
in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) 011981,

6.

1Tpercent to 100 percent after four months of earnings, set
maximum allowable deductions for work and child care
expenditures, computed the third of their earned income
that AFDC working recipient% were allowed to keep (for
four months) on the basis of their income after deductions
rather than before, lowered the ceiling on assets, and
counted stepparent income when calculating the benefit.°

Robert J. Rubin of the Department of Health and Human
Servicts stated in his testimony that these changes have
reduced welfare rolls. "In all, 4013,000 families lost eligibility de
(for all' benefits and 299,000 lost (some( *etas as a result a"'
of the OBRA changes. The changes save the federal and
state governments about $1. I billion in 1983."10 And Stock-
man wrote:

The dire predictions of those who opposed the gross
income cap and limiting of work disregards in AFDC .

did not come true. Contrary to assertions that wage-
earning recipients would quit their jobs to stay on wel-
fare, the number of recipients who quit-work or lost jobs
and returned to welfare was the 'same both before and
after the 1981 Reconciliation Act 18 percent."

Hut although the AFDC recipients whose benefits were
reduced or terminated did not, by and large, quit work and
rettitri to welfare, they did experience significant losses in
total income. Preliminary findings of studies being carried
out jointly by the Institute for Research on Poverty and the
Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services sug-

'
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increased more than 15 percent since 1978, compared to a 6
percent growth in the overall populatian. One of the imme
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'percent to 100 percent after four months of earnings, set
maximum allowable deductions for work and child care
expenditures, computed the third of their earned income
that AFDC working recipients were allowed to keep (for
four months) on the basis of their income after deductions
rather than before, lowered the ceiling on assets, and
counted stepparent income when calculating the beriefit.9

Robert J. Rubin of the Department of Health and Human
Services stated in his testimony that these changes have
reduced welfare rolls. "In all, 40$3,000 families lost eligibility de
(for all] benefits and 299,000 lost (some] bandits as a result 11.4.
of the OBRA changes. The changes saved the federal and
state governments about $1.1 billion in 1983." And Stock-
man wrote:

The dire predictions of those who opposed the gross
income cap and limiting of work disregards in AFDC ...
did not come true. Contrary to assertions that wage-
earning recipients would quit their jobs to stay on wel-
fare, the number of cecipients who quit-work or lost jobs
and returned to welfare was the 'same both before and
after the 1981 Reconciliation Act 18 percent."

But although the AFDC recipients whose benefits were
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retail to welfare, they did experience significant losses in
total income. Preliminary findings of studies being carried
out jointly by the Institute for Research on Poverty and the
Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services sug-
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was larger than thj for most other transfer programs. The
Reagan administration introduced a gross income limit of
150 percent of each state's standard of need, raised the mar-
ginal benefit reduction rate on a recipient's earnings from 67

gest that less than 10 percent of the AFDC recipientsin Wis-
consin who were working when OBRA terminated or
reduced their benefits quit a job and were back on welfare a
year after the cuts went into effect." And for all the women

.10 Table 2
Selected CharucteristIca.of Persons below the Poverty Level: 1982 and 1979

(Numbers in thousands)

1982

Below Poverty Level

1979

4' 1

Point
'Difference

4

Characteristic
Percentage

Difference

Poverty Rate'

PeKentage
1982 1979

All persons 34,398 26,072 31.9 15.0 11.7 3.1

In families 27,349 ' 19,964 37.0 13.6 10.2 . 4 1.4

Related children under 18 years 13,139 9,993 31.5 21.3 q'6.0 .5.3

In families with female householder, no hus-
band present 11,701 9,400 24.5 14.9. 5.7
In all other families 15,649 10,563 48.1 9.1 6:3 -. 2,8..

Unrelated individuals 6,458 5,743 12.4 23.1 21.9 , 1.2 `..

Under 65 years 30,647 22,390 36.9 15.0 11.3 1.7

65 years and over 3,751 3,682 1,9 14.6 15.2 0.6 ..,

In metropolitan areas 21,247 16,134 31ft 13.7 10.7 3,0
. In central cities 12,696 9,720 30.6 19,9 0.7 . 4.2

Outside central cities 8,551 6,415 13.3 9.1 7.2 .. Y,1

In nonmetropolittin areas 13,152 9,937 32.4 17.8 1318 ..2.' 4.0

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census), "Poverty Trends and Issues," prepared for the Committees:4 Ways and Itieuns, U.S. Hoot
of Representatives, October 18, 1984 Chart 4.



affected, income from eartingii,..AFDe, and fridd stampS
,decreased by 17 percent over:, this period. :the
changes may, however; have decre.a,sed the incentive to
begin work for those women on AFDC who were not work:-
ing when OBRA was implemental.. A research project to
address this question is. just, getting finder way at the
Institute. ,.

714i-parent howehold, and unrelated individuals: the
working poor. Timothy Smeeding, in his testimony before
the committee, stated that "the major increases in poverty
experienced during the past four years have been among
persons, adults but especially children, living in traditional
husband-wife faMilies." In 1979, families headed by married

.:. couples made up 34.4 percent of the poor. Today they make
up 40 percent, and 60 percent of the increase in poor fami,
lies last year was made up of husbadd-wife

This is the working population, and.their mainstay during
recessions is Unimployrnent Insurance (UI). But since 1979
there has been a large drop in the fraction of the, unem-
ployecl receiving Uf. .

Gary Burtless of the Brookings Institution, in his testimony;
stated that in fiscal year 1976 about three-quarters of the'unemployed

were covered by Ul, but in fiscal 1982; only 42
percent were covered Relative to the number of neely
unemployed workers, there have been between 16 and 18
percent fewer initial UI claimants in the past two years...
13urtiess:attributek.this relative drop in appli,Cations to a
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number Of changes that have been made both at thestate
level and at. the federal level since the 1974 -75 recession.'"
Because additional benefits (such as Extended Benefits an

extra-13 weeks of coverage) Are made available only when
the count Of those on UI reaches a certain level, the reduced
number of initial claimants started a chain reaction that cut
baek, benefits at every stage of the recession. According to:
the U.S. Department of Labor, the August 1983 outlay for
UI was. an estimated$1.5 billion, or 34 percent lower than

. would have been the..c;ase lithe system had compensated the
unemployed in proportion to the levels paid in 1976."

Though .UI is no primarily an antipoverty program, Burt-
less demonstrated that it has been reasonably effective in
aiding some of those who would be poor in the absence of
the program, particularly husband and wife families. Btu
the changes in UI have redUced its antipoverty effectiveness:
"In 1975 about 34 percent of one-earner husband-wife fan*
lies With pre-UI incomes below_ the poverty line were raised
above poverty by their Ul payments. In .1982 only 20 per-

. ..

cent of thesefarnilies were raised above poverty by UI pay-.
ments. The relative drop ineffectiveness was even larger for
'families suffering 26 or more weeks of unemplogment."

Using data from the Michigan Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID), Burtless found that among nonaged,
poor, male- headed. faMilies, the fraction ol'unemployed
breadwinners receiving any UI benefits at all dropped fioin
51 to 29 percent between 1975 arid 198 (f and among those
receiving UI benefits, a smaller fraction below the poverty

line wer Ae-ught above the line by their benefits-49 per-
sent i TM vs, 37 percent in 1981."

The working poor also pay taxes. And, according to
Smeeding as well as data contained in the Background
Material on Poverty, taxation in recent years has begun to
adversely affect the poor. The earned-income tax credit

.(EITC) was enacted by Congress in 1975 to alleviate the tax
burden on low-income families who had-children and who
supported themselves primarily by earnings, At that time,
payroll taxes were lower and a family of four did.not have to
start paying federal incometaxes until its income was 22
percent above the poverty line. In subsequent years the dis-
lance between the poverty threshold and the tax threshold
narrowed considerablY: inflation drove up the poverty line,
but tax adjustments to offset ihe",effects of inflation did not
keep pace. Nor did the EITC. Originally set at $400, its
maximum amourir"was raised to $500 in 1979 and has not
changed, since then.

Accoiding to.Smeeding, in 1982 a family of four with earn-
ings at the poverty level would have to pay $946 in federal
income and payroll taxes, despite the EITC. The same fam-
ily would on average quaff)/ for food stamps iq the amount
of $900. The net effect of food stamps and taxation would
therefore have been to reduce a poverty-level income by an
additional $46. These taxes equaled 9.6 percent of income in
1982 and are projected to rise to 9.8 ip 1983, and to 10.1 in
1984. " Thus while the general population has had tax cuts,

'the working poor havehad increases."
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The one government welfare program for which all of those
with low income and assets are eligible is Food Stamps.
OBRA has restricted benefits and reduced eligibility for this
program in a number of ways. The first month's payments
have been prorated, indexation has been slowed, and a
gross income liMit equal to 130 percent of the poverty line
has been established for all households except those con-
taining an elderly or disabled person. A slightly larger bene-
fit reduction rate on earnings has been Unposed. New rules
have tightened restrictions on boarders, aliens, and college
students, and strikers have been eliminated from the rolls
alfogether.20

The aged. The aged.are the success story of theperiod
following the War on Poverty. As can be seen from Table 2,
at a time when The poverty rate was rising for all other
groups, the economic 'status of the aged continued to
impfove. Over 43 percent of this group have pretransfer
inct*nes below the poverty line, but after money transfers

their poverty rate falls to 14.6 percent`, slightly less than the
rate for all persons, If their assets and in-kind transfers
(such as Medicare and food stamps) and favorable tax laws-
are taken into account, their economic status relative to the
nonelderly increases even more (see Focus, 6:2). Because
social security and Supplemental Security Income are
indexed to consumer prices, these major sources of income
are not eroded by inflation, and because most of the aged
are not in the work force, they are less vulnerable to the ups
and downs of the business cycle. Dependent on government
transfers, they 'can have their incomes reduced, through
legislative acts.. However, the fact that they are a potent
political force makes Lt unlikely that any retrenchment will-
adversely current retirees.

Though the Reagan administration sought to reduce gov-
ernment spending on social welfare programs, and was par-
ticularly concerned over the shott-term deficits in OASDI,
the 1983 amendments to the Social Security Act made only
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Figure 2. Percentage of Persons below the Poverty Level, by Race and SpatdshOrighn 1979, and 1912 origin'.. .

.. ,

Source: "Poverty Trnds and Issues," prepared by the US. Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census) for the U01; .14ouse of Represents
. ,

/tee on Ways and Means, Subcommittees on Oversight and on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, Washington, D.C,, 18, A983,
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Table 3

Poverty Deficit In Current Dollars before and otter Cash friensfersoelecied Years, 1967-82

Pretransfeis

- Poverty
Deficit'

147. S 22.6
1974 45.0

1979 70.5

1980 88.9

.1981,. 104.1

,1982 114'.5

% Increase in Current Dollars
1979/1967" 211.9

[982/1979 63.0

Cash Transfers Received -

by Pretransfer Poor
Households'

(21

S 17.5 0
57.3

Postfransfer
Poverty
Deficit'

(3)

$10.0

IS J

Percentage Reduction in
Poverty Deficit Diie to

Cash Transfers

(4)

55.5%
66.4

Posttransfer
Poverty Deficit as a
Percentage of GNP

(51

1.29%

Laalie.
o., . 80.0 23.9 66.0 1.02ati

95.9 31.4 64.6 1.22

109.0 39.3 62.2 1.37

:; 118,1 , .45.3 60.5 1.47

357.1 139.0 -
47.6 89.5

111"

Source; Sheldon Danziger in Danziger, Peter Gottschalk. Robert. J. Rubin, and Timothy M. S
House Ways and Means Committee," IRP Discussion Paper no. 740-83, p. 10.
"Billions of current dollars.
"Between 1967 and 1979, the Consumer Price Index increased by 117 percent.
cRetween 1979 and 1982, the Consumer Price Index increased by 33 percent.

tng, "Recenf Increases in Poverty: 'Testimony before the

0
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small changes in the economic status of aged. The
changes, eliminated inequities in coverage, provided for a
gradual rise in the retiremeht age, made half of social secu-
rity subject to income tax in the case of high-income benefi-
ciaries, and delayed the annual cost-of-living adjustment
from July to January.

Of the 3.8 million aged poor in 1982, blacks and women
were disproportionately represented. The poverty rate
among elderly blacks was 38.2 percent, compared to 12.4
percent for elderly whites. Whites who lived alone had a
poverty rats of 23.5, whereas blacks who lived alone had a
rate of 61.6 percent. Women, who accounted for 59.1 per-
cent of the mininstitutionalized aged populatjon, accounted
for 70.9 percent of the aged poor."

Geographic distribution. During the 1970s the pooT became-
increasingly concentrated in metropolitan areas. In 1969
only 54 percent of the poor lived in cities, whereas in 1982,
62 percent bf the poor were located in these areas. The &n-
tral Cities contained 37 percent of the nation's poor in 1982
(12,696,000; see Table 2), whereas they had contained 33
percent of the poor in 1969. At the same tinte the proportion
of the total population living in central cities dropped from
32 percent to 28 percent."

The proportion of the poor living in the South has lessened.
Between 1969 and 1982 it dropped from 46 to 41 percent."
Nevertheless, the South still had the highest poveAy rate in
1982 18.1 percent, compared to 13.0 in the Northeast,
1?.3 ill the North Central states, and 14.1 in the West.24

Race and ethnic background. Akhough two-thirds of the
poor in 1982 were white, other races v)ere disproportion-
ately represented. Blacks, for example, made up 22.9 per-
cent of the poor, though theyare only 11.9 perceiit of the
total population. People of Spanish origin accoitnted for
12.5 percent of the poor, though they are only 6 percent of
the popuhttion." Put another way, only 12 percaln of all
whites, but 35.6 percent of all blacks and 29.9 percent of all
Hispanics were poor (see Figure 2). Race is not only related
to poverty at a given time, it is alto related to level of poverty
and length of time in poverty.26,

How poor are the poor?

"The proportion of poor persons with incomes at 75 percent
or less of the poverty lines increased from 61 percent in 1978
to '68 percent in 1982."" Since 1978, in terms of census
income alone, it would appear that the poor, are losing
ground. Just how poor were the households with incomes
below the poverty line? This question can be answered in
r4,rt by examining what has happened to the poverty deficit
(c1tfined,in the box). Table 3 illustrates that cash transfdrs
between 1967 and 1979 were increasingly successful in
reducing the poverty deficit. They reduced the deficit by
55.5 percent in 19677and 6b40 percent in1979. After 1979,
however, the pretransfer deficit grew faster than did cash
transfers, so the posttransfer deficit *milky even faster. This
deficit, in current dollars, grew from $23.9 billion to $45.3
billion between 1979 arid 1982 (or from $31.8 to $45.3
billion in constant 1982 dollars). The 1982 pretransfer pov-
erty deficit 9f SI 14.9 billion mtans that the income of the
typical poor household before transfers is'bout $4340
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below the poverty line; the po.sttransfer deficit of $45.3
billion means that those household remaining poor after

receiving cash transfers were abo 3200 below the poverty

line." Table 3 also demonstra that tne antipoverty
impact of cash transfers (discussed in more detail below)
has been decreasing in recent years only about.h0 percent,
of the gap was redard by transfers in 1982.

Also shown .in the table is the continued grosvillif cash

transfers to the poor, In 1982 the poor received $118.1
billion in cash transfers more-than enough, in theory, to
wipe out the poverty deficit. However, this could he
achieved only by an income-tested program which reached
all of the poor and provided each pretransfer poor house-
hold dila the amount of its poverty deficit. Such prograln
would bc impossible to administer And would have great
work disincentives. Most of the antipoverty impact of exist-
ing trusters is due to social insu *nce programs chiefly

social security which raise the incomes of many of the
pretransfer poor who receive them far above the poverty
line. These social insurance transfers remove more persons
from poverty than do cash public assistance transfers,
because a greater number of the pretransfer poor receive
thtm and because the average social insurance benefit is
higher.

How long are they poor?

An earlier article in Focus on the dynamics of poverty (5: I,

11 0

a research team headed by Martha Hill at the University of
Michigan folio ed the history of family members who left
home and esta lished their owrt households. The research
results showed onsiderable eConomic upward mobility
across generations of poor families: "Most of today's poor
children are not tomorrow's poorladults."0

These analyses of the dynatincs of poverty indicate that the
bolt evidence we now have gives us both good and bad
news. May pooh people remain so for only a short time,
but t hose o do not soon escape poverty Ilk likely to stay
poor for any wears. More optimistic is the finding that
poverty is trot necessarily transmitted from one generation
to the next.

ftmt,
Table 4

The Antipoverty ElfectIvenets of Major Income Transfers.
Selected Years, 1963-82 go

Perceniase of Pratjansfer Poor Persons
Removed from Poverty by

Cash Social Cash Public

I ranee Assistance In-Kind

Years r *feria 'Transfers') /Transfers'

1%1

1976

1978

1980

23.5

11.6

1/.6 1

:13.2

hi
6.2

5.9

8.5

16,4

28.I
n.11.

tl.A

All
Transfers

43.2

71,9
n.a
n,a.



Summer 1981) outlined changing views in the 1960s and
1970s concerning the permanent versus the transitory
nature of poverty. In the 1960s many analysts perceived the

poor as a separate population, imbued with its txwn culture,
socially immobile, isolated from the rest of society. In the
1970s others began to point to large flows of people into and
00 of poverty, creating a churning effect around the thresh-
old. The availability of longitudinal data has now made it

ssible to trek the actual course in time of individuals
wh become poor.

researchers Mary Jo Bane and David Ellwood,-
using a ten-yeir segment of ihaeMichigan PSID, found, as
Stockman put it in his testimony, that "the same poor peo-
ple arc not always with us even though the same numbers

%seem to be." The main findings of the study, which Stock-

. man described, are that many of those who bectme poor
experience short periods Of poverty lasting one to two years,
but that a small number remain poor for a very long time
and, because of their continuing presence, form the domi-
nant part iiithe poverty population at any oite time. These
long-term poor eventually consume a large portion of wel-
fare exOnditures. they constitute the group termed by
sonic (hi underclass the hard core, those most difficult to

reach.

Another recent study unfired the Michigan PSID 10 address
the issue of whether poverty persists across generations. To
find out whether motivational deficits among poor parents
depressed the levels of their children's economic attainment,

1

1982 33,8 3.8 25.8" 63.3"

Source: Sheldon Dantiger In Danriger, Peter Gottschalk, Robert J.
Rubin, and Timothy M. Smeeding, "Recent Increases in Poverty: Testi-
mony before the Nouse Ways and Means Committee," IRP Discussion
Paper no. 740 -81, p. 8.
'Cash social insurance transfers include social security, railroad mdse.
ment, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, lovern-1
ment employee pensions, and veterans' pensions and compentatan.
"Cash public assistance transfers include AFDC, SSI (OAA, APTD, and

All In 1963), and general assistance.
`Inkind transfers include Medicare, Medicaid, Food Stamps, and, for
1976, tcliool lunch and public housing; this figure also adjusts for direct
taxes and the underreporting of cash transfers,
"Based on estimate for adjusted income poverty 1982.
n;a. m not available

Causes and cures

Among those presenting testimony before the subcommit-
tees, none disputed the actual numbers of poor people
under the various measures, but there was some disagree-
ment over the long-term causes and cures underlying those
Limbers. Argument continues over whether the state of the
Rimionly or government transfers has the greater effect on
poverty in the United States. Some stressed econo
growth as the primary factor in reducing poverty, but sa-

line researchers found the picture more complex. S eldon
Dantiger described the varying antipoverty Weeny ness of
transfers over past years, and Institute affiliate Pe r WU-
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Schalk, of Bowdoin College, summarized research intended
to disentangle the effects of economic change, income trans-
fers, and long-range changes in income inequality.

Inconie transfers and poverty: Trends over time

One way to gauge the effect of social programs is to estimate
how many people they move out of poverty. Table 4, which
Danziger presented in his testimony, arrays those figures
over a seventeen-year period, separating transfers into
social insurance, public assistance, and in-kind transfers
including adjustment for taxation and underreporting of
income.''

As seen in the table, cash social insurance benefits remove
the greatest percentage of the pretransfer poor from pov-
erty, and oasir public assistance the smallest in evil year.
Sod id insurance find an increasing effect in reducing pov-
erty from 1965 until 1976, then steadily diminished in
importance after 1078. Public assistance followed a differ-
ent trajectory: its effectiveness rose till 1976, dcllned till
1978, rose to its highest point in 1980, and withifftwo years
after that had dropped to a point almost as low as in 1965.
In-kind transfers had a growing affect from 1965 to 1976,
then dropped otr

The principal conclusion to be drawn is that transfer Wee-
ti veneu rose in the period 1965 to 1976 and declined steadily

'I-

from that point on. Does that rise and decline account'for
the concomitant decline and rise in poverty, or was it eco-
nomic growth and then economic recession that caused the
change in poverty rates?

Economic choke, transfers, and poverty 1 ..1k

To pursue the question of how transfer effectiveness com-
pares with the power of market income in determining ploy-
erty rates, Gottschalk and Danziger in a joint paper earn,
pared three sets of figures: (I) economic activity, shown by
year-to-year changes in real (adjusted for inflation) gross
national product and by yearly unemployment rates; (2)
transfer efforts, Mown by changes in cash as well as in-kind
transfers; and (3) the poverty rates over time." Table S dis-
plays these Agures over selected years since 1950. t.

Using theXidence in Table 5, Gottschalk and Danziger
conclude that the data are consistent with the following sim-
ple story; The period of sharp reductions in poverty in the
1960s resulted from a combination of economic .growth,
declining unemployment, and large increases in transfers.
The stable poverty rates of the 1970s resulted from offset-
ting factors: growth slowed and unemployment rose, but so
did both cash and in-kind transfers. After 1979, declining
economic growth, rising unemployment, dud lower real
transfer levels all contributed to greater poverty.

Tobk 5
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Time Series on Macroseelmnsk Conditions, Income
Transfers and Poverty, Selected Yearn 1950-82

Year

AReal GNP per

Household*
(1972 dollars)

I

Unemployment
Rate

Real Cash
11-ansfers per

Household'
(1972 dollars)

(I) (2) (3)

1950 510,880 5,3% 365

1965 15,350 4.5 816

* 1968 16,390 3.6 911
1970

1972

16,080

16,710

4.9

5.6 I 1,010

1,225

1974 16,720 5.6 1,263

.. 1976 16,630 7.7 1,513

1978 17,440 6,1 1,488

1979 17,580 5.8 1,419

1980 16,850 7,1 f,414
1981 17,020 7.6 I ,451i

1982 16,160 9.7 1,475

(9%

Real InKind
Transfers per
Household'

(1972 dollus)
(4)

29At.
242

304

327

427

464

472

482

505

508

_ Official
incidence of

Poverty'
(5)

_7)
Incidence of..

Poverty Adjusted
for In-Kind
11-rinsfersc

(6)

fra. n.a.
17.3 12.1%
12.8 ' 9.9

- 12,6 9,3

411 11.9 1 6.2
11.2 7.2

11.8 6.7

11.4

11.7 6.1

13.0 n.a.
145.0.0

1

n.a.
n.a.

Sources: For GNP, consumer price Index, and unemployment rate. 1982 Economic Report of the President; for cash and in-kind transferir "Social Welfare
Expenditures under Public Programs in the U,S.," Social Security Bulletin, December 1968, December 1972. January 1971, January 1977, November 1981;
for official poverty Incidence and number of households, Current Population Reports, Series P-60, "Consumer Income "; for adjusted poverty, Timothy
Smeeding, -The Antipoverty Effects of In-Kind Transfers," Policy Studies Journal 10(1982), 499-521.
Note; each transfers include social in:an:ince (non income-tested: old age, disability, survivors', railroad retirement, unemployment insu an workers'
compensation, government employee pensions, veterans' pensions and compensation) and cash public assistance (income-tested: AFDC, SSI, an eneral
assistance). Inkind transfers include cash equivalent values of Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps, public housing; figure also adjuSted for direct tax and
underreporting of cash transfers.
'Transfers are divided by all households, not by recipient households.
hAll persons. For families, the poverty incidence was 12.2% In 1982, 11.24s In 1981.
This series also adjusts censultincomes for simulated values of taxes and income underreporting.
n.a. w not available.
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To further explore the relative effects of these factors, Gott-
schalk in his testimony described analyses separating out
three elements: changes- in mean market income, which
reflect the state of the economy, changes in mean cash trans-

fer income, and a residual category that captures changes in
the shape of the income distribution." This third category is
important because fluctuations in poverty rates result from
changes in the distribution of income. For example, if the
real incomes of all households rise proportionately during
goixl times, a smaller proportion of households will fall
below the fixed poverty line. If, lfowever, economic expan-
sion does not raise the incomes of all households equally,
the shape of the income distribution changes. And, if' the
incomes of those households at the bottom of the distrihu-
don grow slower than the average, poverty may rise despite
an increase in' average incomes. Table 6 decomposes the
change in poverty rates over two time periods, the earlier
one marked by declining, the more recent by rising, poverty.
rates.

Between 1967 and 1969, poverty went down by 2.6 percent-
age points. Both cash transfers and market income were
important transfers somewhat more so in achieving that
result. Yet over the same years growing inequality was large
enough to take away half of the effect of rising mean

tit 4
a

incomes. Between 1979 and 1982, poverty rose by 3.3 per-
centage points. This was partly a result of depressed mean
market income, which increased poverty by 0.8 percent. Far
more important was the change in the shape of the income
distribution: because incomes declined more sharply among
those in the lower income ranges, poverty rose 2.9 percent.
In ether words, if all households had experienced equal
decreases in market income and equal increases in transfers,
poverty from 1979 to 1982 would have risen only about 0.4
percentage points, not 3.3 points.

Because of tbe different experience among demographic
groups that has been documented above, Gottschalk and
[)anziger separated out the relative effects for households
headed by young men, older men of working age, and the
elderly. Table 6 illhstrates again the dramatic decline in pov-
erty among the aged, and shows that growth in mean trans-
fers was almost solely responsible for that decline. Among
the other groups, growth in market :ncome was more
important than transfers in reducing poverty until 1979, but
even in that earlier period the gains from both sources were
diminished by greater income inequality. In the more recent
period, market incomes again played a greater role, but in
the opposite direction: despite the poverty-reducing effects
of transfers, the recession drove poverty rates up, as did a
continued increase in income inequality.

l'oble 6 These figures denionstrate the power of earned or market
DetompositIon of Clmnges to Poverty Koko income in raising or lowering poverty rates aniOng those of
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Perce.ntage Point Change

ALSIxigtest_with clutassia
in Poverty

Shape

of the
Income

Actual
Percentage

Point
Change

Mean
Mean Cash

Market Transfer
Household Poverty Income Income Distribution
Head (2) (3) (4)

All persons
1967-79 2.6 2.4 3.1 2.9

1979-82 3.3 0.8 0.4 2.9

Young men (under 25)
1967-79 1.9 2.5 - 0.6 1.2

1979-82 5.8 3.0 - 0.6 3.4
Prime-aged men (25-64)

1967-79 - 1.7 - 3.1 - 0.8 2.2'.
1979-82 3.0 0.8 0.2 2.4

Eldeq persons (over 6t).
1967-79 - 12,9 0.5 -19.6 6,2
1979-82 0.6 -0.1 1.8 1.3

Source: Computations from data derWed In Gottschalk end Daniziger,
"Me,croeconpplic Conditions. Income Transfers, and the Trend in Pov-
erty," in LeF Ilawden, ed., An Assessment of kengan's Social We(farr
Polley (Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute Press, 1984).
Note: The sum of the changes in columns 2, 3, and 4 isequal to the change
shown in column I. ,

1)

working age who are not insulated, as are the elderly, from
economic ups and downs. David Stockman underlined tliis
point when he described "the critical importance of swings
in the business cycle to non-elderly poverty" and concluded
that "variations in poverty over the business cycle are ample
evidence that the poor and near -poor benefit considerabN
from economic growth." The evidence presented by Gott-
schalk and Danziger confirms this oonclusion bit points to

' the importance of recent increases In inequality in offsetting
the gains to economic growth.

To estimate the magnittide of the poverty reduction which
will accompany the economic recovery, Gottschalk and
Danziger used projections based on (1) the economic recov-
ery predicted in July 1983 bythe Office of Management and
Budget, and (2) proposed expenditures on the major
transfer programs in the federal budget for fiscal year 1984.
They estimated that even if the economy improved as fore-
cast, the poverty rate would drop only from 15 percent in
1982 to 14.6 percent in 1983, and would remain at that level
through 1984. This small drop in poverty is largely a result
of the predicted slow decline in unemployment rates: (It is
worth noting that unemployment rates in recent months
have been falling somewhat'faster than the July 1983 official
predictions.) "It would ke," concluded Gottschalk, "either
a stronger than officia predicted recovery or an unex-
pected increase in income transfers to bring poverty as
officially measured back to the 11-12 pc cent range of the
!al 1970s."31
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Directions for the future

There is thus general agreement that declines in unemploy-
ment combined with economic growth will reduce poverty
for those attached to the work force in the short run.
There is less agreement about the ability of growth to coun-
ter the secular increase in inequality:',

Most students of..poverty do agree that a robust economy
will have the least effect on those, such as single parents with

,;.small children, al lose commitment to the work force is
tenuous, those who are disabled, and those who are disad-
vantaged by lack of training, race, or ethnic background.
For these people, welfare or public employment and train-
ing programs of some sort qr. another seem to offer the only
possibility of escape from Ooverty.

CHO options

In response to the request by the subcommittees that the
Congressihial Budget Office identify and analyze options
for increased welftge expenditures that would reduce the
poverty rate and/4 the poverty gap, Rudolph Penner,
CHO Director, began by pointing out that any increase in
outlays related to welfare programs must, of course, be
financed by cutting nonwelfare programs, or by raising
taxes, or by increasing an already large deficit. He also
noted that changes iii welfare programs have a number of
different goals, sonft of them in conflict with one another.

between one-parent and two-parent families and eliminate
the incentive for men to leave home. It would cost between
$.5 and $.7 billion, three-fifths of which would be paid by
the federal government.

3. Expand Fond Stamp benefits. This program now pro-
vides benefits to all the poor, including the working poor
and childless individuals who are not eligible to particip.ate
in other programs. Because it is a federal program already
in place, raising the size of the benefits would be administra-
tively simple.' An increased federal expenditure Of $.9-I
billion would raise total benefits by 8 percent. If Food
Stamps were transformed into a cash program, counterfeit-
ing and black !market activities would be eliminated, but
there would no guarantee that recipients would use the
money for food.

4. Expand Medicaid eligibility to all poor families with chil-
dren. If eligibility for Medicaid were expanded to include all
poor families with children, it would cost the federal gov-
ernment about $6 billion and the states about $5 billion in
1985, assuming the present cost-sharing arrangements stay
the same. Such an expansion would provide access to medi-
cal care for all NW children and reduce work disincentives
for AFDC families by allowing them to retain Medicaid
benefits whereto longer eligible for AFDC benefits.

5. Expand the dependent care tax credit for low-income
families. This program provides a nonrefundable tax credit
of 3() percent (up to $720) of dependent tare expenses for

yfj



The goals he listed were targeting benefits toward those
most in need; treating persons with similar incomes alike;
encouraging families to remain together; maintaining
incentives so that program recipients who can work do so;
simplifying the system and reducing administrative costs;
and keeping costs as low as possible.

After making these qualifying remarks, Penner set forth the
following options for changes in welfare programs, the
particular advantages and drawbacks of which have been
the subject of much debate.36

1. Establish a national minimum AFDC benefit level.
AFDC now varies from state to state. The maximum guar-
antee in Mississippi for a family of three is $96 a month. The
same family in Vermont would get $530. A national mini-
mum would target much of the increase in benefits on
single-parent families in states where payments are quite
low, resulting in more equal treatment across states for these
families. If costs were shared by states and the federal gov-
ernment, however, poor states might hints difficulty in
funding the program. To bring AFDC plus food stamp
benefits up to three fourths of the poverty line, federal
expenditures would have to rise by $1.2-1.6 billion in 1984
and state costs by $1.0-1.5 billion.

2. Require state participation in the Unemployed Parent
program under AFDC. This program would make AFDC
available to intact families in the 31 states that do not now
,have an AFDC-UP program. It would provide equity

families earning less than $10,000. Increasing the credit and
making it refundable would encourage work by reducing
some of the tax burden on poor working families who have
dependent care expenses. Even an increased credit would
provide limited aid to the very poor, who would be unable
to pay for care for their dependents in the first place. A
refuritlable credit to cover up to 60 percent of expenses is
estimated to cost between $1.5 and $2 billion in reduced
revenues in 1984.

6. Change the earned-income tax credit. As mentioned ear-
lier, the EITC has not kept up with inflation. 411er the
amount of the credit could be raised or the credit could be
expanded to cover childless couples and unrelated individu-
als. The expansion would cause a revenue loss of about $600
million. Penner suggests that a tax rate lower than 12.5 per- .
cent could be used during the phase-out stage in order to
lessen work disincentives.

Order forms for FOCUS and other Institute
' publications are at the back. Subscribe now to

our INscussion Paper Series and Reprint Series.
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7. Expand child support enforcement. Because the poverty
of single-parent families is directly related to lack of child
support from the noncustodial parents, mandatory with
holding of child support payMents from wages would
reduce poverty. Withholding would save the federal govern-

ment between $25 million and $50 million a year in AFDC
benefits but would not increase the well-being of women on
AFDC because the payments would be used to offset AFDC
benefits. Increased incentive payments to states would
encourage them to collect child support payments and to
establish clearinghouses through which child support pay-

ments would pass,

8. Moderate the assetiest required under SSI. Although the
income limits for SSI and AFDC are indfxed to the growth
of the CPI, the SSI asset test of $1500 for an individual and
$2250 for a couple has not changed. Raising the asset limit
would raise participation rates for SSI among the elderly
and disabled. Raising the asset limit of SSI by 50 percent
would prethably cost-less than $500 million, but the resulting

impact on the degree of SSI participation cannot be pre-
, dieted.

It should be pointed out that these proposals by no means
exhaust the possibilities for change. Many different pre-
scriptions have been recommended by students of poverty
policy. Some advocate incremental changes in programs
now in place. Others.propose more sweeping reforms" such
as a Credit Income Tax.

social securay and Medicare, though these programs
account for rour-fifths of federal social spending. 19 He fur-
ther pointed to the trend, implicit in the budget cuts, which
reduces aid to the working poor while maintaining it for the
dependent poor: the elimination of the $30-and-a-third pro-
vision for employed AFDC beneficiaries after four months,
the cutback in food stamps, and the loss of health insurance
by the unempldyed. He argued that "The administration
contends that it would be a waste of society's scarce public
dollars to give 'permanent' help to the working low-income
households. Yet, it has made little effort to withdraw the
wide arrity of special tax breaks and other equally perma-
nent subsidies flowing to middle and tipper-income house-
holds."" As an example, Meyer pointed AO the open-ended
tax deduction for employer-provided health insurance.

Poverty has proved more difficult to eliminate than was
envisioned when the War on Poverty was declared, twenty
years ago. There is more of it in bad economic times.than in
good, more when less is done to alleviate it, more for some
types of people than for others. No cheap and easy solutions
have been proposed. Yet the concern of members of Con-
gress and the growing body of research and experimental
results arc encouraging there is a range of alternative poli-
cies which, though expensive, offer the promise for further
reducing poverty. III

'Dam! Stock man, ctaternent before the U.S. House of Refireientatives
Ways and Means Coninintee, Subonntnitieet on Ovemght and on Public
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Conclusion

Robert Rubin summed up the Reagan administration's
goals as follows:

Our policy for reducing poverty is two-fold. First, we
believe that a sound and growing economy is th4ssen:
tial element to reducing poverty and improving t eco-

nomic well-being of all Americans. A strong economy
will produce jobs that provide income to those capable'
of working. Employment not only provides immediate
income but ensures the long-run potential for improving
a family's standard of living. Second, for those who are
unable to provide for themselves, the federal and state,
governments must maintain public assistance frogratns
that assure that every American can maintain a deeent
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The Measurement of Poverty
. e

Implications for Antipoverty Policy
-

SHELDON DANZ1GER
University of WisconsinMadison

PETER GOTTSCHALK
BoWdoin College and
University of Wisconsin Madistpn

The Bureau of the Census (1982a) has released a report showing tcitat if
in-kind income from government programs- -food staaps, subsidized
school lunches, public housing, Medicare and Medicaid -is valued and
added to money incomes, then poverty in 1979 was substantially less
than the 11.1% of persons the censd had previously reported.' The
resulting estimates of the percentage of persons who are poor range
from 6.4% to 9.8%, depending on which of the trapsfer benefits are
included and how they are valued.2

Many analysts concerned about the well-being of the poor have
criticized the report, viewing it as an attempt to demonstrate that
poverty is no longcra serious problem. Such skeRtiCism is unwarranted
for several reason§. First, it has long been tecognizat hat programs like
food stamps and iulisidized housing increase the purchasing power of

Authors' Note: This article was originally prepared for the U.S. House of Representas rives,
Subcommittee on Census and Population, Hearings on Census Bureau. The research
reported here was supported in part by funat granted to the Institute for Research on

AMER !CAN RI II A VIOR Al. SCIENTIST, Vol. 26 No. 6, July/ August 1983 739 -756
0 1981 Sage Publications, Inc.
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the poor even if they do not alter their cash incpmes, hence the Census
Bureau's official poverty statistics. Similar estimates for earlier years
have been widely cited in the academic literature (Smeeding, 1975;

Hoagland, 1982)) Thus the Census Bureau has merely responded to
academic and congressional criticism of the official statistics.

Second, rationales for reducing social welfare expenditures are
seriously challenged by the findings. The report's lowest estimate of
poverty is derived by valuing all of the in-kind transfers listed abovcat
their market cost and adding them to reported cash incomes. Tlikt 13.6
million people-1-6.4% of the populationremain poor refutes the claim
that poverty is no longer a serious problem.4 Moreover, the lowest

estimates reported for 1979 for blacks, persons of Spanish origin, and
female heads of households are above the poverty levels for whites in the
late 1960s. m-

Third, because the report show; that food Sitimpppublic housing,
Medicare, and Medicaid do reduce poverty, the frequehtcriticism that
poverty programs benefit social workers, academics, and providers (and
not the poor) can be rejected. Just as adding the values oithese transfers
reduces measured poverty, reducing benefits and terminating eligibility

will increase poverty.
Finally, the census report dpes not invalidate a basic findiing that no

matter how measured, poverty declined littlb between 1973 and 1978
and has sharply increased sihce that time. As we show below, if cash and
in-kind transfers had not increased rapidly since 1965, poverty would

not have declined. And, if transfers to be cut back without
being replaced by other antipoverty policies, poverty will continue to
rise through the mid-140s.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, several
issues related to the measurement of poverty are reviewed. Then some

'evidence on the present level and recent trend in poverty is presented.

This is followed by a discussion of how current antipoverty policy differs

from that of the past fifteen years. Finally, some projections of poverty

into the mid-1980s are offered.

Poverty by the Department of Health and Human Services pursuant to the provisions of
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and by funds provided by the Graduate School
Research Committee of the University of Wisconsin Madison. The authors thank
Robert Lampman, Robert Plotnick, Timothy Smeeding. and Eugene Smolensky for

comments on an earlier version. and Susan Marble forifsearch assistance.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF POVERTY

741

The federal government's official measure of poverty provides a set of
income cutoffs adjusted for household size, the age of the head of the
household, and the number of children under age 18. (Until 1981, sex of
the head and farm-nonfarm residence were other distinctions.) The
cutoffs provide an absolute measure of poverty that specifies in dollar
terms minimally decent levels of consumption. The official income
concept-- current money income received during the calendar yearis
defined as the sum of money wages and salaries, net income from
self-employment, Social Security income and cash transfers from other
government programs, property income (e.g., interest, dividends, net
rental income), and other forms of cash income (e.g., private pensions,
alimony). Current money income 'does not include capital gains,
imputed rents, government or private benefits in-kind (e.g., food
stamps, Medicare benefits, employer-provided health insurance) nor
does it subtract taxes, although all of these affect a household's level of
consumption.

The official poverty cutoffs are updated yearly by an amount
corresponding to the change in the Consumer Price Index so that they
represent the same purchasing power each year. According to this
absolute standard, poverty will be eliminated when the incomes of all
households exceed the poverty lines, regardless of what is happening to
average household income.
*There have been numerous discussions over the past fifteen years as

to whether the official poverty thresholds and income concept are
relevant to policy choices (U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, 1976). Despite these controversies, the adoption of an official
measure of poverty and its use as a social indicator became a symbol of
this 'country's commitment to raising tb gdard of lOing of the
poorest citizens. According to James To : 83):

Adoption of 'specific quantitative measure, howcii Crary and debatable, will
have durable and far-reaching political consequences. Administrations will be
judged by their success or failure in reducing the officially measured prevalence of
poverty. So long as any family is found below the official poverty line, no politician
will be able to claim victory in the war on poverty or ignore the repeated solemn
acknowledgements of society's obligation to its poorer members.

Inconie poverty is a complex concept, and different types of poverty
thresholds and income concepts arc appropriate for different purposes.

39- H15 0 H4 9
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An absolute perspective, such as the official measure, focuses on those
with incomes that fall short of a minimum (fixed) level of economic
resources. On the other hand, relative indicators t mphasite not only the
household's own level of resources, but how its position compares to
that of others. A relative definition draws attention to the degree of
inequality at the lower end of the income distribution. Those whose
incomes fall well below the prevailing average in their society are
regarded as poor, no matter what their absolute incomes may be. A
relative poverty threshold, therefore, changes at about the same rate as
average income. One comm on proposal defines the poor as those with
less than half of the median income.

The census report addresses only the issue of augmenting the official
income concept, not the issue of changing the current poverty thresholds.
However, just as the valuation of in-kind transfers reduces measured
poverty, the shift to a relative poverty thres uring a period of rising
real incomes or an updating of the officia t resholds would increase
measured poverty.5

A matrix of poverty measures showing two income concepts and two
types of poverty thresholds is presented in Figure I:The official income
concept lies somewhere between pretransfer income and posttranfer-
posttax income in the first row, Census money income does not
distinguish between income derived from market and private transfer
sources (e.g., wages, dividends, alimony) and income derived, from
government sources (e.g., Social Security, public assistance income). As
such, it fails to separate the private economy's antipoverty performance
from the performance of government cash transfer programs. House-
holds that do nokreee lye enough money income from private sources to
raise them overi the poverty lines constitute the pretransfer poor (a more
exact title would be pregovernment transfer poor). Pretransfer poverty.
has received virtually no attention in government reports. Yet it reveals
the magnitude of She problem faced by the public sector after the,rnarket
economy and priva transfer system (e.g., private pensions, interfamily
transfers) have dish- Muted their rewards. This information is essential
for studying the "trickle-down" effects of economic growth.

The valuation of in-kind transfers does move the census closer to the
concept of posttransfer-posttax income, This preferred measure would
have been the result if, in addition to adding in-kind government
transfers received by the poor, the report had also added in-kind private
transfers (e.g., fringe benefits) and subtracted direct taxes paid.

.0i
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income Concepts
Type of Poverty Poet tranefer-Poat tax
Threshold Pretransfer Income Income

Absolute

Relative

I II

Figure 1: A Matrix of Poverty Measures

Nonetheless, recent studies suggest that the new report's moths would
not be significantly affected by these adjustments (Smeeding, 1981;
Hoagland, 1982).

By providing a set of in-kind adjustments, the census allows the
reader to choose his/ her preferred method of valuation and what
transfers to include. We prefer that all in-kind transfers other than
medical expenditures be added at their recipient (cash equivalent) values
an that the poverty budget share approach be used for medical expen-
ditures, because the data required for estimating their recipient values
are not available. Nonetheless, in what follows, we adopt the market
cost approach for all in-kind transfers because, by using these lowest
estimates of poverty we reinforce our conclusions about the failure of
poverty to have declined since the early 1970s.

THE LEVEL AND TREND
OF POVERTY

The new report shows that, for 1979, 11.1% of persons were officially
poor and 6.4% were poor if in-kind transfers were valued at their market
cost. Our estimate for pretransfer poverty for 1979 is about 21% of all
persons. Transfers, therefore, had a large impact in reducing poverty.
The exact magnitude cannot be determined without an estimate of how
much transfe4, recipients reduced their work effort in response to
transfers.6 The data on pretransfer poverty reported here assume that
there was no labor supply response. Thus, as an upper bound estimate,
Nsh transfers removed 9.9% of persons from poverty (21.0 ..i11.1) and
in-kind transfers removed another 4.7% (11.1- 6.4).

126
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Despite the antipoverty effectiveness of income transfers, the war on
poverty has not been won. Robert Lampman (1971: 53) has written the
following on the subject:

therlimination of income poverty is usefully thought of as a one-time operation in
pursuit of a goal unique to this generation. Thai goal should be achieved before
1980, at which time the next generation will have set new economic and social
goals, perhaps including a new distributional goal for themselves'.

The census report shows that we have yet to reach this original antipov-
erty goal.

The data for all persons mask large differences in poverty across
persons living in various types of households. Table I shows the
substantial differences in both the official measyre of poverty and the
measure that values in-kind transfers at market costs for persons living
in households where the head is white, black, of Spanish origin, or
elderly. The data in column 2, the lowest piwerty rates in the census
report, reveal that poverty rates for blacks, persons of Spanish origin,
and female household heads remain above the levels that existed for
.whites in the late 1960s (11.3% in 1966). The third column shows the
upper hound estimate (assuming no labor supply response) of the
antipoverty effectiveness of in-kind transfers. The -lower is the ratio of
the measure that values in-kind transfers .to the Official measure; the
fiigher is the antipoverty effectiveness.? In-kind transfers reduce poverty
from 39% to 69% for the various groups, with the smallest effect for
whites and the largest for the elderly. The high levels of.poverty that
persist for female-headed and minority households after the receipt of
cash and in-kind traders reinforce the continuing need for an antipoverty
policy.

While Table I shows the antipoverty effectiveness of in-kind
transfers, the report and the published official data do not reveal the
antipoverty effectiveness of cat transfers. Table 2 shows for 1978 the
incidence of poverty before and after government cash transfers and the
antipoverty effeCtiveness of these transfers for households in which the
head is white, black, of Spanish origin, a woman, and elderly, Cash
tran0ers substantially reduce poverty for all of the groups. As is the case
for in-kind transfers, the largest effect is for the elderly. Much of the
difference in antipoverty effectiveness is due to the fact that Social
Security and other social insurance transfers are based on past earnings,
so that whites and males receive the largest transfers.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Incidence of Poverty, Official Measure and Money Income, Plus the Market Value of Food,
Housing, and Medical Benefits, 1979

Persons Living in
Households Headed by:

11)

Official
Measure

Money Income

12)

Money Income Plus
In-Kind Transfers
at Market Value

13)

Ratio:
Column 2 / Column 1

All Persons 11.1% 6.4% .58

White 8.5 6.2 .61

Block 30.4 15.1 .50

Spanish Origin 21.4 12.0 t .56

Female Householder,
No Husband Present 34.8 17.8 .51

Elderly (06 and Oyer) 14.7 4.5 .31

SOURCEt U.S. Bureau of the census (1902a).
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TABLE 2

Comparison of InCiiience of Poverty, Pfetranifer Income and Official Measure, 1978

Persons Living in
tlluseholds Headet1by:

(1)
Pretransfer

Income

12) (3)

Official Measure Ratio:

(Money Income) -. Column 2 / Column 1

411 Persons 20.2% 11.4% .56

White 16.7 7.9 .47

Black 38.1 28.4 .15

Spanish Priam 28.5 22.1 .78

Iii le Iiouseholder
No Husband Present 49.0 32.3 .66

Elderly 66.2 14.0 Or, .25

NO! C:aprerransfor Income is defined as coning money income loss cash transfers from Socia*Security, railroad ietirernent, public assistance

(Aid to ramifies with Dependent Children, Suppiamentni Security Income, and General Assistance), unemployment compenstktion, workers'

compensation, government employee pensions, and veterans' pensions and oompensation.
SOURCE; Computations by authors from March 1919 Current Population Survey computer taPeS.

12J
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.1

Although the large and increasing expenditures on income mainten-
ance programs have been a topic of great concern, less attentiori has
been focused on the gaps in coverage in the present system- -the holes in
the safety net. In recent years almost 40% of nonaged, poor households

' received no income transfers, and many of those who did receive
transfers did not receive enough to lift their households above the
poverty line. Much of the variation in coverage among the poor is due to
the different eligibility requirenients and benefit levels in programs
administered by the states.

Taken together the data in Tables I and 2 refute assertions that
current income transfer programs do not aid the poor. However, they do
not show the trend in poverty or the change in the antipoverty
effectiveness of transfers over the recent past. Three trends are apparent
in the data that follow. First, poverty has declined, but the patterns
differ by demographic group. Second, the progress achieved was
primarily a result' of increased transfers. Third, the antipoverty effec-
tiveness of cash transfers increased between. 1965 and 1974, but has
remained fai4gonstant since then.

Table 3 sho4 the official poverty rates for.1966, 1973, and 1981 for
all persons an4the five demographic groups discussed above. The data
show substantial improvement between 1966 and 1973, with the largest
percentage decline for the elderly and the smallest for households
headed by females. After 1973, however, the overall incidence of poverty
increased, so that poverty in 1981 was only slightly lower than it was in
1966. Poverty continued to decline only for the elderly, but the extent of
the decline was smaller than in the earlier period,

Table 4 shggests that increased transfers were an important component
of the drop in poverty, a result which has been widely discussed in the
literature (see Gottschalk, 1978; Institute for Research on Poverty,
1981-182). Column I of Table 4 shows the dramatic rise in cash
transfers from, about 5% of GNP in 1965 to a peak of over 9% in 1976.
This ratio declined after 1976, but increased due to the recession in 1980.
Column 4 shows that the antipoverty effectiveness of cash transfers grew
as well over this same period. The lower the ratio, the larger is the gap
between official and pretransfer poverty, hence the greater the anti-
poverty effectiveness. Poverty stopped' declining roughly When the
proportion of t;N p going to transfers leveled off. Pretransfer (column 3)
poverty, which is not directly affected by increased transfers, decreased
much more slowly than the official measure in the late t960s and since
then has increased to about the level that existed in 1965.

These descriptive statistics cannot sort out the separate impacts of
changes in transfers, .unemployment rates, and economic growth.

0
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TABLE 3

Incidence of Poverty, by Races, Spanish Origin, Sex, and Age of the Household Head,
Official Measure, Se looted Years, 1986-1981

All PeisOilis White

Persons Living in Households Headed by:

Black Spanish Origin Female Householder Elderly

1966 143% 11.3% 41.8% n.a. 41.0% 28.5%

1973 11.1 8.4 31.4 21.9 34.9 16.3

1.

1981 14.0 11.1 342 26,5 35.2 15.3

Percentage Change

1966.1973 -24.6 4 -25.7 24.9 14.9 42.8

1973-1981 26.1 32.1 8.9 . 21.0 0.9 - 6.1

1966.1981 -48 -1.8 18.2 n.a. 14.1 - 46,3

SOURCE U.S. eureau of the Cenus (1982b).
n,a. e not available
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TABLE 4

Trends in Cash Transfers as a Percentage of GNP and Official and
Pretransfer Measures of Poverty; Selected Years, 1965-1981

Percentege of Persons Poor

(1)

Cash Transfers
(2)

Official Measure
(Money Income)

(3)
Pretransfer

Income

.* (4)
Ratio;

Column 2 /,Column 3(GNP)

1965 .053 17.3% 21.3% .81.

1968 .056 12.8 18.2 .70

1970

,1972
.063

.073

12.6

11.9

18.8

19.2

,67

',:62

197.4 .076 11.0 20.3 .57

1976 .091 11.8 21.0 .56

1978 .085' 11.4 20.2 .56

1980 .083 13,0 21.9 ' .59.

1981 .086 14.0 n.a. n,a.

SOURCES, dolumn (1), GNP Is from The economic Report of the President. Cash transfers are from the Social Security Bulletin.
Column (2): U.$, eureau.of the Census (19112b), Table 15.
Column (3): Oanziger and PlotnIck (1952, 40).
n.a.n.not available
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Nonetheless, the data are consistent with the view that transfers were an
essential element in the trend toward lower poverty.

ANTIPOVERTY POLICIES:
INCOME TRANSFER PROGRAMS

AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Social policies during the last 15 years reflected the view that public
expenditures should be increased to stimulate opportunities for ..khe
poor. Many programs that provided billions of dollars of assistance to
millions of recipients were enacted into law. These are the very programs
that have been targeted for the largest budget reductionsfor example,
food stamps, the school lunch program, subsidized housing, Aid to
Families with Dependent Children, and Medicaid:The current admin-
isteation's approach is to rely less on transfers and more on economic
groivth. As a result, public expenditures on behalf of the poor have been
decreased, a'nd tax cuts to increase incentives to work and save have
been enacted. Robert Lampman (1974) has argued that the very
declaration of the war on poverty had an almost immediate and lasting
effect; it required all existing programs and proposals for policy changes
to address the question, What does it do for the poor? The Reagan
economic program instead asks, What does it do for the nonpoor? This
new approach assumes that those who remain poor will be better off if
they wait for economic growth to trickle down from those above them
on the socioeconomic ladder than if they rely on government income

transfer programs.
While it is axiomatic that there are more poor in bad times than in

good times, there is ample reason to doubt the efficacy of trickle-down
policies. Until recently it was assumed that economic growth would
reduce' poverty. However, the evidence from the recent past suggests
that economic growth will not raise the earnings of the poor enough to
enable many of them to escape poverty without government assistance.

The major factor contributing to the reduction in poverty since 1966
seems to have been the growth in government transfers, which offset
increases ig poverty resulting from demographic changes and high
unemployment rates. Economic growth per se seems to have had little
effect. For example, Gottschalk (1978) analyzed a sample of middle-
aged married men, who are expected to be aided most by economic
growth. He found that the proportion with low earnings rose from
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TABLE 5

The Composition of Households with Pretransfer
Incomes below the. Poverty Line, 1978

Household Head
,Number
(Millions)

Percentage
of the Poor

Aged head (65 years and over) 10.12 48.1%

Female head, with a child a
under 6 years 1.50 7.1

Students 1.05 5.0

Disabled head 2.50 11.9

Persons working fullull time full year 1.67 7.5

Single persons working less
than full time full year 1.91 9.1

Male head working less than full time
full year 1.31 0 6.2

Femalo,head, no children under 6,
workiii4 less than full time full
y6ar 1.07 5.1

All pretransfer poor households 21.03 1 00.0

NOTE: Classification Is mutually exclusive and Is hierarchical. Any household that
fits in more than one category has been classified only in the one cloiest to the top of
the table.
SOURCE: Calculated by' authors from the March 1979 current Population Survey
computer tapes.

12.6% in 1966 to 15.3% in 1973, even though economic growth over this
period was substantial.

That the direct effects of economic growth on poverty are small
should not be surprising, because only about one-third of those who are
poor-before the receipt of transfers can be expected to work. The
remaining two-thirdsthe aged, female-headed households with children
under six, and the disabledare likely to remain dependent uion
transfers (see Table 5). This means that economic growth and expansion
of the labor market cannot serve as a panacea for poverty. Any actions
taken to dismantle transfer programs without replacing them with ones
that are more effectivi in combating poverty could wipe out the gains
that have been made in reducing poverty.
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PROJECTIONS OF POVERTY

In order to assess the probable impacts of shifting from reliance on
income transfers to reliance on economic growth, we have attempted to
project whether the economic growth that is expected in the next several
years is sufficient to reduce poverty at the same time that income

'transfers are being reduced. Table 6 presenCs the official census data on
poverty for 1979 through 1981 and our projections for 1982 and 1983.
These projections were derived by estimating separate regressions for
each of the groups listed in the column headings of the table.8 The
pattern of the coefficients on unemployment and transfers was the
same for all seven equations: Poverty declines when unemployment falls
and when real cash transfers per households rise. The coefficients for
GNP per household were significant only for white and Spanish-origin
men.

The incidence of poverty for all persons and for persons in each of the
groups shown is projected on the basis of the estimated coefficientsand
estimates of prices; GNP, unemployment rates, and cash transfers as
reported by the Congressional Budget Office. These projections show an
increase in poverty for each gfoup.

Poverty in 1983 for each group other than persons living with white
males will be higher than it was for all persons in 1964119.0%), when the
War on Poverty was declared. These results reflect offsetting factors;
unemployment is projected to fall tuia ;0111:,ONP to rise after 1982, while
transfers are projected to fall. Thus, to sonie'extent the poverty-reducing
effects of growth are offset by the poverty-increasing effects of the
budget cuts, so that poverty in 1983 will be higher than it was in 1980,
when the Reagan administration began.

have also projected a series that includes in-kind transfers even
thiRigh data inadequacies make these estimates less certain and prevent
us from providing projections for the detailed groups. Poverty is pro-
jected to rip from 6.4% of all persons in 1979 to 8.1% in 1983.

This exercise gives us little reason to think that the earnings gains
from economic growth that accrue to those at a disadvantage in the
labor market are lely to be large enough to significantly reduce
poverty. This does t mean that economic growth, which raises
average living standards, is undesirable, but rather that growth alone is
not a sufficient antipoverty strategy.

The recent growth of income transfer programs has had a significant
effect oniihe trend in poverty. This, and other redistributive effects
protection against income losses due to unemployment, retirement,

1 3
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TABLE 6

Incidence of Poverty, Actual and Projected Official Measure, 1979-1983

Year All Parsons
White
Males

White
Females

Parsons Living In Households Headed by:

Spanish
Origin
Males

Spanish

Origin
Females

Black
Males

Black
Females

1979 Actual 11.7%. 5.9% 24.9% 16.2% 52.2% 15.5% 48.9%
4

1980 Actual 13.2 7.0 27.6 17.8 52.9 18.9 63.5

1981 Actual 14.0 7.6 28.4 19.4 55.8 18,6 54.0

1982 Projected 14.9 8.4 28.0 19.7 64.3 21.1 64.1 4'

1983 Projected 14.8 8.4 293 20.1 54.6 21.4 55.7

NOTE: Projections are based on regressions estimated for the period 1990 to 1981 (1972 to 1981 for persons of Spanish origln).'ProJectlo
include the impact of the 1981 revision In the poverty lines.
SOURCE: Actual data from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1982b). Projections or* f I:Analog,' and Gottschalk (1982). .
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AliSability, and death; guarantees of access *minimum levels of food,
shelter, and medical care- -must be balanced against the costs. The
growth in transfers, has been accompanied by some declines in work
effort and savings that may have contributed to sluggish ecquomic
performance, put the magnitude of these declines is estimated to be
small. Severe cutbacks of the prdgrams will lead to small gains in
efficiency but large increases in poverty.9 However, continued expansion
of current transfer programs is likely to produce increasingly small
reductions in poverty because it will not aid those among the poor who
dd not receive any transfers, and it will do little to reduce pretransfer
poverty. to

The census report provides important evidence on the antipoverty
effectiveness of in-kind transfers. We have shown that increased cash
and in-kind transfers 4ere key elements in the reductions in poverty that
have occurred in the past 15 years, but that there has been littlesuccess in
reducing pretransfer poverty. We still do not have a good understanding
as to why pretransfer poverty has been sodifficult to reduce. However,.
there is ample reason to believe that transfer programs cannot be cut
back without paying the price of higher levels of poverty, however

measured.

NOTES

I, This study was mandated by the U.S. Senate in September 1980.

2. 'nit reporl provides data on three income concepts and three methods for valuing

in-kind transfer" This yields nine estimates, each of which adds additional amounts of

in-kind transfers to the Census Bureau's previously published data on money incomes.

The report provides detailed description of the methodology used. The income concepts

are money income plus in-kind transfers for food and housing; money income plus food,

housing, and medical care, but excluding institutional expenditures; and money income

plus food, housing, and all medical care. The measured incidence of poverty falls gs the

additipnal benefits are added.
The three methods for valuing the in-kind transfers are the market value approach, the

recipient value approach, and the poverty budget share approach. The market value is

equal to the purchase price in the market; the recipient value reflects the view that the

recipient would prefer a smaller amount of cash that would not restrict his/her

consumption of the lubsidued good; the poverty buttri share value limits the in-kind

transfer's v lue to an driourft thakequals the proportion of the poverty line typically spent

on the goo( his requires the estimation (414 amount of expenditures for food, housing,

and medical care for persons at or near the poverty level. Because the recipient value and

the poverty budget share v ue are always less than or equal to the market value, they yield

4
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smaller reductions in the poverty population. The lowest estimate is the one that includes
food, housing, and medical care, including institutional expenditures, and values these
transfers at their market vette.)

3. These, studies also attempt to correct for the underreporting of income! to the
census, an adjustment that further reduces estimates of the poverty population.

4, These census figures le substantially higher than the rough estimates providkby
Paglin (1980).

5. For a discussion of the trend in relative poverty, see Danziger and Plot nick ((982).
For a discussion of how the official thresholds would change irthey were to be recomputed
using recent information, see Fendler and Orshansky (1979).

IS,. If an individual reduces his/ her labor supply when an income transfer is received,
then the transfer may induce an increase in protransfer poverty: The literature does not
provide a definitive estimate of the size of this response. Robert Plotnick (forthcoming)
used a simulation model to move from the standard comparison of pretransfer income
(defined as posttransfer income less transfers) and poattransfer incope to one that adjusts
pretransfer income for transfer-induced labor supply and earnings effects. He restricted
his analysis to household heads between the ages of 18 and 58 and to the six largest cash
transfer programs (i.e., social security, public assistance, unemployment insurance,
workers' compensation, veterans' pensions, and veterans'disability compensation). Using
efie income and substitution effects estimated from the Seattle.Denver Income Mainten-
ance Experiments, Plotnick found that in 1974 all cash transfers from these programs,
because of their income guarantees and marginal tax rates, induced a 15.4% decrease in the
earnings of transfer recipients. As a result, his data show that cash transfers reduced
poverty by 18% when their effect is measured as in Table 2 of this paper, but by only 8%
when labor supply responses were included. For female heads of household with children,
the conventional approach shows that transfers reduced poverty by 17%, while the labor
supply adjustments reduce this to 13%.

Plotnick's estimate is not directly applicable 'for our purposes, however. First, in
deriving his estimate, he assumed a total elimination of the transfer programs. Such a

change would probably have considerably larger labor supply responses than would a

marginal change in any program. Second, analyses based on income and substitution
effects alone do not explain the increased participation of those already eligible. And over
the recent period, participatiop has increased in many programs in which the income,
livarantees and marginal tax rates have remained fixed. Without a model of the decision td
participate, one cannot determine whether the factors that contributed to increasing
participation also led to labor supply changes. If factors unrelated to guarantees and tax
rates were responsible for increased transfers, then transfers may not have had the labor
supply effects attributed to them by Plotnick.

7. If transfers had no effect on poverty, the numbers in columns I and 2 would be the
same, and the measure of antipoverty effectiveness in column 3 woup be 1.0; if transfers
totally eliminated poverty, the ratio would be 0.0.

8. The dependent variables were the logarithmsof the various poverty incidences; the
independent variables were the logarithms of the unemployment rate, cash transfers per
household, and GNP per household. The regressions were estimated using a maximum
likelihood adjustment for autocorrelation. The coefficients lind complete details of our
procedure can fie found in Danziger and Gottschalk (1982).

9. The studies on which this conclusion is based arc reviewed in Danziger et al. (1981).

10. For a discussion of alternative antipoverty policies see Danziger et al. (1919) and
Danziger et al. (1980).
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